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ABSTRACT
This thesis develops data processing techniques for multi-component seismic array data 
which are designed to exploit the physical character of the seismic signals.
For an array of single component seismometers I have developed a beamform scanning 
technique and I have improved the adaptive processing method developed by King et al. in 
1973, for the simultaneous estimation of horizontal slowness and azimuth of the signals. 
These techniques have been applied on a set of earthquakes from the Indonesian-New 
Guinea region recorded at the Warramunga and Rockhampton Downs arrays in northern 
Australia, in an attempt to study source and receiver heterogeneity. It was found that 
heterogeneity exists on different scale lengths and the scale length of heterogeneity increases 
with depth.
To further improve our understanding of the velocity structure and the degree of 
heterogeneity within the earth I have developed several methods for the analysis of 
3-component data. Conventional approaches to the analysis of 3-component seismic records 
endeavour to exploit the apparent angles of propagation in the horizontal and vertical planes 
and the polarisation of the waves. The basic assumption is that there is a dominant wavetype 
(e.g. P waves) travelling in a particular direction which arrives at the seismic station in a 
given time window.
By testing a range of characteristics of the 3-component records it was possible to build up 
a set of rules for classifying much of the seismogram in terms of wavetype and direction. 
The application to events recorded at the Noress and Arcess arrays in Norway have shown 
that much of the coda is identified, and so implies that this process would be a reasonable 
tool for on-line phase identification. It is, however, difficult to recognise SH waves in the 
presence of other wavetypes, and the slowness vector could only be satisfactorily determined 
for P waves. Problems also arise when more than one signal (in either wavetype or 
direction) arrive in the same time window.
Some of these difficulties can be overcome in a new scheme which is designed to estimate 
the relative proportions of P, S V and SH waves as a function of time along the seismogram. 
This procedure is based on a model of near surface propagation characteristics and requires 
good estimates of the azimuth and horizontal slowness of the incident waves, and so is well 
suited to a 3-component recording site at an array of vertical component instruments. Good 
results have been obtained for 3-component records from the Warramunga, Noress and 
Arcess arrays with just the dominant effect of the free surface included in the processing.
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1Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Characteristics of a seismic array
Seismic arrays (the spatial arrangement of seismometers) were introduced in the late 
1950’s to monitor underground nuclear explosions (see review paper by Davies (1973)). 
However their superior ability to detect, locate and identify seismic events compared with 
single station seismometers, arrays are now also employed to explore in more detail, lateral 
and vertical heterogeneities in the earth's velocity structure.
The most important requirement for an array is that the seismometers in an array have 
uniform instrumentation and recording, and for all of them to have a common time base. In 
general the seismometers are coupled to well-consolidated unweathered rock, this reduces 
near surface amplitude variations, but noticeable variations do occur and these can vary 
depending on the direction of approach of the seismic waves. An array should be ideally 
located well away from sources of cultural noise and be placed in a region with little crustal 
complexity so clear seismic records can be obtained, but this is limited by the accessibility of 
such a region. Also if the array is located 20-30° from world seismic zones it is possible to 
study upper mantle heterogeneity. Since all these conditions can not be strictly met, the 
signals recorded by an array contain high frequency noise, scattering components and 
microseismic noise.
21.2 Purpose of a seismic array
Arrays are deployed to suppress uncorrelated seismic noise while preserving signals from 
seismic events, with the aim to obtain a signal to noise gain approaching Vm , where M is the 
number of sensors. If the signals on each sensor are identical and the noise is Gaussian and 
uncorrelated, the beamforming gain is proportional to VM (Johnson, 1968). In general, 
however, signals are not perfectly coherent across an array and signal generated noise in the 
form of multiple reflections and mode conversions give added complexity to the recorded 
signal, hence the theoretical VM gain is rarely achieved.
An array can be employed as a directional filter, i.e. the array can be steered in a certain 
direction by inserting time delays to the non-vertical incidence of a wavefront, in order to 
enhance signals from that direction. This allows the array to discriminate between signals 
and noise arriving from different directions. In this project this is achieved by inserting 
delays corresponding to various slowness-azimuth combinations and searching for an 
absolute maximum in the array response. Alternatively the direction can be estimated directly 
by effectively fitting a plane wavefront to the measured time delays of the signal of interest 
(Kelly, 1964). Deviations in the estimated values of azimuth and slowness occur due to the 
departure of the wavefront from the assumed plane wave configuration, but due to the nature 
of the signal wavelength and the array aperture, this really only concerns large aperture 
arrays. Array studies have shown that signal enhancement and array steering are important 
in :
(i) Detection and location of events : an increase in the signal to noise ratio (SNR) allows 
a seismic event to be detected from seismic noise more easily. The STA/LTA detector 
applied at the Norsar array (Mykkeltveit and Bungum, 1984), and the automatic event 
detector employed at the Warramunga seismic array (WRA) were developed to detect 
seismic events, and also to suppress false alarms triggered by seismic noise. Hypocentral 
estimates are normally based on P arrival times from widely spaced seismometers, 
whereas with an array an estimate of the location is determined from slowness and 
azimuth solutions of identifiable seismic phases (Ruud et al., 1988). Although the
3location estimates by an array for distant events are poor, an array can locate weak seismic 
events and give much better estimates of local events.
(ii) Decomposing signals in terms of their frequency content, azimuth of arrival and 
slowness: an array has an advantage over single station seismographs as it can give a 
direct measurement of the slowness vector, and this eliminates many sources of error 
prominent in smoothed horizontal slowness (dT/dA) v distance (A) curves, such as 
hypocentre location and origin time, as the measurement is independent of absolute time 
(Johnson, 1967). Accuracy of these measurements is important as they are used to 
determine regional velocity structures.
(iii) Separating signals which arrive at the array simultaneously : triplications of the travel­
time curve can be closely spaced in time, but as their propagation characteristics are 
slightly different, arrays of sufficient aperture are able to separate them. Separation of 
phases is important as the more phases that can be clearly identified the better the velocity 
structure with depth can be resolved.
(iv) Determination of the seismic noise field : information on noise characteristics is 
important for seismic event detection and for future array development.
(v) Detecting weak signals : this is important in searching for phases that are difficult to 
observe. Ringdal (1985) and Souriau and Souriau (1989) have employed seismic array 
data to detect core phases, whereas Richards and Wicks (1990) have been able to analyse 
S-P conversions to study the characteristics of the 650km discontinuity.
1.3 Seismic array design
Early work on array design was performed on arrays with apertures of only a few 
kilometres and these arrays were intended mainly for "first-zone" coverage (i.e. to record 
earthquakes out to 1000km). Their concept was based on the idea that interstation distances 
should be small enough to prevent correlation of seismic noise, but give a signal to noise 
improvement. Experimental work on the Vela arrays in the United States showed that this 
did not hold, but they did demonstrate that noise in the 1-2 Hz band was incoherent when the
4sensor spacing was greater than 2km (Davies, 1973). Consequently specially designed 
arrays with wider apertures were constructed and they preceded along 2 lines :
(i) United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (U.K.A.E.A.) medium aperture arrays.
(ii) Large aperture arrays (aperture ~ 100km) such as LAS A, NORSAR and ALPA.
Since the extent of these arrays is comparable or larger than the signal wavelength, time 
delays need to be inserted before summing to account for signal propagation across the 
array, hence the arrays can be used as directional filters.
The U.K.A.E.A. arrays were built in the early 1960's and generally followed a standard 
configuration. Each array has 20 Willmore Mark II SPZ sensors arranged in an "L" or "T" 
shape (see Mowat and Burch, 1974) and their inter-seismometer spacing is between 2 and 
2.5km (except EKA), which is a compromise between the decorrelation of surface wave 
noise and the limitation of the array aperture (King, 1974). The standard digitisation rate is 
20Hz and the response is similar to WWSSN short-period sensors up to 2Hz (see Kennett, 
1983), and above that frequency, the response is nearly flat to velocity. These arrays 
introduced the concept of steered beams and were designed to detect small P phases at 
teleseismic distances. A signal to noise improvement approaching Vm  is obtainable, except 
when the noise is directional. Characteristic noise levels are quite different at the arrays, but 
the noise spectrum in general decays with an essentially linear slope from about 2Hz to the 
system noise limit of the array (Bache et al., 1986).
The large aperture arrays have a different size and layout to the U.K.A.E.A. arrays, but 
work on the same two fundamental principles : the suppression of noise (by addition) and 
directional discrimination, based on array beams formed by the introduction of time delays 
before the addition of channels. The directional ability is more powerful with arrays of large 
dimensions, so they are not only used for detection but also for rapid location of seismic 
events. However LAS A and NORSAR cannot routinely locate seismic events with high 
accuracy, i.e. with errors less than 50km (Ringdal and Husebye, 1982). Although array 
location estimates for large magnitude events is inferior to those provided by ISC, they 
become increasingly important at low magnitudes, since the locating accuracy of global 
networks deteriorate rapidly when only a few stations report an event. In some cases arrays
5provide locations of events that are below the reporting threshold of ISC, and consequently 
can identify arrivals otherwise neglected (Ringdal and Husebye, 1982).
For large arrays there is a problem in attaining Vm  improvement, this is not because the 
noise is coherent, but depends on whether the (short period) signal is coherent over such a 
distance. Depending on the degree of heterogeneity in the vicinity of the array, strong signal 
distortion may occur, which will limit the coherency of the waveform over the whole array. 
This problem can be rectified, as observed at NORSAR and LASA by having a denser 
sampling of seismographs at the centre of the array than on the flanks, so the signal can be 
coherent on more seismographs. Ringdal and Husebye (1982) found that the improvement in 
SNR at LASA and NORSAR is generally within 3 to 5db of the theoretical Vm  gain. 
Although the signal coherence is not comparable to smaller aperture arrays, the inter- 
seismometer spacing of these arrays is large enough to resolve triplications.
The data accumulated at LASA and NORSAR has been used to study regional upper 
mantle velocity structures and characteristics of the seismic wavefield (Mack, 1969; Capon, 
1969; Davies, 1973, and Berteussen, 1976), and complete descriptions of these arrays are 
given by Green et al. (1965) and Bungum (1971). Due to the cost of maintaining large 
aperture arrays and the problems in monitoring a nuclear test ban, only the NORSAR array 
still exists, but in a reduced format. Array analysis has now essentially reverted back to small 
and medium sized arrays.
Experimental work on noise and signal correlations in Norway (Mykkeltveit et al., 1983) 
led to the development of the Noress small aperture array in 1984. The interstation distances 
at the array were made small enough to prevent spatial aliasing and also to maintain positive 
correlation between the sensors, while the separations were made large enough to prevent a 
high degree of correlation in the seismic noise field (Mykkeltveit and Bungum, 1984). By 
employing a optimum weighting scheme, a theoretical SNR gain in excess of VM was 
possible, but this was not achievable with much of the data (Ingate et al., 1985). This array 
is employed for earthquake and explosion surveillance at local and regional distances. The 
success of the Noress array resulted in the construction of the Arcess array in northern 
Norway, with the same configuration as Noress. The Arcess array fully matches the
6capabilities of Noress in terms of regional detection, location and phase identification, but 
there are noticeable differences in their phase characteristics (Mykkeltveit and Ringdal, 
1988).
Portable arrays like the NWB array discussed by Bowman and Kennett (1990) and those 
described by Muirhead and Hales (1980), are employed for regional studies, and their size 
and configuration are linked to the regional tectonics which are to be analysed. The arrays 
may employ variable inter-seismometer spacings so different parts of the mantle can be 
studied, and if the array is large enough it can also be used to detect the existence of major 
discontinuities within the earth's velocity structure, much like the large aperture arrays. 
Bowman (1988) suggested that when the portable NWB array is used in conjunction with 
the permanent Warramunga array, phase correlation across the array and among different 
earthquakes is possible.
Three-component arrays, in general, are incorporated with a vertical component array, e.g. 
at WRA, Noress, Arcess and shortly at Yellowknife. These arrays are employed to study 
polarisation characteristics of the seismic coda and to identify seismic phases (see 
section 1.5).
1.4 Previous types of array studies
Global studies of travel-time data give an idea on the average velocity structure and the 
extent of heterogeneities within the earth (Grand and Helmberger, 1985). This information 
can then be used to study large scale geodynamic processes and to derive composition 
models of the earth. Anderson (1965) and Simpson (1973) have written reviews describing 
the development of velocity models from the classical gross earth models of Jeffreys, 
Gutenburg and Lehmann, to the more recent regional models. They showed that the outer 
1000km of the earth has a very complicated structure and consequently to obtain greater 
detail, studies should continue to be made on a regional scale. Before the advent of arrays, 
regional body wave velocity models were based on smoothed travel-time curves, which were 
obtained from smoothing (dT/dA, A) observations from widely spaced stations. Although
7these studies implicated a complicated structure, seismic arrays were shown to have greater 
resolving power, as accurate recordings could be made and precise measurements of the 
seismic propagation could be determined. Firstly, they provide direct measurement of the 
horizontal slowness (dT/dA) over a limited range of A, and thereby allow resolution of minor 
perturbations in the travel time curve, and secondly processing of array records results in 
SNR improvement, and so weak arrivals can be detected, which can then be included in the 
data which determines the travel-time curve.
Direct measurements of dT/dA have been employed to construct travel-time curves for 
various regions of the earth and consequently velocity models have been derived by inverting 
the data using the Herglotz-Weichert technique (e.g. Niazi and Anderson, 1965; Johnson, 
1967, 1969; Chinnery and Toksöz, 1967; Wright and Cleary, 1972). All these types of 
studies realised the effect of local structure on azimuth and slowness measurements, and they 
attempted to account for this by assuming a crustal and upper mantle structure based on some 
previous information e.g. refraction models. Otsuka (1966b), Niazi (1966) and Underwood 
(1967) tried to account for large scale anomalies in terms of a dipping interface, however this 
method was found to be insufficient in describing the anomalies properly, so future studies 
employed travel-time residuals to calibrate the measurements (e.g. Cleary et al., 1968 and 
Wright, 1970). Simpson (1973) and King (1974) pointed out that the effect of local structure 
at WRA could not be eliminated, but the errors could be reduced by restricting the azimuthal 
range of the earthquakes so that the measurements vary only by a constant or slowly varying 
term. Datt and Muirhead (1976, 1977) and Hendrajaya (1981) employed this technique on 
selected earthquakes in the Indonesian-New Guinea region and they were able to refine 
previous models by also using later arrivals.
Although the local structure in the crust and upper mantle near the array induces errors in 
slowness and azimuth values, which may mask the variations in slowness due to small 
velocity increases, array studies have been able to highlight low and high velocity regions 
and marked discontinuities within the earth. The velocity models show considerable 
differences which may be attributed to either regional variations, variations in the density of 
data in different epicentral distance ranges, or differences in the procedures of analysis and
8interpretation of data (Datt, 1981). Most of the velocity models proposed are complex, but 
they generally show the presence of a 400km and 670km discontinuity, and in some cases 
the existence of a low velocity zone. Direct slowness measurements have also been used to 
study the velocity structure as deep as the inner/outer core boundary (Johnson, 1969; 
Souriau and Souriau, 1989).
Although arrays are now primarily used to determine regional variations in the velocity 
structure, their original intention to detect and locate nuclear and seismic events is still of 
prime importance. Much of the study of NORSAR and Noress data lies in this field. In 
recent years array studies have also been involved in determining the degree and extent of 
heterogeneity (e.g. Kennett, 1987; Korn, 1988; Kennett and Bowman, 1990) and for the 
observation of earthquake rupture propagation and near source ground acceleration (Spudich 
and Cranswich, 1984; McLaughlin et al., 1983; Liu and Heaton, 1984).
1.5 Three-component analysis
In recent years seismologists have strived to obtain more information on the velocity 
structure of the earth and the propagation of seismic waves. One way this may be achieved is 
to decompose the wavefield into single wavetypes, identify them, and obtain an estimate of 
the associated slowness vector. From a single 3-component station, polarisation properties 
of recorded signals can be determined, as shown by Jurkevics (1988), and a direct 
measurement of the slowness vector in some cases can be calculated if the wavetype is 
known. On the otherhand, when the polarisation properties of the various wavetypes (purely 
polarised) are modelled for a particular medium (normally an isotropic medium), probability 
estimates for the presence of a given wavetype can be determined (e.g. Christoffersson et 
al., 1988).
In most cases the recorded signal is the sum of several signal components which may have 
travelled along different paths and have different modes of propagation, and may include 
noise generated locally by the signal from mode conversions or multiple reflections. Hence 
the ideal requirement of a purely polarised wave in a given time interval is rarely fulfilled, so
9the wavefield classification procedures break down. The scheme developed by 
Christoffersson et al. (1988) and the one developed in this thesis show that the P coda of an 
earthquake can be satisfactorily decomposed, but the waveform characteristics of the S coda 
are found to be quite complex, and so only parts of the coda are identified. Single 
3-component station estimates are quite unstable, and Jurkevics (1988) showed that a direct 
sum of 3-component datasets improves the stability of these estimates, as the effect of signal 
generated noise is reduced in much the same way as beamforming techniques. Although 
techniques employing 3-component data can partially decompose the wavefield, no proper 
estimates (except for the initial P phase) of azimuth and slowness can be determined, so they 
are not viable methods for estimating propagation properties.
The ability of the 3-component data to identify seismic phases has been helpful in epicentre 
determinations (Ruud et al., 1988), and polarisation analyses are employed for the study of 
shear waves and anisotropy (Booth and Crampin, 1985; Cormier, 1984; Douma and Helbig, 
1987). Three-component datasets have advantages over a vertical component array in that a 
sparse triaxial array is much cheaper and a single 3-component station does not require a 
large geologically uniform area.
1.6 Thesis outline
The aim of this thesis is to develop methods which can supply information on the 
propagation and polarisation characteristics of the seismic wavefield, which in turn can be 
used to resolve some of the finer details of the earth's velocity structure, and give a greater 
understanding of heterogeneity within the earth. The thesis will stress that much more 
information on the characteristics of the wavefield can be obtained if one models the 
interaction of seismic waves near the surface of the earth.
Chapter 2 describes a group of techniques which can be used to analyse a vertical 
component dataset, which give slowness and azimuth estimates for signals crossing an array 
of seismometers. An outline of the accuracy and limitations of each technique is given along
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with array response diagrams which describe the accuracy in which signals can be resolved 
by the seismic arrays used in this thesis.
In chapter 3 several of these techniques are applied to a group of earthquakes in the 
Indonesian-New Guinea seismic zone in an attempt to study heterogeneity in the crust and 
upper mantle. Clusters of earthquakes throughout this region were chosen to study the 
source heterogeneity, and although the data suggests that near source structure has a 
significant role on the character of the recorded wavefield, no real grasp on the degree or 
scale length of heterogeneity could be obtained due to inadequate control of earthquake 
location and focal mechanism, as well as rather wide cluster groupings. On the otherhand, 
the comparison of earthquakes recorded on 2 closely spaced arrays in the Northern Territory 
of Australia has shown that there is substantial variation in the local structure in the vicinity 
of these arrays.
This study differs from earlier work that has employed WRA data (e.g. Wright and 
Cleary, 1972; King et al., 1973; Simpson et al., 1974), as I only compare estimated values 
of dT/dA and azimuth to check for any variability that may resemble some type of 
heterogeneity. I do not use "corrected" dT/dA values to calculate a velocity model for the 
area. The analysis of this data has also shown that slowness and azimuth estimates can only 
really be accurately determined for upper mantle phases, which leaves the origin of many 
arrivals in question, as commented by King (1974) and Datt (1977). This was a major 
prompt for the study of 3-component data, as with this data the polarisation information of 
the signals could also be exploited. This gives further clues on the propagation characteristics 
of the signals (i.e. where they are scattered from) and enables one to identify their wavetype.
In chapter 4 a scheme based on a hierarchy of polarisation characteristics of the various 
wavetypes in an isotropic medium has been developed for the decomposition of the 
wavefield into isolated wavelets, that can be identified in terms of wavetype and in some 
cases to also calculate their associated slowness vector. Experiments on real and synthetic 
3-component data indicate that this approach would be suitable as an on-line phase 
identification process.
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In chapter 5 the application of this scheme to a variety of real data suggests that the 
wavefield is very complicated and in many cases nearly impossible to decompose. The 
interaction of wavetypes and the presence of signal generated noise are the major factors 
leading to the breakdown of this technique.
The inability of the above scheme to provide detailed information on the complete 
3-component wavefield, led to the modelling work described in chapter 6. Here I decompose 
the vector wavefield into 3 components : P, S V and SH. The decomposition of the wavefield 
is based on a simplified model in which only free surface reflections are taken into account. 
In this case the transformations employed are frequency independent and depend only 
weakly on the values adopted for the seismic parameters at the surface. The resulting 
estimates of P, SV and SH contributions are therefore indicative of the character of the 
wavefield. It is possible to make a more complex (frequency dependent) allowance for near- 
receiver structure if this is known in detail.
This thesis shows that the seismic wavefield is a complex interaction of many wavetypes, 
and any attempts to fully decompose it are virtually impossible as the medium through which 
the signals propagate can not be properly modelled. The simultaneous estimation of the 
different wavetype contributions (P, SV and SH) from 3-component array data taking into 
account free surface interaction gives as complete an interpretation of the seismic wavetrain 
as can be achieved without detailed synthetic seismogram modelling.
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Chapter 2
SINGLE COMPONENT ARRAY TECHNIQUES
A single component array usually consists of a group of seismometers which measure the 
vertical component of the seismic wavefield. This component is generally recorded as it is 
the best for investigating P waves. Techniques which analyse the vertical component dataset 
are described in this chapter, along with the accuracy and resolution to which the slowness 
and azimuth of upper mantle phases can be calculated.
2.1 Processing Techniques
There are many schemes which combine seismometer outputs across an array in order to 
obtain an improvement in the SNR, while imposing minimal distortion on the waveform of 
the signal. The techniques fall into 2 categories :
(i) linear processing methods : where the signal path from input to output can be expressed 
as a linear filtering operation, and
(ii) non-linear techniques : which involve operations on input waveforms such as 
multiplication, squaring or clipping, which have the effect of distorting the signals in ways 
that vary with SNR.
In array analysis the recorded signal is assumed to consist of a deterministic signal plus 
noise:
Ui(t) = u(xj,t) = s(t) + e(xi,t) (2.1)
where Uj(t) is the output of the i^  seismometer at position x;, s(t) is the deterministic signal, 
and £(Xj,t) is the noise (Abrahamson and Bolt, 1987). For summation of array data, a delay
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Tj needs to be inserted to the output of the i1*1 seismometer such that the signal arrives at each
sensor simultaneously. For a plane wave :
Tj = k-Xj/co (2.2)
where k is the wavenumber and co is the frequency of the plane wave. If the signal is 
coherent over the whole array while the noise is random, the introduction of time delays 
calculated according to this scheme will enhance the SNR.
The techniques described in this section enhance the SNR and give slowness and azimuth 
estimates of the signals crossing an array. For a comparison between techniques, each 
process has been applied on a earthquake from New Ireland (date: 26/7/1985; origin time: 11 
29 35.7; lat.: 4.56°S; long.: 152.72°E; M^: 4.8; depth: 39km), recorded at WRA.
2.1.1 Beamforming techniques
For small and medium aperture arrays, the aperture is small compared with the distance 
between the source and the array for all events except local ones. Most arrivals can therefore 
be considered as plane waves, which implies that they sweep the array with a single apparent 
velocity (slowness) in a specific direction. Beamforming techniques steer the array to a given 
horizontal slowness and azimuth by phasing the signals at the different array sites relative to 
a central point by the delays associated with the passage of this plane wave, and then 
summed by different means to produce a stacked trace.
2.1.1.1 Linear Stack
This method, commonly referred to as delay and sum processing, just sums the time 
delayed array data, and is as follows :
M M
LSUM(t) = 4 £ u i ( t  + X;) = s(t) + = «(0 (2.3)
1=1 1=1
where M is the number of sensors. The sum calculates an estimate of the signal §(t), and if 
£j(t) is uncorrelated with variance Ge2, the variance of £(t) is reduced from o e2 to g £2/M
(Abrahamson and Bolt, 1987).
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The ability of this technique to enhance signal coherence while making the noise 
incoherent is related to the inter-seismometer spacing, noise characteristics and crustal 
heterogeneity. The inter-seismometer spacing should be optimised such that the noise field is 
essentially randomised (King et al.,1973, Mykkeltveit et al.,1983).
The crust and upper mantle in the vicinity of an array is often far from homogeneous, so 
sometimes it is necessary to weight the individual channels prior to summation. The weight, 
delay and sum technique can be expressed as
where Wj is the weighting factor for each seismometer. For WRA, weighting is achieved by 
normalising the traces to a common level, and is employed to reduce amplitude bias between 
different array sites.
Figure 2.1 displays the WRA record section of the New Ireland earthquake. The diagram 
shows that coherent and partially coherent arrivals exist across the array (these terms are 
discussed in more detail in chapter 3), and variations between individual channels suggest 
that a substantial amount of noise is also present. The weighted linear stack shown in fig.2.2 
displays the relative amplitudes of WDS for a group of horizontal slownesses at a specific 
azimuth (source-receiver azimuth). Assuming that the signal is arriving with the given 
azimuth, the maxima in amplitude of the slowness traces determine the corresponding 
horizontal slownesses of the signals. The technique can be applied in reverse where stacks 
for a group of azimuths are calculated for a given slowness. For the displayed event maxima 
occur for slownesses around 0.09s/km, but the actual maxima are not clearly defined, even 
for the well correlated signals. However this method does enables one to study the strength 
of the arrivals, and it achieves considerable noise suppression.
The Vespa process (Davies, 1973) employs the linear stack to allow for rapid analysis of 
seismic data from large arrays. Providing the azimuth of the expected incoming waves is 
specified, array beams are formed at all angles from dT/dA = 0-12 s/deg, and then they are 
converted to power levels which are contoured as a function of dT/dA and time.
M
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Figure 2.1 WRA record section of the New Ireland earthquake.
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Figure 2.2 Weighted linear slowness stack of the New Ireland earthquake at the source-receiver 
azimuth (232*).
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2 .1 .12  Semblance stack
The semblance employed in geophysical exploration (Neidell and Taner, 1971) gives a 
measure of the multichannel coherency. In this study a stack is performed over a time gate 
(t - At/2, t + At/2) with a smooth weighting function w(t), which drops off away from the 
target time t. The semblance is then formed as the ratio of the total energy of the stack within 
the time gate to the sum of the energy of the component traces within the same time window. 
The semblance at time t is given by (Kennett, 1987):
where the summation over time (s) is carried out over the time-gate about t. At WRA a 
seven-sample gate (0.35s) is applied at four sample intervals and a four-point Lagrangian 
interpolation is used to generate semblance values for each discrete time point in the stacked 
trace. The time weighting function ws is a seven sample approximation to a cosine, peaking
at the target sample.
This semblance stack gives an indication of the data consistency and strength of the 
coherent events arriving at the array for a particular slowness and azimuth (see fig.2.3). 
Maximums in semblance occur at similar slownesses to that of the weighted linear stack, but 
in this case the slowness values are more clearly defined for the well correlated signals. The 
number at the bottom of the left-hand side of the graph represents the maximum semblance 
value for the section scanned.
2.1 .13  Semblance enhanced stack
By employing the semblance trace as a modulator to the linear stack a non-linear stack is 
produced which enhances the coherent events :
S(t) = - — t i . L i  . with Xj = Ui(t + Tj)
M5X sx,2
/  M v2
2 > s IXi
(2.5)
s i=l
ESS(t) = LSUM(t) * S(t) ( 2 .6)
This "semblance-enhanced" stack eliminates the clutter of partial coherent energy on the 
standard linear stack and clearly displays the coherent arrivals (see fig 2.4).
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Figure 2 J  Semblance slowness stack of the New Ireland earthquake at the source-receiver azimuth (232*).
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Figure 2.4 Semblance enhanced slowness stack of the New Ireland earthquake at the source-receiver 
azimuth (232*).
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2.1.1 A Nth root technique
The N1*1 root method introduced by Muirhead (1968a) is a non-linear technique, and the 
process involves the following steps :
(i) the alignment of the various traces according to a particular slowness and azimuth.
(ii) taking the N1*1 root of the signal and summing to form the partial sum PS :
M 1
PS(t) = X signum(xj) (2.7a)
i=l
where N is the N1*1 root factor.
(iii) raising the result to the N1*1 power, to give the root sum :
NRS(t) = (PS(t))N * signum(PS(t)) (2.7b)
This process is extremely powerful in enhancing SNR at the expense of signal distortion, 
where the amplitude of the large coherent signals are virtually unaffected, while the smaller 
signals are attenuated. Experimental work by Muirhead and Datt (1976) suggests that 4 is the 
best value for N1*1 root processing on WRA data, as this appears to be an appropriate value
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Figure 2.5 N^-root slowness stack of the New Ireland earthquake at the source-receiver azimuth (232*).
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for enhancing SNR without excessive distortion of the signal wave shape. Spikes on traces 
due to local sources such as animal activity and power supply transients are subject to an 
amplitude reduction by a factor of (1/M)N (Datt, 1977). Fig.2.5 shows the Nth root stack for 
the New Ireland event and compared to the semblance enhanced stack it defines the coherent 
signals equally as well, but with slightly sharper peaks. However the enhanced semblance 
stack has an added advantage in that it gives a more direct physical interpretation.
2.1 .15  Scanning technique
The above techniques can only be applied for a single azimuth over a range of slownesses, 
or vice-versa, hence only a partial solution in terms of azimuth and slowness can be 
determined for the arrivals crossing the array. The scanning process employs any one of 
these techniques to determine a simultaneous slowness and azimuth solution. The solutions 
are calculated by scanning the beamed array over an appropriate range of slownesses and 
azimuths and only recording values for those arrivals which stack strongly. The type of 
stacking employed depends on what feature of the signal is required.
The scanning method can be applied in 2 different ways :
(a) determining values of slowness and azimuth which combine to give a stacking value 
above some pre-set level for each time interval. Fig.2.6a displays solutions determined by 
the N^-root method where the pre-set level is 90% of the maximum stacking value for each 
3.2s time interval. For there to be any solution in a particular time interval, the stack must be 
at least 5% of the overall maximum stacking value, and
(b) calculating slowness and azimuth solutions where the stack is above some pre-set value. 
Fig.2.6b shows solutions determined by the N^-root method whose values are at least 50% 
of the maximum stacking value for the whole section.
The slowness and azimuth solutions are calculated to a precision of 0.002s/km and 2° 
respectively, which is in line with the achievable accuracy for coherent arrivals crossing the 
WRA array (see section 2.2). In the diagrams the size of the circle at each slowness/azimuth 
pair relates to the size of the stack, and this shows that the dominant arrival seen clearly on 
fig.2.1 has a slowness around 0.09s/km, and is approaching the array at an azimuth of 232° 
(i.e. on-azimuth). Although the two methods give similar results, the solutions are better
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resolved in case (a), but due to the pre-set level imposed, other strong arrivals within a given 
time interval may not be recognised (e.g. for the arrival at 52s, slowness and azimuth 
solutions are only given in case (b)). In both cases the scanning method does not give 
solutions before the onset of the seismic wave or where the seismic disturbance is low. 
However there is a fair degree of variability of the solution, resulting from the fact that the 
stacking values for many azimuthal and slowness combinations are close in value. The 
root scan method gives more localised solutions than any of the other beamforming 
techniques, so it is the major technique adopted in chapter 3 where results from a number of 
different events are compared.
2.1.2 f-k process
Frequency-wavenumber spectral estimation is a powerful technique for signal detection 
and waveform analysis, as it provides information on the amount of power distributed 
among different wave velocities and directions of approach. Providing the signal is 
stationary in time and space the wavefield u(x,t) can be represented in k-co space by the 
following relationship (Abrahamson and Bolt, 1987) :
oo oo
u(k,co) = ——-  J ju(x,t)exp{i(k-x - cot)}dkdt (2.8)
(2jt)3 -oo -oo
The power spectrum used for slowness and azimuth determination is simply lu(k,co)l2. The 
power spectrum consists of a main lobe with a 1/2-width roughly equal to the inverse of the 
array aperture, with sidelobes 1/Vm  in amplitude of the main lobe, and both depend on the 
array geometry (Green et al., 1966). In estimating the power spectrum (see Aki & Richards, 
1980; Abrahamson and Bolt, 1987) delays are inserted such that the array response can be 
steered in different directions (i.e. the estimation is calculated in much the same way as in the 
beamforming techniques, but in this case it is performed over a limited wavenumber 
interval). The f-k method similarly gives maximum SNR if all the sensors have identical 
signal waveforms and when the noise is independent. However, because interfering noise at 
a particular frequency does not arrive with uniform power over all k, but from particular 
regions of the k plane (i.e. noise between sensors are correlated so that the delay and sum is
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no longer optimum), amplitude weighting coefficients are added to the time delays in each 
seismometer's output to improve the estimate (Green et al, 1966).
A maximum-likelihood technique developed by Capon (1969) claims to have a higher 
resolution than the above weighting method. This process involves the addition of weights to 
every frequency over the band of interest (i.e. each frequency-wavenumber pair has different 
weighting coefficients), and although the method imposes no frequency distortion on the 
signal, it manages to steer the nulls and sidelobes, frequency by frequency, to maximise 
output power over the frequency band.
The f-k method is essentially similar to the appropriate beamforming techniques but it 
operates in a different domain, and is more restrictive as longer time intervals are required to 
obtain stable solutions. Consequently it is mainly used in the study of long-period waves 
recorded at large aperture arrays (Capon et al.,1969; Capon, 1969). However it is now a 
major tool at the small aperture Noress array (see NORSAR Semiannual Technical Reports) 
for the study of regional P and S phases, and has an advantage of being feasible in real time.
I have used a program written by T. Kvsema at Norsar to obtain the f-k solution for the 
group of arrivals between 43 and 47s on fig.2.1. The f-k solution is presented in terms of a 
contour plot and the position of the maxima is roughly equivalent to a slowness of 0.09s/km 
at an azimuth of 230°.
2.1.3 Adaptive processing
This process determines the arrival times of individual wavefronts at each sensor by cross- 
correlating the observed wavelet of interest with the corresponding wave on the beam trace. 
The new arrival times are then used to create a new and improved beam, and the whole 
operation is repeated a number of times in order for convergence to take place. This adaptive 
technique is a modification of the method introduced by King et al. in 1973 and includes the 
following steps :
(1) The array is steered relative to a reference point via delays obtained from a given 
slowness and azimuth. Since the solutions are dependent on the initial slowness and 
azimuth, two reference slownesses 0.005s/km either side of the expected slowness (e.g.
Ux(s/km)
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Figure 2.7 F-k solution for the group of arrivals between 43 & 47s on fig.2.1.
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Figure 2.8 Adaptive processing solutions for the New Ireland earthquake.
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obtained from the scanning technique) are employed along with the source-receiver 
azimuth. If one allows the initial azimuth to vary by up to 5° and the slowness by 
0.015s/km accurate solutions still result.
(2) The array beam is formed (sum of all channels once phased together):
where ZR and ZB are beam sums of different sets of stations of an array. For WRA (see 
section 2.3.1) the two sums refer to beam sums over the red and blue arms of the array 
respectively. TAP measures the strength of the signal and hence determines which part of 
the beam to analyse.
(4) For each channel: the appropriately aligned channel is subtracted from the beam and 
is cross-correlated with the depleted beam. Once the maximum is located the channel is 
added back into the beam realigned.
(5) Step 4 is repeated eight times such that the difference between computed delays can 
reach some desired accuracy. This therefore allows for maximum correlation between the 
individual channels.
(6) The final time delays are put into Kelly's (1964) normal equations (Appendix 1) to 
obtain slowness and azimuth solutions. If the solutions for the two reference slownesses 
are within 0.002s/km and 1.5° of each other, the solutions are said to converge, and the 
average solution is the best solution possible that can be determined by this method.
(7) The error of the final solution is related to the amount by which the time delays are 
refined through the iteration process (Appendix 1), combined with the difference between 
the 2 solutions. The time delay error is small, and so if the difference is too large the 
solutions are not plotted, as the solutions do not converge.
Figure 2.8 shows the adaptive processing solutions for the New Ireland event, and the 
solutions presented are roughly equivalent to those of the scanning technique. Strong 
coherent signals have small errors, and since the errors are closely dependent on correlation 
properties, many of the partially coherent signals detected by the scanning technique do not
BEAM = Sui(t + Tj)
(3) The time average product (TAP) is calculated :
(2.9)
(2. 10)
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register here. By using the convergence of two reference slownesses, compared to King et 
al's employment of one, reduces the high scatter of the solutions and minimises the errors 
normally seen when inadequate initial parameters are used. Also steering delays do not need 
to be that accurately known to obtain resolution of the order of 0.002s/km and 1.5°. Simpson 
(1973) and King (1974) have used King et al.'s (1973) adaptive processing technique to 
resolve the times and slownesses of multiple arrivals in the distance range 15-30° from 
WRA.
2.1.4 Processing in the Tau-p domain
Tau-p processing allows for the analysis of array data in intercept-slowness space. The 
transformation into the Tau-p domain allows one to resolve multiple arrivals and removes 
focussing and defocussing effects, yielding signals with plane wave amplitudes and phases 
(Phinney et al., 1981). In Tau-p and co-p domains the frequency content and the resolution in 
slowness of the signals crossing the array can be determined. Also, time, frequency and 
slowness filters/windows can be applied to the data. This method is employed in exploration 
geophysics (e.g. Turner, 1988) to eliminate unwanted signals, e.g. sideswipe (Rayleigh 
waves), but can be used on array data as a complete filtering technique which also gives 
information on the slowness vector of the signals.
This process is quite involved as it requires data manipulation in many different domains. 
A detailed outline on how the data is processed is described below and is summarised by the 
algorithm displayed in fig.2.9.
Working in and out of the Tau-p domain and x-t space the radon transform needs to be 
used. For continuous data in the time domain, the radon transform pair is defined as follows 
(Deans, 1983):
oo
- radon transform (slant stack) (2.11)
-oo
oo
- inverse radon transform (2 . 12)
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where y+(p.t-px) = gfH (y)
oo
'•y(p,T-px)j T
t-tJ
(2-13)
In equations 2.11, 2.12 & 2.13 the transformed wavefield y is a function of the ray 
parameter p (horizontal slowness) and the intercept time t. The operator y+ which consists of 
a time derivative of the Hilbert transform is commonly referred to as the convolutional filter 
in the radon transform. For discrete data, integration is replaced by summation over the 
aperture of the seismic array, the time window and the slowness range used in the forward 
transform.
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Figure 2.9 Flow chart for Tau - p processing from Greenhalgh et al. (1990).
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Initially, equations 2.11 & 2.12 are Fourier transformed with respect to time to give :
$(p,co) = |u(x,co)e1(°Pxdx (2.14)
u (x,cl>) = J (^p,co)e"1C0Pxdp (2.15)
For discretised data in the frequency domain, the (forward) radon transform can be 
expressed as a matrix product (Greenhalgh et al., 1990):
#(co) = R(co)ü (cd) (2.16)
where the phase shift matrix R is
Rjk = eicopjxk (2.17)
j = l ,2 ,  Np (Np - number of p values)
k = 1, 2, Ntr (Ntr - number of traces)
Having transformed the data into p-co space, which in turn can be expressed in the Tau-p 
domain by a fast fourier transform operation on $(p,co), time, frequency and slowness 
filters/windows can be applied to the data to eliminate unwanted signals.
The inverse transform, rearranging eqtn. 2.16 is of the form :
fl(CD) = R*(co)£(co) (2.18)
where R*, the Radon back projection operator, is simply the conjugate transpose of matrix 
R. Inverse fourier transformation of vector ü yields the inverse slant stack. Artifacts and 
edge effects lead to poor fidelity in the inverse transform, which results in the inaccuracy of 
the time derivative Hilbert transform approach, indicated by equation 2.13. A more accurate 
method is to deconvolve the Radon transform wavefield, whereby the best fit of the 
continuous radon transform to a discrete radon transform is calculated. This method 
deconvolves the spatial discretisation enforced by discontinuous and limited aperture 
sampling of the wavefield. From eqtn.2.18 we g e t:
fi = [R*R]-' R*£ (2.19)
= ] 
Mn
(2.20)
where
IN p
Hit = y  ei(0PKxk-*j) 
J 1=1
(2.21)
This is now in the form of a standard deconvolution equation where the inverse filter H_1 is 
equivalent to the autocorrelation matrix (Greenhalgh et al., 1990). To stabilise the procedure
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white noise is added. The deconvolution process is applied in k-co space, and a double 
Fourier transform with respect to k and co gets us back to x-t space (see algorithm in 
fig.2.9).
The range of p values that can be employed in the forward radon transform is restricted by 
the temporal and spatial sampling of the wavefield. To avoid aliasing, the maximum
slowness must satisfy the following criterion (Turner, 1988) 
< 1 
Pmax -  2Axf„ (2.22)Lmax
where Ax is the station spacing and fmax is the maximum frequency used in the analysis. 
Also for unambiguous reconstruction in the inverse approach, the maximum slowness
increment allowed is (Turner, 1988): 
Ap 1 (2.23)max “  ?xnfz,AR1max
where xR is the range of x (i.e. the aperture of the seismic array).
The Tau-p section for the New Ireland event for frequencies below 2Hz is shown in 
fig.2.10a. The plot shows that the resolution in p is low (as the amplitude of the traces for a 
given arrival are very similar), this is a limitation of the process, and is primarily due to the 
limited dimensions of the array aperture. The traces have the same form as in the 
beamforming techniques, but in this case they are simpler and smoother. By reversing the 
process we find that the recorded wavefield (fig.2.1) has been simplified to the extent where 
only the coherent phases remain (see fig.2.1 Ob).
An example of how the filters/windows work is shown by the case where all parts of the 
Tau-p domain are muted except for the region outlined by the box in fig.2.10a. After 
applying the reverse process we find that all sections of the wavefield outside this time 
window are non-existent, however at the edges the wavefield is not resolved properly (see 
fig.2.10c). These errors occur because the resolution in time is poor. Filtering in co-p space 
allows for the elimination of unwanted signals, e.g. Rayleigh waves, which have a different 
frequency to those being analysed.
Since I have used a plane wave development of the Tau-p process, slight errors will also 
occur and these will appear as secondary effects. A full cylindrical wave approach described 
by Harding (1985) will give proper amplitude and phase information.
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Figure 2.10 a) Tau-p plot for the New Ireland event. The box indicates the section which is not muted 
out when a time window is applied in this domain to give the results in fig.2.10c; b) the output after 
the initial data (fig.2.1) has been through the forward and reverse process; c) the final output for the 
muted section.
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In exploration geophysics there are many more traces and the resolution in time is much 
better, so this method is more appropriate to this type of work. This method is the major 
process in controlled direction reception filters developed by Greenhalgh et al. (1990) for the 
separation of P and S phases.
The Tau-p technique is virtually equivalent to linear beamforming, but has filtering and 
windowing capabilities.
2.1.5 Discussion
None of the processes described above is able to cope with interfering wavelets of similar 
character, as the composite wavelet changes form across the array thus invalidating the 
simple plane wave model (Kennen, 1987). However most of the arrivals analysed in 
travel-time and velocity model studies are coherent plane wavefronts, that reflect on 
processes occurring well away from the array, either in the upper mantle or at the source. 
Neither the f-k or Tau-p method has been employed for the analysis of earthquakes in this 
project, as both techniques have limitations on how well they can analyse the seismic 
wavefield, and have proved less flexible than the linear and non-linear stack methods.
2.2 Accuracy of techniques for upper mantle phases
Synthetic seismograms have been employed to determine the accuracy and resolution of 
the scan and adaptive processing techniques when they are applied to recordings of 
teleseismic earthquakes. The synthetic calculations are for one particular model BPRE 
(fig.2.11a), which is a modification of the isotropic version of PREM (Dziewonski & 
Anderson, 1981). This model contains most of the features one would anticipate in a 
reasonable upper mantle velocity model, vis a 410 and 670km discontinuity. The 410km 
discontinuity has almost certainly too small a jump and the 200km discontinuity is too large. 
As a result the travel times for the particular phases cannot be expected to coincide precisely 
with those for particular events. However the travel time branches do show the patterns of 
interference one might expect for upper mantle arrivals (see fig.2.lib). Consequently, the
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ß,a km/s
BPRE
BPRE
Figure 2.11 a) The BPRE velocity model. The dark lines represent a  and ß for a spherical earth, whereas 
the light lines represent values for a flattened earth model. The flattened earth model is used in the 
calculations.
analysis of synthetic seismograms calculated for stations in the correct array configuration 
(and thus at the appropriate distance) gives the opportunity of trying the methods in realistic 
situations where the nature of the arrivals are known. The array stacking/processing methods 
depend on the assumption of a plane wave crossing the array. This assumption is well 
founded for teleseismic waves, but in the range : 1500-2800km from the source there are 
often interfering waves with very similar slowness attributes. It is therefore helpful to know 
what the behaviour of the two array methods 1) the azimuth/slowness scan over non-linear 
stacks and 2) adaptive processing, would be when applied to upper mantle seismograms.
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Figure 2.11 b) Travel time curve for P, pP and sP phases, calculated by the BPRE velocity model.
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Figure 2.11 c) Reduced travel-time versus distance plot that shows all the upper mantle branches and 
crustal multiples for the BPRE velocity model. The arrow > indicates the general waveform for the 
synthetic New Ireland event.
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The calculations of synthetic seismograms were made for source ranges appropriate to 
clusters of earthquakes in West Irian and New Ireland for which there was also recordings at 
the Warramunga array (see chapter 3 for a complete analysis of earthquakes in these 
regions). The source mechanism was chosen so that P wave radiation was significant in the 
direction of the array. The calculation followed the scheme detailed in Kennen (1987) and the 
40.96 seconds of calculated seismograms include the direct P, pP and sP phases associated 
with each of the upper mantle branches as well as all crustal multiples (fig.2.1 lc). As a result 
the seismograms are quite complex but still somewhat simpler than the observations. Some 
high frequency noise is generated due to the limitations in numerical integration over 
slowness, however this noise can be eliminated by the use of a Butterworth filter. Simulated 
signal generated and random noise can be included by modulating the spectrum of the 
seismograms in the frequency domain with a small complex and random number component 
respectively. To modify the signal such that the synthetic seismograms are comparable to real 
seismic records, large percentages of random and signal generated noise were required. Such 
amounts are needed as the frequencies which dominate the waveform, l-2Hz, are only 
slightly altered when the SNR is high. This is applicable to WRA data as the dominate 
frequency of the signals recorded are in the l-2Hz range, with occasional bursts of higher 
frequency waves (4 Hz). The instrument response was also applied to the data by convolving 
the raw data with the instrument response function of a WWSSN seismometer.
Figures 2.12a&2.13a display scanning and adaptive processing solutions for a simulation 
of a New Ireland event recorded at WRA, synthetic seismograms were calculated for each of 
the array sites at the appropriate range. Each of the traces are similar to the synthetic trace at 
2650km on fig.2.11c, where five arrivals are present with overlap between the first two 
arrivals. A comparison between calculated and actual slowness and azimuth values has 
shown that the scanning and adaptive processing methods are accurate to 0.002s/km in 
slowness and 2° in azimuth for coherent arrivals crossing the array. However when noise is 
added, the solutions deteriorate to some extent but meaningful answers can still be obtained 
as long as the signals are coherent (see figs.2.12b&2.13b). With the inclusion of noise, the 
accuracy of the scanning technique is far superior to adaptive processing, even when the
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SNR is 1, the solutions determined by the scanning method are still in agreement with those 
obtained for the clean synthetic data. The resolution of the techniques depend on the number 
of usable channels, disregarding 3 or 4 channels incurs additional errors of up to 0.001 s/km 
in slowness and 1 ° in azimuth. The accuracy in the slowness measurement corresponds with 
the resolution achievable at WRA. The resolution depends on the sampling interval and array 
dimension and is of the order of 0.002s/km (Hendrajaya, 1981).
Experiments with clean and noisy synthetic data, described by Ram and Mereu (1975), 
show that adaptive processing is more successful in resolving small differences in apparent 
slowness and azimuth of overlapping wavelets than the scanning technique. With the 
scanning technique fictitious solutions are generated (e.g. on fig.2.12a the slowness of 
0.12s/km at 10.5s is false), whereas the interference of wavelets in the adaptive processing 
technique causes a systematic drift in the solutions, from the first solution to the last (on fig. 
2.13a the slownesses vary from 0.87 to 0.85s/km.).
Upper mantle phases are quite coherent over medium aperture arrays, so the combination 
of these techniques is sufficient in determining accurate azimuth and slowness solutions of 
the individual signals.
2.3 Slowness and azimuth resolution of small and medium aperture arrays
Data from 4 seismic arrays are used throughout this thesis to study crust/upper-mantle 
heterogeneity and waveform characteristics of the seismic coda. A description of each array 
along with their slowness and azimuth resolution is outlined in this section.
2.3.1 Warramunga seismic array (WRA)
WRA was installed by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority in 1965, near 
Tennant Creek in the Northern Territory of Australia. Originally it was a medium aperture 
array consisting of 20 short-period vertical component seismometers with an inter- 
seismometer spacing between 2 and 2.5km, arranged in the form of an asymmetrical cross 
(fig.2.14a). However with the introduction of 10 horizontal component seismometers in
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1978, WRA has in addition a five 3-component subarray with an equivalent 22.5km array 
aperture. The response of these seismometers is similar to WWSSN short-period sensors up 
to 3Hz (see Kennett, 1983) and above that the frequency response is nearly flat to velocity.
Up to August 1989, WRA recorded earthquakes that had propagated through the crust and 
mantle with sufficient energy to trigger off the analogue event detector at the central site 
(between stations B2 and B3). Six minutes of seismic coda was recorded after each trigger at 
a rate of 20samples/s, and the signals from each seismometer were telemetered to the central 
site. The detection threshold for events recorded on WRA for A = 15-25° is about 
Mb = 3.5, while most events with > 6 surpass the dynamic range of the telemetry 
system. WRA is situated on lower Proterozoic granite outcrops (Cleary et al., 1968) and 
although the rocks are weathered and fractured to varying degrees, the area is considered to 
be relatively uniform. Frequency spectrum noise studies by Muirhead (1968b) has shown 
that the noise at the array occupies the lower portion of the frequency spectrum, and does not 
significantly interfere with P energy which is dominant in the 0.5-4.0Hz range.
2.3.2 Rockhampton Downs array (RDA)
The NWB experiment which was in operation from July - October 1986, deployed 46 
short period seismometers at a wide range of apertures and receiver spacings in an area 
surrounding WRA (see Bowman and Kennett, 1990). One such subarray, RDA, situated 
90km northeast of WRA lies on top of the Georgina (sedimentary) basin, had an aperture 
similar to WRA but a receiver spacing around 5km (see fig.2.14b). This array consisted of 
10 stations, and at each pit there was a Willmore Mark III C SPZ sensor, which recorded the 
signals at a sampling rate of 16Hz with an absolute timing accuracy of 1/16 seconds. The 
similarities of RDA and WRA, and their negligible separation in comparison to the source- 
receiver distance for events in the New Guinea-Indonesia region, means that a study of the 
local heterogeneities in the vicinity of the arrays could be accomplished.
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and RIO, b) RDA and c) Noress/Arcess, the 3-component stations are indicated by the symbol o.
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2.3.3 Noress and Arcess
The Noress array is located in southern Norway, whereas the Arcess array is situated in 
the northernmost part of Norway (see fig.5.1 for locations), and both arrays are operated by 
the Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (NTNF). The arrays 
were built for event detection and location capability at regional ranges, and their design 
considerations were based on an optimum configuration that would give SNR improvement 
in excess of Vm  (Mykkeltveit et al., 1983). Consequently each array consists of 25 short- 
period and 4 three-component seismographs arranged on concentric rings around a central 
site, over an aperture of 3km (fig.2.14c, from Mykkeltveit et al. (1985)). Due to the 
symmetry of the arrays, they have equal capability in processing signals from all directions. 
Subsets of the arrays at the lower frequencies outperform the full array in SNR capability. 
The reason for this lies in the spatial noise correlation properties. Kvaema (1988) describes 
the optimum subgeometries for particular frequency bands.
2.3.4 Array response diagrams
The accuracy to which slowness and azimuth solutions can be determined depends not 
only on the coherency of the wavefront across an array, but also on the array configuration. 
Array response diagrams show the resolution capability of the arrays and were determined 
by the method described by Birtill and Whiteway (1965). Figures 2.15a-d shows the array 
response in terms of the horizontal slowness vector (p), so the diagrams are a function of the 
frequency and wavelength of the signal of interest (p = l/(fX)).
The centre point of each diagram corresponds to infinite signal wavelength measured on 
the ground surface, therefore the waves are arriving vertically from below. The 
seismometers are thus all in phase and the response is unity. The contours around the centre 
point show that the summed output is attenuated for finite apparent wavelengths, due to the 
phase differences between outputs. The radius of the high level contours gives a measure of 
the discriminating power of the array. As the slowness increases, there are a range of 
slowness values for which attenuation is high, but beyond this range higher level contours 
occur corresponding to side lobes of the array response.
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Noress/Arcess, as a function of the horizontal slowness vector.
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Birtill and White way (1965) have showed that the summed response of a linear cross array 
contains many half-level contours for azimuths at right angles to the direction of either line. 
This is because one of the 2 line arrays is always in phase in these directions, and although 
the signal may be attenuated on the other line, the normalised total summed response 
fluctuates about the level 0.5. Figures 2.15a,b show the array response for the complete 
Warramunga array and for the complete array minus 4 stations : R7-R10 respectively. Both 
diagrams display the above feature and they also point out that the resolution decreases when 
only a limited number of stations is employed. Due to the configuration of WRA, Wright 
(1970) has shown that the array has the sharpest azimuth response at azimuths of 52°33' and 
232°33', and these directions give the least precision in slowness. At azimuths of 142*33' 
and 322*33' the slowness is best resolved while the azimuth is least resolved.
The array response of RDA shown in fig.2.15c has similar features to a cross array, but in 
comparison to WRA this array has severe side lobes which obviously reduce the resolution 
capability. The resolution in slowness is of the order of 0.003s/km. The symmetrical 
configuration of seismometers in both the Noress and Arcess arrays explains the symmetrical 
nature of their array response (fig.2.15d). Consequently signals from all directions are 
resolved with equal accuracy. Although there are no side lobes, the array response has a 
broad main lobe which ultimately effects its resolution capability. At certain frequencies the 
array response can be improved if particular channels are made redundant.
The contoured responses represent the condition for zero-inserted delays. In stacking 
procedures time delays are added to tune the array to a required direction and slowness, and 
this just results in shifting the origin of the array response diagrams (Birtill & Whiteway, 
1965).
The size of the main lobe is dependent on the array dimension, and as long as the signal is 
coherent across the array, the larger the array aperture the greater the resolution will be. In 
general though the signal is not perfectly coherent across a medium aperture array. The 
response capability of the arrays described above points out that the medium aperture linear 
cross arrays are more useful for determining slowness and azimuth information of upper
32
mantle phases, but they are limited by the lack of coherence of signals across the array. Also 
WRA and RDA can not resolve signals equally from all directions.
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Chapter 3
ANALYSIS OF VERTICAL COMPONENT DATA RECORDED AT THE 
WARRAMUNGA AND ROCKHAMPTON DOWNS SEISMIC ARRAYS
The position of WRA and RDA relative to the active seismic zone north of Australia results 
in seismic codas for events from this region composed of arrivals which represent seismic 
body wave phases, surface multiples and converted phases. Emphasis in processing is 
therefore placed not just on the first arrivals but also on the later coda. Before any of the 
processing techniques outlined in chapter 2 can be employed, those channels which contain 
noise spikes, undue high frequency noise and channel shifts are eliminated. Also the 
channels are weighted such that they have an equivalent maximum amplitude, which 
compensates for amplitude variations that can occur between seismometers.
The P coda of a set of earthquakes in selected areas of the Indonesian-New Guinea seismic 
belt have been employed for the study of the heterogeneity of the crust and upper mantle. The 
degree of heterogeneity and the limitations of obtaining such information are discussed from 
two points of view. Firstly, clusters of earthquakes recorded at WRA are employed to study 
heterogeneity near the source, and secondly the study of the character of the seismic coda and 
the comparison of earthquakes recorded at both the WRA and RDA arrays gives an idea of 
receiver heterogeneity.
3.1 Near source heterogeneity
The slownesses and amplitudes of body waves are very sensitive to minor variations in the 
velocity structure within the Earth, and although this makes them useful for delineating fine 
structure, it also means that any lateral variations in velocity in the source area, along the ray
34
path and within the vicinity of the array can cause significant differences in travel times for 
different regions. Hendrajaya (1981) mentioned that variations due to raypath effects and 
local structure near the array could be minimised if earthquakes were confined to a narrow 
azimuth range, as rays would then travel approximately the same path, and perturbations by 
local structure near the array are less likely to be present except for a constant or slowly 
varying term.
A cluster of earthquakes in this study is defined to be a group of earthquakes whose 
hypocentres are concentrated in a zone which has dimensions of approximately 200 by 
300km at the surface of the Earth (e.g. the regions outlined in fig.3.1), with a depth range of 
less than 60km. It is necessary to use large zones to ensure that there is sufficient coverage of 
earthquakes at all depths in a particular region, but this can impose problems in confining 
earthquakes to a narrow azimuth range, which is essential for a study of source 
heterogeneity, so that all variations in the character of the record sections and 
slowness/azimuth solutions can be solely attributed to source and/or near source 
heterogeneity. The earthquakes employed in this study were restricted to magnitudes less 
than 5.5, so that unclipped signals would be recorded at WRA. However this limits an 
accurate location estimate (hypocentres may be inaccurate to 50km) and the earthquakes are 
in general too small for focal mechanism solutions.
The seismic codas of earthquakes from this region display many characteristic features 
(see fig.3.2a):
(1) There are arrivals which essentially have the same waveform across the whole array 
(e.g. the dominant arrival around 29s in fig.3.2a). These are termed coherent arrivals 
and are considered to represent phases that have propagated through the mantle.
(2) There are partially coherent phases which exist over scales of 5-15km within the 
array (e.g. in fig.3.2a the arrival at 36s is only present on channels WR5-WR10). These 
arrivals probably represent scattering of the upper mantle phases from crust and crust- 
mantle boundary features.
(3) There is a fair degree of dissimilarity in the character of the waveform between 
receivers despite their close spacing. This most likely results from high frequency
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(> 2Hz) scattered phases generated from the subsurface relief of the granite masses on 
which the WRA is located (note that this is a function of the receiver heterogeneity, not a 
source variable).
Since we are considering the variation caused by heterogeneity near the source, we are 
interested in signals generated directly by the source, which have travelled through the upper 
mantle to the receiver. Consequently one can only make use of the coherent arrivals for this 
study, and under the assumption that the waves have travelled along the same ray path, all 
earthquakes should represent these phases equally unless there is strong heterogeneity at the 
source.
The root scan and adaptive processing techniques are used to obtain slowness and 
azimuth solutions of these arrivals. The comparison (checking consistency and degree of 
scatter) of their slowness and azimuth values is used for making comments on the level of 
heterogeneity within the region. Both techniques are employed since some of the later 
arrivals also analysed are masked by noise and may not be detected by one of the processes. 
Since the earthquakes in a cluster can occur at different epicentral distances and their great 
circle azimuths from source to receiver can vary by as much as 5° from the mean azimuth of 
the cluster, the following steps must be applied to the slowness/azimuth solutions to allow 
for a direct comparison :
(1) the timing of the arrivals from the initial onset, not the time since the origin, is used to 
align the solutions. If the amplitude of the first arrival is low, timing errors will occur, and 
there will also be a spread in the timing of the coherent arrivals due to slight differences in 
epicentral distances.
(2) deviations of the azimuth solutions from the great circle path of the earthquake and 
receiver are calculated for the comparison of azimuth variations.
Clusters of earthquakes in three distinct regions : I) Northwest Irian Jaya, II) New 
Ireland/New Britain and El) Banda Sea have been chosen for this analysis and their location 
with respect to the recording array (WRA) is displayed in fig.3.1. The following bounds 
have been placed on the hypocentral location of earthquakes for each region :
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(i) Region I : location boundaries are : 1-3°S 133-136°E, earthquake depths are restricted to 
0-60km. Hence great circle azimuths vary between 175-185° and epicentral distances (A) 
vary between 1875 and 2100km.
(ii) Region II : 3-5°S 152-154°E, depths : 0-360km, great circle azimuths : 228-234°, 
A = 2525 - 2850km.
(iii) Region III : 7-9°S 127-130°E, depths : 0-380km, great circle azimuths : 146-161°, 
A = 1460 - 1500km.
The great circle paths from source to receiver for the shallow earthquakes in each region are 
shown in fig.3.1, and they suggest that the on-azimuth rays for each cluster (except perhaps 
the Banda Sea events) will travel along approximately the same path through the upper 
mantle.
Clusters of earthquakes at a range of depths have been employed to study the source 
heterogeneity and to look for a variation with depth. These results are discussed in light of 
the tectonic activity in each region.
3.1.1 N. W. Irian Jaya
The major tectonic features in this region are the Sorong, Tarera and Wandamen fault 
zones. Most of the earthquakes in this area would be generated by movement along these 
faults as in general their hypocentral depths are reported to be less than 60km deep and focal 
mechanism solutions for many earthquakes in this area are predominantly strike-slip, but 
with different nodal plane solutions (see Seno and Kaplan, 1987).
The composite record section for earthquakes in the West Irian region as a function of 
reduced travel time and range is shown in fig.3.2d (from Dey, 1989). If we assume a model 
which includes the 200, 400 and 650km discontinuities, which is normally representative of 
velocity models in this region (see models : NWB-1, CAP8, SMAK-1 and CAPRI in 
Bowman and Kennett (1990)), the travel time curves drawn on fig.3.2d would represent the 
3 branches of the 400km discontinuity (n.b. solid lines represent sections where the travel 
time curve is well detected, whereas the dashed lines mark the probable position of the travel
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Figure 3.2 Partial W R A record sections o f shallow focus northwest Irian Jaya earthquakes that display a) a 
single sharp arrival (event 7, appendix 2), b) two dominant coherent arrivals and a few partially coherent 
signals (event 10, appendix 2), c) a cluster o f arrivals (event 2,appendix 2).
d) Composite record section for shallow earthquakes from the West Irian Jaya region (from Dey (1989)). The 
lines drawn on this diagram represent the position o f the travel time curve (n.b. solid line: accurate; dashed 
line: inaccurate).
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time curve). This diagram also indicates that the first branch has a low amplitude arrival, 
while the arrivals of the other 2 branches are dominant.
A cluster of 20 shallow focus (depth < 60km) earthquakes with epicentral distances 
ranging between 1875 and 2050km are used in this study. The WRA record sections of these 
earthquakes are quite varied (see figs.3.2a,b,c), and whether this depends on the source 
heterogeneity, source mechanism or path irregularities needs to be resolved. The earthquakes 
can be classified into 3 general groups based on the character of their record sections :
(1) Those events which have a sharp dominant arrival occurring 3-5 seconds after the 
initial onset, and not much else in the way of other arrivals except for a few partially 
coherent signals (see fig.3.2a).
(2) Events where many coherent arrivals exist across the array. The WRA record section 
of each earthquake in this group displays 2 dominant arrivals roughly 5 seconds apart, 
starting between 4 and 5 seconds after the initial onset (see fig.3.2b). Other coherent and 
partially coherent arrivals are also present but there is no consistency of them between 
events.
(3) Seismic coda which consists of 5 seconds or so of mixed arrivals starting 5 seconds 
after the initial onset. In general only partially coherent arrivals are present as later arrivals 
(see fig.3.2c).
The first arrival of each of the above WRA record sections has a low amplitude. Figures 
3.2a,b,c clearly show that earthquakes in this cluster represent the major features of the 
travel-time curve at these distances (i.e. the 3 branches of the 400km discontinuity), and that 
each arrival can receive different emphasis in the WRA records.
To check whether these variations may be related to the focal mechanisms of the 
earthquakes, I have analysed the radiation pattern of earthquakes in this area. Figure 3.3 
shows the radiation pattem for P waves of an event that occurred on 13 July 1981, calculated 
using a method described by Kennett (1988). It shows that WRA is in a near nodal position 
for this event, and in these cases there is clearly a delicate balance between the amplitude of 
the arrivals and the take-off angle. Slight changes in take-off angle (±5°) can result in the
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Figure 3.3 P radiation pattern for the predominantly strike slip northwest Irian Jaya earthquake (origin 
time: 13/7/1981 10 22 07; lat.: 3.45’S; long.: 134.8‘E, M^: 5.6, depth: 24km). The position of the WRA
array is marked by the symbol x.
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Figure 3.4 Slowness and azimuth solutions at WRA for clearly defined arrivals of the 20 shallow focus 
(depth < 60km) northwest Irian Jaya earthquakes. The event listing is given in appendix 2.
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arrivals being emphasised by varying amounts, and as WRA is near nodal for many 
earthquakes in this region, this can adequately explain the varying degree of emphasis.
Since the variability in the character of the record sections is mostly likely linked to the 
type of source mechanism, the only factors that may suggest near source heterogeneity in this 
region is the variability in the slowness and azimuth solutions of the 2 dominant coherent 
arrivals. Although the amplitudes of these arrivals differ between earthquakes, the analysis of 
the WRA record sections should give the same idea on their slowness and azimuth. 
Figure 3.4 displays slowness and azimuth solutions for arrivals clearly determined by the 2 
processing techniques for the 20 earthquakes in this cluster. The size of the symbols 
represents the relative amplitude of the arrivals on each record section, and it is clear from 
this that corresponding arrivals are emphasised differently. Corresponding arrivals from 
different earthquakes do not exactly match in time due to the range of epicentral distances. 
For this cluster we see from fig.3.2d the first dominant arrival can occur between 3 and 7 
seconds after the initial onset, while the second arrival should be present between 8 and 10 
seconds. Many azimuth and slowness solutions exist for both of these arrivals and fig.3.4 
shows that they are tightly constrained (i.e. in general the slowness variability is less than 
0.01 s/km with values between 0.10 and 0.11 s/km, which are however 0.01 s/km lower than 
that of Herrin based values, and the azimuth varies by no more than 5° and is generally on 
azimuth indicating that the rays are travelling along a direct path. This suggests that 
heterogeneity is not significant in the source area, which does coincide with the location of 
the earthquakes in a non-complicated part of the active seismic belt.
The later arrivals present on the record sections either resemble other seismic phases or 
surface/crustal multiples. The slowness and azimuth solutions of these arrivals are quite 
varied, but because we do not know what they actually are or what path they may have 
travelled (probably a much different path to the great circle azimuth), they can not give us any 
further ideas on the heterogeneity in the source region.
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3.1.2 New Ireland/New Britain
Earthquakes in this region lie in a complex area of the New Guinea seismic belt. The area 
outlined by the earthquakes surrounds the trench-trench-transform triple junction between the 
Pacific, Bismarck Sea and Solomon Sea plates. Consequently 2 types of focal mechanisms 
are dominant, there are shallow strike-slip events which are consistent with the transform 
faulting, and thrust events which are associated with the subduction of the Solomon Sea plate 
(Mori, 1989; Cooper and Taylor, 1989). A detailed account of the tectonic activity in this 
region based on the seismicity pattern has been given by Cooper and Taylor (1989) and they 
present a 3-dimensional picture of the morphology of the Solomon Sea plate to describe the 
spatial distribution of earthquakes. In comparison with northwest Irian Jaya the region is 
much more complex and hence the analysis should show a greater level of heterogeneity, 
especially at shallow depths. Earthquakes in this area occur at a range of depths, so it is also 
possible to study whether the degree of heterogeneity changes with depth.
The composite record section for this area (see fig.3.5a, from Dey (1989)) displays 3 
closely spaced arrivals which resemble the 3 branches of the "650km discontinuity". The 
seismic codas of earthquakes from this region (A = 2525 - 2850km) are consistent with this 
(see for example fig.3.5b), and again as with region I the arrivals are emphasised by 
different amounts. Figure 3.6 displays the slowness and azimuth solutions of arrivals from 
30 shallow focus events. The solutions for the 3 dominant arrivals are localised in the first 5 
seconds and their slownesses vary by up to 0.25s/km, while the azimuth has roughly a 10° 
variability (if the 2 outside values are neglected). The large variability in the slowness is 
expected as the three arrivals representing the 3 branches of the 650km discontinuity do have 
different slownesses, and they can not be separated. The range of slowness values (0.07- 
0.095s/km) is about 0.01 s/km lower than those calculated from Dey's composite record 
section. Since most of these arrivals are propagating along the great circle path as well, this 
can not suggest that there is strong heterogeneity in the source area. The solutions for the 
later arrivals are also quite consistent and they indicate that most of the arrivals are 
propagating along the great circle path.
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Figure 3.5 b) Partial WRA record section of a shallow focus New Ireland/ New Britain earthquake (event 
21, appendix 2), a) Composite record section for shallow earthquakes from the New Britain region (from Dey 
(1989)).
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Figure 3.6 Slowness and azimuth solutions at WRA for clearly defined arrivals of the 30 shallow focus 
(depth < 60km) New Ireland/New Britain earthquakes. The event listing is given in appendix 2.
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Figure 3.7 WRA record section of an intermediate focus New Ireland/New Britain earthquake (date: 
13/12/1979; origin time: 04 11 01.0; lat.: 4.62S; long.: 152.20E; Mb: 5.0; depth: 10km).
A representative WRA record section for earthquakes deeper than 100km is given in 
fig.3.7, and it shows that there is a simplification of the seismic coda with depth. The 
arrivals are more clearly defined, there are no multiples and the dominant portion of the coda 
is in the front part of the seismogram. It was found that slowness and azimuth solutions for 
deep focus clusters are more consistent and most of the strong arrivals occur within 5 
seconds of the initial onset. This suggests that seismic waves from deep events have a 
relatively simple propagation in comparison to shallow earthquakes, and may therefore 
indicate that the outer 100km or so of the earth is much more heterogeneous in this region.
3.1.3 Banda sea
The Banda Arc is the eastward continuation of the Sumatra-Java subduction system, and 
from the seismicity pattern and focal mechanisms, Cardwell and Isacks (1978) showed that 
the eastern end of the arc is contorted. The cluster of earthquakes used is situated near the 
contorted region, and the focal mechanisms described by Cardwell and Isacks (1978) for
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earthquakes in this region vary between thrust, normal and strike-slip events. The boundaries 
imposed on earthquake locations : 7-9° S & 127-130°E, results in a wide range of great circle 
azimuths (146-161°) for earthquakes in this region. Hence the ray paths of the seismic waves 
are unfortunately not really travelling the same path to WRA and consequently this limits the 
ability to test for source heterogeneity.
The character of the shallow earthquakes is much different to the other 2 regions. The 
record sections have a greater high frequency content, and there is a underlying chaotic 
component which masks some of the arrivals, so they are not as coherent (see fig.3.8a). The 
only dominant coherent arrival in this region (A = 1460 - 1500km) is the prograde branch of 
the 400km discontinuity, which is clearly seen on the composite record section (fig.3.8b, 
from Dey (1989)). A study of 10 shallow focus earthquakes has shown that the slownesses 
of this arrival (first 3 seconds of fig.3.9) is very well defined, but the azimuths are quite 
varied (20° variability). The slowness value of approximately 0.115s/km is in agreement 
with that expected for earthquakes at these epicentral distances, but the variability in azimuth 
can not be accounted for by the wide azimuth range as this correction has already been 
applied. Assuming that the propagation of waves in the upper mantle is relatively simple this 
would imply that the source region is quite heterogeneous.
Although one can not attain much information on the source heterogeneity at any particular 
depth, again, as with the deep events in region II the record sections reduce in complexity 
with increasing source depth. However, in this case the record sections of earthquakes to 
depths of 150km are still quite messy, and this may indicate that the outer more 
heterogeneous portion extends to greater depths in this region. The azimuth estimates of even 
deeper earthquakes still vary, and this suggests that the subducting slab has significant 
effects on the ray paths of the seismic waves at all depths. Seismic phases which would 
normally be present at this distance range cannot be clearly identified, and this probably 
results from fragmentation of the signal in the "heterogeneous" source region.
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Figure 3.8 a) Partial WRA record section of a shallow focus Banda Sea earthquake (event 56, appendix 2), 
b) Composite record section for shallow earthquakes from the Banda Sea region (from Dey (1989)).
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Figure 3.9 Slowness and azimuth solutions at WRA for clearly defined arrivals of 10 shallow focus 
(depth < 60km) Banda Sea earthquakes. The event listing is given in appendix 2.
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3.1.4 Cluster discussion
For seismic waves which did not have to propagate through a complicated tectonic area 
(e.g. northwest Irian Jaya events) it was found that the coda was much cleaner and there was 
more agreement in the azimuth and slowness solutions of the major phases. In areas like the 
Banda Sea region, the resulting coda was quite complex and there was a fair degree of 
variability of the slowness and azimuth solutions, which resulted from the passage of seismic 
waves through a complicated velocity structure. Consequently the character of the coda and 
the consistency of slowness and azimuth solutions between earthquakes, are a function of the 
cluster location and obviously the level of heterogeneity in the source region. Since the 
southernmost subduction zones dip away from Australia, the seismic waves (of earthquakes 
generated here) propagating to WRA spend little time in the anomalous source region, and 
will not reflect much heterogeneity at the source.
The accuracy in which slowness and azimuth measurements can be obtained is a function 
of the location of the cluster with respect to WRA (see Wright, 1970). It is difficult to 
determine whether the variations in the estimated slowness along the seismic wavetrain are 
features of the travel-time curve or whether they arise from limitations of the measurement 
procedures and noise levels in the records. However in all cases the solutions varied much 
more than the formal uncertainties (i.e. 0.002s/km in slowness and 2° in azimuth), and 
whether this was due to source heterogeneity, or due to the arrivals not sampling the same 
part of the upper mantle could not be resolved. For clusters which had a strict control on the 
azimuth range (e.g. northwest Irian Jaya and New Ireland/New Britain), the comparison of 
first arrival solutions suggested that there was some degree of heterogeneity at the source. 
For each cluster the azimuth solutions of all arrivals rarely departed more than 10° from the 
great circle azimuth, this indicates that the arrivals are essentially coming in on-azimuth and 
are not being reflected by some major boundary or heterogeneous zone (e.g. continental 
refraction).
The clusters of earthquakes chosen in this study gave some indication of the varying 
degrees of heterogeneity between the three regions. However they were insufficient to 
determine the extent and scale length of heterogeneity in the source region. The first reason
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for this is that the cluster areas were too large and with the added complexity of earthquake 
location (errors up to 50km), the ray paths of the seismic waves did not necessarily coincide, 
and common arrivals could not be properly grouped. Secondly there was no knowledge of 
the focal mechanisms of the earthquakes, so the amplitudes and the arrivals present on the 
record sections could not be properly compared. The analysis therefore really only gave us a 
statistical view on the arrivals present and their associated slowness and azimuth solutions.
A clearer picture of the source heterogeneity in the various regions would be possible if a 
tighter cluster of earthquakes (in location) could be employed, with accurate hypocentre 
location, and there was knowledge of the focal mechanisms of the earthquakes so the 
amplitudes and predicted presence of arrivals could also be employed. Richards and Wicks 
(1990) found that S6 7 0 P/P ratios for earthquakes in the Tonga region agreed with focal
mechanism solutions, and that systematic variations in the radiation patterns could account 
for variability in these observations. If location estimates were precise and the initial onsets 
could be more accurately determined, then travel times and time differences between the 
classical seismic phases for earthquakes at the same distance, could be used to study source 
heterogeneity.
Many authors (e.g. Ripper, 1982; Ripper and McCue, 1983; Cooper and Taylor, 1987; 
Newcomb and McCann, 1987) have pointed out that the Indonesian-New Guinea seismic 
belt is a complex interaction of plates involving a variety of tectonic processes. This implies 
that the geology and velocity structure is quite complex, especially at shallow depths. 
Consequently heterogeneities occur on a rather small scale, and studies down to this level do 
require more accurate knowledge of the propagation paths.
However the effects of crustal and upper mantle heterogeneity are reflected in the short- 
period seismograms analysed in this study. Shallow earthquakes have a complex behaviour : 
they consist of an initial onset followed by short bursts of coherent energy, whereas the deep 
earthquakes display a well defined set of coherent arrivals corresponding to the classical 
seismic phases. Kennett (1987) suggested that this may represent an increase in the scale 
length of heterogeneity with depth. Also the analysis of deep earthquakes from regions II and 
III showed that there can also be variability in the level of heterogeneity at a given depth.
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Based on first order scattering theory Korn (1988) has suggested that the crust and the upper 
200km of the mantle is the most heterogeneous portion of the earth, which scatters incident 
energy that generates coda following the major arrivals.
Although the tectonic activity is complex, suggesting major heterogeneity at the source, the 
major arrivals are not disguised, and in fact many of them are very coherent across the array 
(except for Banda Sea events). Consequently slowness and azimuth solutions of these 
arrivals will be accurately determined, and this is important as they have been employed in 
constructing velocity models of this region (e.g. Simpson et al., 1974; Datt and Muirhead, 
1976, 1977). However the variability in the solutions between events does pose a question 
on the accuracy of these models. The principal features of any velocity model of the 
Australian-Indonesian-New Guinea region is the presence of the 200, 400 and 670km 
discontinuities (see Bov/man and Kenne«, 1990). The timing and slownesses of the major 
arrivals in all the clusters indicates the presence of these discontinuities as well.
3.2 Receiver heterogeneity
Variations caused by small scale heterogeneities can be analysed by studying the character 
of the seismic coda across an array. The comparison of record sections and beamforming 
solutions of a single earthquake recorded on two independent arrays close together (e.g. 
WRA and NWB) can give us ideas on large scale receiver heterogeneity.
A northeast Irian Jaya earthquake (date: 20/9/86; origin time: 02 59 43.0; lat.: 3.0°S; long.: 
139.6°E; Mj,: 4.9; depth: 33km) recorded on both WRA and RDA has been employed to
illustrate these features.
3.2.1 Small scale heterogeneity
Since the stations at WRA are closely spaced (of the order of 2.5km), the variations 
caused by small scale heterogeneity are clearly depicted by the WRA record section 
(fig.3.10a). The following features are recognisable in flg.3.10a :
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(1) There are partially coherent phases that exist over scales of 5 -15km within the array. A 
striking example of this is illustrated by the arrival that is present at 16s on channel WB1. 
This phase is clearly only coherent over stations WB3 - WR6 and this type of arrival 
probably represents scattering of upper mantle phases resulting from heterogeneities in the 
crust and along the crust-mantle boundary near the receiver.
(2) There is substantial variation in the character of the seismic coda between receivers 
despite their close spacing. This is a result of poor coherency of high frequency energy (> 
2Hz) and so suggests that the energy is of local origin with wavelength of the order of 1- 
2km. The sustained nature of this signal generated noise implies that there is considerable 
variation in the underlying Precambrian rocks.
Although not shown in this figure, receiver WB5 consistently displays greater high 
frequency content than the other channels (see Kennett, 1987). For P surface velocities 
around 5.0km/s Kennett (1987) pointed out that 2Hz energy would not correlate between the 
channels as its surface wavelength is of the order of 2.5km. Consequently higher frequency 
energy from localised features will have very little correlation with what is seen on even the 
neighbouring traces.
3.2.2 Large scale heterogeneity
Since RDA was a temporary array whose emplacement would not be up to the standard of 
the permanent WRA array, and as it was deployed on top of a sedimentary basin, we would 
expect the character of the seismic coda at RDA to vary more and the array response would 
be much worse than an equivalent WRA array.
Indeed, even though RDA has a larger receiver spacing, the change in waveform of the 
coherent arrival (i.e. the arrival at 53s on WRA (fig.3.11a), and at 44s on RDA (fig.3.11b)) 
is much more rapid at RDA than WRA. Likewise for the whole coda there is a greater 
variation in the RDA record section, which is primarily a result of a greater amount of high 
frequency energy. Scattering and reverberation within the sedimentary basin would produce 
this energy which would lead to more complicated and less coherent arrivals.
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Figure 3.10 a) WRA record section of the shallow focus northeast Irian Jaya earthquake, b) NWB record 
section of the shallow focus northeast Irian Jaya earthquake.
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Also we find that other coherent arrivals which are persistent on WRA do not register 
clearly on RDA. This may be due to focussing and defocussing effects from the edge of the 
sedimentary basin (n.b. RDA is located approximately 200km south of the edge of the 
Georgina basin, above a 300m thick sedimentary sequence (see Shergold and Druce, 1980)). 
Such a mechanism was suggested by Mack (1969) for the LASA array, with signal 
focussing due to lithospheric heterogeneities leading to the variation of signal amplitudes by 
an order of magnitude.
The slowness and azimuth solutions of the two record sections (figs3.11a,b) indicate that 
RDA has a much poorer array response as only the coherent arrival was determined, and 
with much less resolution (n.b. the resolution in slowness achievable at RDA is 0.003s/km, 
compared with 0.002s/km at WRA (see section 2.3.4)). Although RDA is 90km northeast of 
WRA there should not be much variation in the slow'ness and azimuth of phases propagating 
from sources in the Indonesian-New Guinea region. The maximum variations in slowness 
and azimuth of a direct arrival based on Herrin travel time calculations are 0.004s/km and 2° 
respectively. However beamforming results of the two arrays show considerably more 
variation. For the coherent arrival, slowness and azimuth solutions at a) WRA are p = 
0.110s/km and az = 203°, and b) RDA are p = 0.090s/km and az = 197°. Large variations 
in slowness (the slowness estimate at WRA is of the order of 0.01 s/km higher than the RDA 
estimate) and slight differences in the azimuth are indicative of the majority of earthquakes 
recorded at both arrays.
Local structure within the vicinity of the arrays is probably a major cause of the 
discrepancy in slowness estimates. At WRA a correction factor (less than 1.0) has to be 
applied to slowness estimates to account for local structure (e.g. Simpson et al., 1974), and 
this will reduce the difference in slowness values. Since RDA lies on top of a sedimentary 
basin (irregular lower surface) and the shape of the Moho surface is not known there is sure 
to be greater variations at RDA between the recorded and actual slowness values of 
propagating upper mantle phases. This obviously would imply that there is heterogeneity 
near the receiver with scale lengths of the order of the array aperture.
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Figure 3.11 N th root scanned slowness and azimuth solutions at a) WRA and b) NWB for the shallow 
focus northeast Irian Jaya earthquake.
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Both the character of the record sections and beamforming results suggest that RDA is 
situated on a more heterogeneous region, which is primarily a result of receiver location : 
WRA is located on a granitic complex, whereas RDA was situated on the edge of the 
Georgina (sedimentary) basin.
3.3 Discussion
We have found that heterogeneity :
1. changes the character of the waveform across the array,
2. breaks up the normal travel time curve, which is clearly seen by the fragmentation of the 
classical seismic phases that should have been clearly identified in the Banda Sea events,
3. perturbs the arrival times of observed phases, as shown by differences in the timing of 
corresponding phases from earthquakes with similar epicentral distances, and
4. effects the course of the propagation path of the seismic waves, e.g. the WRA and RDA 
slowness and azimuth solutions in figs.3.11a,b are quite different, and there are considerable 
variations of slowness and azimuth solutions of coherent arrivals for earthquakes in a given 
cluster.
The study of near source heterogeneity has shown that the outer portion (say top 150km) 
of the earth is quite heterogeneous, and that the scale length of heterogeneity increases with 
depth, whereas the study of receiver variations has shown that heterogeneity also exists on a 
much smaller scale, with scale lengths between 1 and 20km.
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Chapter 4
THREE-COMPONENT METHODS
Most studies of seismic data only use a vertical component data set in their analyses. This 
restricts the amount of available information, as motion in the horizontal plane such as Love 
waves will not be recorded and that motion which has only a small projection on the vertical 
plane will be hidden within the noise. In the previous chapter it was shown that information 
on the horizontal slowness and azimuth could be obtained for upper mantle phases even 
when these are not very strong. Although these types of studies (e.g. Wright, 1970; 
Simpson et al., 1974; Ram Datt, 1981) suggest that the Earth has a varying and complicated 
velocity structure, they can only determine a gross view of the lateral variations that exist 
within the Earth.
For many years seismologists have strived to obtain much more information, concerning 
wave-propagation, velocity, structural and source parameters. In any attempts to resolve 
some of the finer details of these parameters one must study the complete seismic wavefield. 
Normally one tries to decompose the wavefield into isolated signals, classify them according 
to wavetype and obtain an estimate of the associated slowness vector. From this one should 
be able to obtain an insight of how the waves have been scattered, whether they represent the 
diffuse or coherent part of the coda and consequently provide information to attain a greater 
understanding of the velocity structure and the distribution of inhomogeneities along the path 
which the waves have propagated.
The exploitation of three-component data has been successful when applied to the low 
frequency part (< 0.2 Hz) of the wavefield (Boore & Toksöz, 1969), but because of the time 
scale involved it still only gives a gross outline on the velocity structure. Extending the 
analysis to short-period or broadband data is much more difficult as the records are rather
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complex. Scattering, multipathing, phase shifts and mode conversions, all limit our ability to 
determine important wavefield parameters such as wavetype, slowness and amplitude 
(Christoffersson et al., 1988; Vidale, 1986).
There are two basic procedures for analysing three-component data :
(i) Apply some type of non-linear filter to the data, based on polarization content and then 
output modified seismograms (e.g. Shimshoni & Smith, 1964; Montalbetti & Kanasewich, 
1970; Vidale, 1986). This process requires polarisation filtering of the data, which is 
performed by passing only the vector component of motion with a desired polarisation state. 
This method enhances certain polarisations, however it is unable to separate individual 
particle motion signatures when several unspecified pulses are present simultaneously.
(ii) Estimating parameters of some a priori model fitted to the data in a time varying manner. 
Particle motion models (Christoffersson et al., 1988) and triaxial hodogram methods which 
are based on cross-correlation properties and expected amplitude distributions (Nagano et 
al., 1989), can be employed for wavetype detection.
In theory one should be able to obtain more information on the wavelets that make up the 
seismic coda by studying the complete seismic wavefield. But as yet, 3-component 
seismogram analysis techniques are not a viable alternative to those used on arrays of vertical 
component seismograms (Christoffersson et al., 1988). However, arrays have 
disadvantages in that they utilise only amplitude and timing information and the assumptions 
that waves are planar and coherent across the array do not always hold, whereas with a 
3-component station there is no spatial lagging, so relatively short time windows can be used 
and the phase information in the signals can be exploited. If however a 3-component array of 
stations is employed, both types of analysis could be used simultaneously to obtain a more 
thorough interpretation of the wavefield. Indeed, Esmersoy (1985) has developed a 
technique whereby he models both particle motion and wave propagation simultaneously, 
but this requires extensive calculations and had only partial success.
So far the methods of analysis limit the full potential of 3-component data, by either 
eliminating certain wave polarisations or establishing a priori wave characteristics such that 
information on only specified types of waves can be obtained. I intend to use the complete
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3-component dataset in an attempt to resolve the inter-relationship between waves with 
different polarisation parameters in order to characterise the wavefield as a function of time 
and frequency. The waveform parameters and the scheme used for the decomposition of the 
wavefield are outlined in this chapter.
4.1 The motion recorded on seismographs
A 3-component seismometer usually consists of 3 orthogonal sensors, often orientated in a 
North-East-Down (NED) coordinate system for convenience. These seismometers are 
normally located at the earth's surface, so the recorded motion includes free surface 
amplification effects. Other factors also complicate the particle motion, and if one wants to 
study their implications, a well calibrated system is essential to prevent further difficulties.
The wavefield measured is a superposition of many overlapping wave groups : direct, 
reflected, refracted and scattered body and surface waves. It is essential when searching for 
polarisation characteristics of the wavefield to separate it into the various wave groups. 
Many workers (e.g. Esmersoy, 1985; Christoffersson et al., 1988) attempt to achieve this 
by modelling the particle motion of specific wavetypes.
When analysing 3-component data it is normal to treat the Earth as a horizontally stratified 
isotropic medium. The seismic wavefield can then be decomposed into three components : 
P, SV and SH. The P wave (P component) is polarised in the direction of the ray, and the S 
wave is divided into SV and SH components which are polarised orthogonal to one another 
in the plane normal to the ray. SV describes S motion in the vertical plane and SH, motion in 
the horizontal plane. The three wavetypes display rectilinear motion, so by rotating the 
3-component data the individual particle motions lie along a single axis. The interaction of 
these waves at the free surface results in a change in the angle of incidence of the recorded 
waves due to the superposition of upward and downward generated waves (see Chapter 6 
for details). When an SV wave is incident at the surface at an angle greater than the critical 
angle of incidence (<})c), the motion becomes elliptical (prograde) in the vertical plane with its
vertical motion 90° out of phase to its corresponding horizontal motion.
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The Rayleigh wave (fundamental mode) is strictly defined as the result of P/S V interaction 
at the surface of a half-space. Its ground motion is elliptically polarised with vertical 
displacement 90 degrees out of phase with the horizontal motion. At the surface the motion 
is retrograde elliptical but below a certain depth, which depends on the frequency, the 
motion becomes prograde elliptical. In the real earth, modes 0, 1 and 2 generally behave like 
the fundamental mode but with certain types of stratification it is possible to get prograde 
motion at the surface. Classification between post-critical SV and Rayleigh wave motion is 
normally based on their general type of elliptical motion, prograde and retrograde 
respectively. Classification by this means is not strictly correct, and a more conservative 
scheme would not involve separation of the 2 wavetypes. Proper separation could perhaps 
be based on the frequency content of the signals (in general the SV wave has a broader 
frequency range, where high frequencies are dominant, while the lower modes of the 
Rayleigh wave occupy the lower part of the frequency spectrum) and on the group velocity 
of the signals, so the Rayleigh wave appears late in the seismic coda. However scattering of 
P and S phases can generate Rayleigh waves, and this ensures their presence in earlier parts 
of the coda. Higher modes of the Rayleigh wave have higher frequency components, but 
their polarisation is representative of multiply interacting S waves. The other surface wave 
present is the fundamental Love wave which is linearly polarised in the horizontal plane, i.e. 
it has the same polarisation as the transverse SH wave. Again this wavetype exists in the 
lower part of the frequency spectrum, but higher modes have high frequency content.
The particle motions are generally much more complicated. The use of planar wavefronts 
in modelling is most satisfactory when one is investigating waves at great distances from 
their source, however curved wavefronts resulting from scattering near the receiver impose 
significant changes to the normal polarisation properties. If the medium is heterogeneous or 
anisotropic, the trajectories of the motion will change dramatically and shear wave splitting 
may occur (Douma and Helbig, 1987). Geology near the site and topographic effects further 
complicate the particle motion (Shearer & Orcutt, 1987; (ftiegaard & Doombos, 1988).
All these complications make it difficult to classify the particle motions of the different 
wavetypes and the formulation of a model describing the actual particle motion is highly
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unlikely. The models described below are idealised particle motions for the principal types of 
seism ic waves at a given frequency in an isotropic medium, except for the Rayleigh wave 
w hich is a result o f P/SV interaction at the surface. The 3-com ponent observations o f the 
particle d isp lacem ent r(co) = (x ,y ,z ,)T, w here x,y,z are displacem ents, positive in the 
north, east and downward directions respectively (NED), can be expressed for single phases 
o f the various wavetypes as follows :
P w aves : r(co)
^sin<j>cosi3A 
stilus i m3
^ COS(j) j
s(co)
SV waves : r(co)
f -cos<}>cosfA 
-cos(|)s i m3 
^ sincj) j
s(co)
SH/Love waves: r(co)
f s i n ^  
-cost3 s(co)
Rayleigh w a v e s : r(co)
/isin(j)cosT3^
isin(j)sim3
^ COS(j) j
s(co)
(based on models by Esmersoy (1985) 
and Christoffersson et al. (1988))
w here s(co) is the Fourier com ponent o f the w avetype concerned. For body and Love 
w aves, (j) (angle o f incidence) and t3 (azimuth) represent the direction o f propagation from 
the vertical and x-axis respectively and for Rayleigh w aves <|> = tan_1e, where e is the 
ellipticity. In the Rayleigh wave model the (i) term represents a 90° phase shift between the 
horizontals and vertical. To be more precise the (i) term in the horizontal components should 
be replaced by isgn(co) (Esmersoy, 1985). Note also that the Rayleigh m odel represents 
retrograde particle motion which is normally the case for fundamental modes. The model for 
the prograde case is obtained by changing the signs o f the horizontal components.
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By using these simplistic models, at least an idea on the waveform present is estimated. 
Christoffersson et al. (1988) found that this type of modelling worked well for distinct P 
phases but deteriorated when applied to S waves due the complex nature of the particle 
motion. S waves are represented as a combination of SV and SH motion, and the 
components rarely occur alone. Their relative proportions depend principally on the source 
function although interconversion does occur due to heterogeneity.
The attempts by Christoffersson and Esmersoy to decompose the wavefield required some 
knowledge of the propagation properties of the phases, especially the azimuth. In a real time 
process one does not know the source location, hence the azimuth, or any time correlation 
between the different wavetypes. Therefore in the following sections, parameters based on 
just the principal particle motion behaviour (that described in the models above) are 
developed for analysing 3-component seismograms.
4.2 Signal direction finding (SDF) techniques
Four independent methods based on different attributes of the seismic signal are used to 
estimate the direction in which the seismic energy is arriving as a function of time and 
frequency. Each method generates an estimate of the azimuth and apparent angle of incidence 
of the particle motion at the surface and a measure of the stability of the estimates. The 
methods are based on the assumptions of one dominant wavetype (e.g. P waves) travelling 
in a single direction arriving at the station during the current time window.
4.2.1 Triax
This method estimates the direction of the signal by finding the centroid of the projections 
of each sample triplet (x^yj.zj) on the unit upper hemisphere. Instantaneous direction
cosines are calculated by:
li = Xj/fj m; = yj/rj n, = z;/ri
where and li2 + irq2 + nj2 = 1,
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from which the mean direction cosines over a time window can be calculated by weighting 
and then summing each of the instantaneous direction cosines by its instantaneous power 
content:
^ i wi Sm;W; £n;W:
L = -------- , M = -----—  , N =— —
Swj Swj Zwj
where w, = r ^  , is the instantaneous power, c*^ CrS w*).
The spread of the centroid can be estimated by calculating the corresponding second order 
moments (Greenhalgh et al., 1990). The stability of the estimated signal direction can also be 
represented by the mean value of r. If r = 1 the signal is purely rectilinear. By normalising 
the centroid vector the azimuth (f>) and apparent angle of incidence (<j)) of the particle motion 
can be calculated:
■0 = tan- * (M/L) & <j> = co s 'l N
4.2.2 LS
This is a maximum likelihood technique based on the method by Brink and O'Connor 
(1983). The technique is founded on the observation that, in the absence of noise each 
component can be made identical to the other over a given time interval (say N samples) by 
the application of constant scale factors. In the presence of noise the method seeks to 
determine constants that will give the best fit between the components. The constants are 
chosen to be those that minimise the sum S (the sum of the squares of the component 
residuals):
N
S = X ( x i -  a y i)2 + (y , - b z ,)2 + (x{ - c z ,)2 
i= l
i.e. E[xj] I y, = ay,, E[y,] I z, = bzj & E[x,] I zx -  czv where E[xj] I y, denotes the expected 
value of x given y.
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By differentiation, a, b and c can be calculated through expressions involving x, y and z, 
and it follows that a = l'/m', b = m'/n' and c = n'/T, where l',m' and n' are the estimators 
for the direction cosines 1, m and n respectively. The azimuth and apparent angle of 
incidence are calculated as in the triaxial method and the parameter s (s = l2 + m2 + n2) 
defines the stability of the signal direction. This parameter deteriorates much more rapidly 
than r in the triax method, once the waveforms degenerate from rectilinearity.
4.2.3 Power
This technique estimates the direction of the signal by considering the cross-power matrix 
of the signal in a given time window. By diagonalisation of the matrix, the power is 
effectively maximised in one of the three calculated orthogonal directions, i.e. it minimises 
the residual energy in the other 2 orthogonal components (see Montaibetti and Kanasewich, 
1970 for details). The eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the cross­
power matrix corresponds to the signal direction estimate (Esmersoy, 1984), so 
£  = tan-1 (uu/ui2) and <j) = cos' 1 IU13I , 
where u^ , U12 and U13 are the components of the eigenvector.
If the maximum eigenvalue corresponds to a P wave, the azimuth and angle of incidence 
will be in the ray direction, whereas for the S components one of the other eigenvectors will 
correspond to the appropriate ray direction. In general there will be some SV/SH interaction 
so if the motion corresponds to a planar S wave the slowness vector can not be uniquely 
inferred unless the SV/SH ratio is known.
Two other important parameters (rectilinearity and planarity) can be calculated from the 
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. The expressions defining rectilinearity vary (see 
Montaibetti and Kanasewich, 1970; Vidale, 1986), and the form used in this study is :
rectilinearity = 1 - (A^  + X ^ )  1 2 X \  (Jurkevics, 1988)
where X \ ,  X 2 and A3 are the eigenvalues (largest to smallest) of the covariance matrix. This 
quantity gives a measure of the stability of the direction estimate and equals one for pure
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rectilinear motion. Many authors (e.g. Shimshoni and Smith, 1964; Montalbetti and 
Kanasewich, 1970) use this measure to enhance phases with a high rectilinearity and a given 
polarisation state. The planarity of the waveform is defined as :
planarity = 1 - 2 X3 / (X.^  -h ^2) (Jurkevics, 1988)
This quantity equals one for a purely elliptically polarised wave, e.g. a pure Raleigh wave.
If the rectilinearity is low and the planarity is high, we would infer that 2 of the directions 
determined from the covariance matrix are well defined. The relationship between the 
eigenvectors is important in distinguishing between different types of elliptical motion.
4.2.4 Diff
Energy is maximised in one direction by searching through the 2 parameter (f>,<}>) space 
and calculating the quantity below for each (£,<})) pair. This method seeks to maximise the 
difference between the rotated x-component and the rotated y and z components :
X ci2 - (di2 + et2)
where q , dj and ej are the projections of the signal onto the rotated x, y and z axes 
respectively. This is a brute force method giving no stability estimate and as it is 
computationally expensive it will not be used in the upcoming calculations.
4.2.5 Discussion
These techniques are computationally fast in comparison with interactive programs (e.g. 
Pleänger et al., 1986). However due to the projection of the displacement vector onto the 
upper hemisphere there is an ambiguity in the direction of the azimuth determined. If the 
azimuth of motion is f>, $  + 180° also satisfies the conditions. The solutions obviously only 
convey relevant information on the slowness vector when the waveform is basically 
rectilinear, and the direction of propagation can only be defined by the passage of a P wave.
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Other information such as rectilinearity and ellipticity are therefore also important and are 
employed for distinguishing between different wavetypes.
These methods have been examined using synthetic data and all give the same results 
when the particle motion is rectilinear. Combined plots displaying the variation of the 
apparent angle of incidence, apparent azimuth and stability of the first 3 SDF techniques for 
events Norl and Arc2, which are fully discussed in chapter 5 (see flgs.5.2&5.6), are given 
in figs.4.1&4.2. Event Norl clearly shows that when stability values are high the directional 
vectors of all the techniques are similar and they only start to differ as the stability decreases. 
Noticeable fluctuations in both the apparent azimuth and apparent angle of incidence coincide 
with rapid decreases in the stability estimates, and probably occur when more than one 
signal arrives in the same time window, resulting in an "average direction" being calculated. 
The stability estimates of event Arc2 are much lower, which clearly explains the rapid 
variation of direction with time and the increased difference in the solutions of the SDF 
techniques. Both events demonstrate that the apparent azimuth is much more stable than the 
apparent angle of incidence and that the stability estimate of LS is generally low.
This average direction is not strictly the average of the directions of the individual wavelets 
that make up the signal. Depending on a number of waveform parameters such as amplitude, 
orientation, frequency and phase difference between the arrivals, the estimated direction can 
be up to 90° from the expected average direction. The resulting signal may be strongly 
rectilinear but the direction determined may have no connection to the actual directions of the 
superimposed arrivals. It is important to note that a linearly polarised oscillation may also be 
the result of the superposition of 2 or more oscillations with different frequency, but with 
identical displacement directions, or with different displacement directions, but with identical 
frequencies and phases (Gal'perin, 1984). To study these interference effects let us consider 
the superposition of 2 rectilinear signals.
If the two signals are of equal amplitude, have the same frequency and are in phase, the 
estimated direction is exactly the average of them, and as the amplitude of one of them is 
increased with respect to the other, the direction becomes dominated by the larger signal, 
proportionate to the amplitude ratio of the two signals (see fig.4.3, where the direction of the
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Figure 4.1 Combined plot displaying the apparent angle of incidence, apparent azimuth and stability 
versus time of the three SDF techniques : Triax, LS and Power, for station A0 of event Norl (see 
fig.5.2). The processing window was 1 second.
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Figure 4.2 Combined plot displaying the apparent angle of incidence, apparent azimuth and stability 
versus time of the three SDF techniques : Triax, LS and Power, for station C2 of event Arc2 (see fig.5.6). 
The processing window was 1 second.
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Figure 4.4 Variation of the estimated direction, rectilinearity and mean stability with phase difference 
between 2 superimposed rectilinear signals of frequency 1Hz, where the angle between the 2 signals varies 
from 0 to 90*. The signals are of equal amplitude, with the direction of one based at 0* and the other at an 
angle corresponding to the difference between them. The estimates were calculated with a processing time 
interval length of 1 second.
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However the parameters determined here can be used in conjunction with others to 
distinguish between the different wavetypes.
4.3 Phase difference polarisation technique
The phase relationships between the vertical and horizontal components of motion at a free 
surface differ between the various modes of propagation. In an uniform half-space the 
following properties hold for purely polarised waveforms. For a P wave or SV wave 
incident below the critical angle (4>c), the components of motion are in phase, hence the zero-
lag cross-correlation between the horizontal and vertical components will be either a positive 
or negative quantity depending on the azimuth of the arrival. In the case of a Rayleigh or SV 
wave (angle > <}>c) the vertical and horizontal components are 90° out of phase, so the zero-
lag cross-correlation will be zero. The reverse occurs for both cases if a 90° phase shift is 
applied only to the vertical component. With a SH/Love wave, the cross-correlation in both 
cases will be zero as the wave has no component in the vertical direction.
Shimshoni and Smith (1964), Mercado (1968) and Alexander & Borkowski (1988) have 
used these ideas to enhance rectilinear motion and to distinguish between P, SV, SH and 
Rayleigh wave motion. Obviously if the signal in a given time interval is one of the above 
wavetypes one should be able to distinguish them based on their phase relationships.
These relationships can be quantified, and are established below. If ux, uy and uz are the
displacements in the x,y and z directions respectively, then the HV (corresponding to zero 
phase) and HiV (90° phase shift) motion product detectors are defined as (see White, 1964):
P x  — u x u z P y  — u y ^ z (HV)
Q x  = H(ux)uz Qy = H(Uy)UZ (HiV)
where H is the Hilbert transform :
f(t) dx (see Aki and Richards, 1980),H(f(t)) = -
/ •
n x - t
which is normally implemented in the frequency domain. The motion product detectors are 
strictly calculated as follows (e.g. Px) :
A summary of phase characteristics based on the theory outlined in White (1964) is listed 
in table 4.1. The form of the motion product detectors allows separation into 3 wave 
groups : P/SV(«})C), SV(xj>c)/R.ayleigh and SH, but it is impossible to distinguish between
the wavetypes in each group. However, if the actual azimuth of the signal is known, the 
wavetypes can be distinguished by comparing it to the azimuth calculated from the ratio of 
the motion product detectors (n.b. the Rayleigh motion is assumed to be retrograde 
elliptical).
Combined motion products Pxy and Qxy, are used as wavetype discriminants, where
Their values for the various wavetypes are the same as those of the motion product 
detectors. As the signals in general are contaminated by noise or contemporaneous signals 
are present, the values of the motion product detectors will not satisfy the conditions for any 
of the wavetypes, as the motion product detectors will not be exactly zero or perfectly 
maximised. However by using the size of the two combined motion product detectors, then- 
ratio PQxy (where PQxy = Pxy / Qxy), in conjunction with the amplitude of the signal, this
technique will enable one to distinguish between the various wavetypes as long as 
reasonable forms are present. Guidelines to separate them are detailed in section 4.5.
where r = y  ux2 + uy2 + uz2 , 
N
rsum = J j  and 
N - number of samples.
Pxy= V p x2 + Py2 and Qxy = V Q x2 + Qy2 •
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White (1964) showed that for isotropic compressional and isotropic Rayleigh wave noise 
that all motion product detectors are roughly equal to zero over long periods of time. 
Consequently for long processing windows, the properties of isotropic noise obviously 
eliminate the ability of this technique for determining SH wave motion.
Wavetype HV HiV azimuth
P wave IPXI, IPyl > 0 Qx & Qy = 0 d  = tan-1 p -  
r y
(azimuth of wavefront)
SV<(j)c IPXI, IPyl > 0 Q x &  Q y =  0 d  = tan-1 —■
(backazimuth of wavefront)
sv > <t>c Px & Py = 0 IQXI, IQyl > 0 d  = tan-1
^ y
(backazimuth of wavefront)
Rayleigh Px & P y = 0 IQXI, IQyl > 0 d  = tan-1
^ y
(azimuth of wavefront)
SH/Love Px & Py = 0 Qx &Qy = 0 indeterminable
Table 4.1 Characteristics of the motion product detectors and azimuth determination
for the various wavetypes.
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4.4 Frequency and time decomposition
In analysing the wavefield it is important to obtain a series of polarisation characteristics as 
a function of time and frequency. A high resolution in time is required as distinct seismic 
phases often arrive within short time intervals. This can be achieved but then there is a 
tradeoff with the stability of the estimate, since seismic noise which is not expected to have 
much polarisation structure may correlate over narrow time bands. The larger the time 
interval (to a certain extent) the more stable the results will be, and although shortening the 
interval increases the resolution, a compromise has to be made between the two. The ground 
motion polarisation also varies as a function of frequency. Higher frequency energy can be 
delayed in time relative to its low frequency counterpart because of earth scattering effects 
(Jurkevics, 1986b). A choice of time intervals for the various frequency bands is therefore 
critical in acquiring optimum information.
As mentioned in section 4.2 the estimated direction vector and stability are dependent on 
the amplitude, phase and orientation of the signals recorded. These parameters also depend 
on the centre frequency of the chosen frequency band, the width of the frequency band and 
also the time interval employed when processing the signal. To define the best time and 
frequency bands for analysing rectilinear and elliptical waves an analysis has been carried 
out, as before, by the superposition of two rectilinear signals. Figure 4.5 shows that an 
increase in the processing time interval yields only slight improvements in the stability and 
the estimated direction. Hence the interval should be made as short as possible to allow for 
greater resolution, but not too short, e.g. 0.25s, as in this case the direction estimate is 
unstable and has a low stability.
Let us suppose that the signal is composed of arrivals with the same frequency and the 
estimated direction is the actual direction. On figs.4.6&4.7 this is the direction outlined by 
the frequency ratio of 1. By changing the frequency ratio of the arrivals the estimated 
direction clearly departs from the actual direction and really becomes noticeable when the 
lower frequency signal is 10Hz or above (as seen on fig.4.7). Since the sampling rate in 
these cases is 40Hz, this corresponds to frequencies at half the Nyquist frequency and
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Figure 4.5 Variation of the estimated direction, rectilinearity and mean stability with phase difference 
between 2 superimposed rectilinear signals of frequency 1Hz, for a range of processing time intervals 
(0.25-2.0s). The signals are of equal amplitude, with the direction of one based at 0* and the other at 45’.
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Figure 4.6 Variation of the estimated direction, rectilinearity and mean stability with phase difference 
between 2 superimposed equal amplitude rectilinear signals, where the frequency ratio of the signals vary 
between 1 and 10 (i.e. in this case the frequencies vary between 1 and 10Hz). The direction of the lower 
frequency signal (1Hz) is based at 0* and the higher, frequency signal at 45*.
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Figure 4.7 Variation of the estimated direction, rectilinearity and mean stability with phase difference 
between 2 superimposed equal amplitude rectilinear signals, where the frequency ratio of the signals vary 
between 1 and 10 (i.e. in this case the frequencies vary between 10 and 100Hz). The direction of the lower 
frequency signal (10Hz) is based at 0* and the higher frequency signal at 45*.
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above. This may explain why the information determined for frequencies above 10Hz on 
Noress/Arcess data is unusable (see chapter 5). For frequencies above 20Hz added effects 
will occur due to aliasing The width of the frequency band is also critical in obtaining the 
best estimated direction. By allowing the frequency of the 2 signals to differ by up to a factor 
of ten, the estimated direction is seen to depart from the actual direction when the ratio of the 
frequency components is greater than 2, and steadily becomes worse with larger ratios. By 
increasing the lower limit of the frequency spectrum (as in fig.4.7), the effect of the 2 
frequencies far apart is much more noticeable. Consequently the frequency bands employed 
should not be more than one octave wide and the upper limit of any frequency band should 
not exceed half the Nyquist frequency. If the above time/frequency bands are used the 
stability measures and estimated direction will not be affected either by the centre frequency, 
frequency bandwidth or time interval, hence any changes which occur are due to the phase, 
orientation and amplitude of the signals.
The wavefield is decomposed by bandpassing and time segmenting the records, with the 
processing being carried out in the time domain. The wavefield is first bandpassed into a set 
of 7 frequency bands : unfiltered (0-20Hz), 0-1.0, 1.0-2.0, 2.0-4.0, 4.0-8.0, 8.0-12.0, 
12.0-20.0, by using a fourth-order Butterworth filter. The bandpassed records are then 
decomposed into a series of time intervals by applying a linearly tapered sliding window 
identically to all the components (this reduces side effects, e.g. ringing). An overlap in the 
time windows is applied such that changes in the polarisation characteristics can be clearly 
seen.
The time segmentation/ffequency bands used in processing also depend upon what aspects 
are being looked for in the wavefield. I wanted to observe changes in the polarisation of the 
wavefield with frequency over a given time interval. So I attempted to obtain a distinct time 
interval which is optimum for the set of frequency bands. Jurkevics (1986b) used time 
intervals which were a constant number of cycles in duration (based on the centre 
frequency), and accordingly, frequency bands that were a constant number of octaves wide. 
His rationale for varying the window length is that higher frequencies yield a shorter time 
resolution than do lower frequencies.
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A series of events recorded at Noress and Arcess were used to determine the time interval, 
and this set of data was employed as it is one of the best calibrated datasets in the world. 
Time intervals ranging from 0.5-4.0 s were used over the group of frequency bands, and 
were only applied to rectilinear sections of the signals where the following interval 
dependent parameters were determined :
(i) Diffi : The root mean squared difference between the estimated apparent angle of 
incidence of the first 3 signal direction finding techniques :
times 3 ,-------
D iffi  =  I  I  Vdiff2 /times 
j= l i=l
where times - number of time intervals, and
diff - the difference in value between 2 of the techniques.
(ii) Diffaz : The root mean squared difference between the estimated azimuth of the 3 SDF 
techniques, this has the same formulation as above.
(iii) Rtnean : the mean of the stability estimates of the 2 techniques Triax and Power.
The variance from the mean is not calculated as the values of azimuth and angle of 
incidence are supposed to vary with time. Figure 4.8 displays the 3 independent parameters 
with window length, calculated for a certain section (15-20s) of event Norl in the l-2Hz 
frequency band. The expected decrease in difference values and increase of rmean with 
window length is clearly seen. A balance between the above, the idea of what resolution is 
required, and observations by eye as to whether the solutions are stable (i.e. do not jump 
around from one value to another) are all taken into account in picking the time intervals. It is 
obvious from fig.4.8 and other diagrams analysed that there are sharp drops and rises in the 
parameters and there is a section where they level off. This automatically defines the field in 
which the time intervals should be picked. It was found that a time interval of 1 second was 
optimum for the set of frequencies, even though other intervals may have been slighter better 
for certain frequencies. This time interval agrees with that suggested by the theoretical work 
(i.e. from fig.4.5), and is employed throughout the 3-component analysis.
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4.5 Wavetype discrimination
Discrimination between wavetypes is based on parameters determined previously and on 
some further properties of the particle motions of the waves. These have been codified in a 
form which allow a rule-based scheme for phase identification. The waves are classified into 
3 groups based on their dimensionality, and those parts of the wavefield that do not satisfy 
the criteria are classified as indeterminable. The separation into the various wave groups 
assumes that the SDF azimuth estimate is correct
4.5.1 Waves with essentially rectilinear motion 
The criteria employed to determine rectilinear motion is :
(a) the mean stability > 0.85 (mean stability of Triax and Power) or
(b) rectilinearity > 0.9 (defined in section 4.2.3)
Both measures are used as the stability estimate of either method can falter even when the 
motion is essentially rectilinear. A rectilinearity measure of 0.9 means that 90% of the energy 
lies along a single direction.
These waves can be classified into 2 groups : P/SV(<]> < <J>C) and SH. If the rectilinearity is 
high one would normally presume that only one wavetype is present (or dominant) in the 
time interval examined. However, as already mentioned, the rectilinearity can still be high if 
2 rectilinear signals are present, and this becomes more complex as the number of rectilinear 
signals increases. Depending on whether these signals are in phase or not, the azimuth 
determined from the particle motion may or may not be along the direction of the ray. If a 
purely polarised wave is present in the time interval, then the direction determined by a P or 
SV phase defines the azimuth of the ray, whereas for a SH phase the direction is 
perpendicular to the azimuth of the ray.
The following criteria is used to define and distinguish between the 2 groups :
(i) P/SV waves
(a) Pxy > 1.5 Q xy (i.e. PQxy > 1.5)
(b) PQabs > 0.25, where PQabs= V Pxy2 + Qxy2
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(c) Using the azimuth determined by the SDF techniques, the displacements recorded in the 
ZNE coordinate system can be transformed into vertical (Z), radial (R) and transverse (T) 
components by the simple transformation :
/Zx
oor-H
( Z \
R = 0 cos'd s i nd N
W 0^ - s i nd  cosdy U J
where d  is the azimuth and ZRT forms a right-handed system. In an isotropic medium all 
P/SV motion will be in the RZ plane, hence by comparing the ratio of the motion in the R 
direction to that in the T, P/SV motion can be distinguished. As the earth is anisotropic and 
the motion is only approximately rectilinear, P/SV motion will have some motion in the T 
direction, and as this motion is recorded with noise, the following criterion is set up for 
determining P/SV waves:
I R I > 1.5 I TI
For sections of the wavefield which satisfy the above conditions, the azimuth determined 
by the SDF techniques defines the direction of propagation (either the azimuth or 
backazimuth). A way in which one may be able to separate P from SV is by looking at the 
ratio of the vertical to horizontal motion. Energy from the S wave train normally comes in at 
a shallower angle to the surface than the P wave, so the corresponding vertical to horizontal 
ratio should be much lower in the case of S waves (n.b. in teleseismic studies S wave core 
phases are an exception to the rule). However the ratio which one may use to distinguish 
between the two wavetypes can vary. A reason for this may lie in the orientation of the focal 
mechanism of the earthquake with respect to the receiver, as in certain directions the P waves 
may be more prominent than S, allowing for greater vertical motion and vice versa (i.e. the 
energy of the coda depends on the orientation of the nodal planes of the source). This may 
be sufficient for simple phases but for studies involving an analysis of a complicated 
wavefield, the vertical to horizontal ratio is inadequate in distinguishing between the 2 
wavetypes, as demonstrated in some of the synthetic results in section 4.6, where the ratio is 
not distinctive.
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(ii) SH waves
(a) Pxy and Qxy are small compared to the amplitude of the signal, i.e. PQabs <0.15
(b )  ITI > 1.5 I Rl.
Since the azimuth determined by an SH phase is 90° to that of the ray, both R and T in the 
matrix transformation need to be swapped around. This means that this criteria is exactly the 
same as for P/SV waves, and overall the separation of the 2 wave groups is based solely on 
the phase discriminant criterion PQabs- Synthetic calculations of this parameter have
established the above limits, and they are sufficient to separate between the two wave 
groups. Since weakly polarised noise/arrivals may satisfy the SH criteria, there is always an 
uncertainty as to whether the waves detected actually represent SH motion.
From the analysis of vertical component data in chapter 3, most of the energy comes in 
on-azimuth (i.e. within 10° of the source-receiver azimuth). Using this azimuth, component 
product operators can be used to separate on azimuth P/SV motion. For a linearly polarised 
wave :
(i) P wave : RZ is a negative quantity,
(ii) SV wave : RZ is a positive quantity, and for
(iii) SH wave : RZ = 0 , as all motion is on the T component.
By the employment of the NED coordinate system, the RZ parameter is opposite in sense to 
that defined by Hendrajaya (1981) and PleSinger et al. (1986). To resolve any ambiguity, 
diagrams do not display RZ values, instead they define the waves into 3 fields : P, SV and 
elliptically polarised /SH waves, based on their values of RZ.
4.5.2. Waves with 2D motion
For the motion to be defined as 2-dimensional the following criteria must hold :
(a) planarity > 0.9 (defined in section 4.2.3)
(b) X-2 >0.1 or X-2 > 0.05 for SV/Rayleigh waves.
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This ensures that 2 of the directions are well defined and that the waves are not rectilinear. 
These waves can be classified into 2 groups :
(i) The superposition of 2 rectilinear waves
In this case there is no phase shift between the horizontal and vertical components and this 
sort of motion can be constructed from a combination of P, SV and SH waves. Conditions 
are:
(a) Pxy > 1.5 Qxy
(b) PQabs > 0.25
(ii) Purely ellipticallv polarised waves
Here the horizontal motion is 90° out of phase with respect to the vertical motion. Rayleigh 
waves and S V (<j) > 4>c) have this form. Criteria is :
(a) Qxy > 1.5 Pxy
(b) PQabs > 0-25
Obviously the 2 types of motion can be separated, but it is difficult/impossible to determine 
what phases make up the motion. If one knows the source to receiver azimuth and employs it 
as the correct azimuth (a major assumption) the wavetypes that compose the above types of 
motion can be distinguished, as described below.
In case (i), three types of waves can be determined :
(1) A combination of 2 P phases or the dominant arrival is a P phase, in this case there will 
be hardly any motion in the T direction. The following criteria defines this motion :
(a) Pxy > 1.5 Qxy and PQabs > 0.25
(b) I R I > 1.5 I TI and
(c) the component product RZ < 0.
(2) A combination of 2 SV phases or the dominant arrival is a SV phase, again there will be 
little motion in the T direction. This type of motion has the same criteria as above except that 
in this case the component operator RZ > 0.
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(3) A S phase, as long as the criteria above is not satisfied and the following conditions are 
met:
(a) Pxy > 1.5 Qxy and PQ^bs > 0.25
Once the magnitude of the motion in the T direction surpasses a certain limit there is enough 
SH motion to classify the arrival as a S phase.
In case (ii), the two types of waves can be separated based on the comparison of the 
estimated azimuth versus the source-receiver (s-r) azimuth (i.e. between retrograde and 
prograde motion). If the estimated azimuth is essentially the same as the s-r azimuth the wave 
is referred to as a Rayleigh wave phase, whereas if the azimuths are out by roughly 180° the 
arrival can be classified as a SV phase. Neither of the wavetypes is determined if the 
azimuths do not correspond to the above cases.
The PQabs criteria limits the detection of weakly polarised waves, as the values established 
via synthetic calculations (section 4.6) ensure that no false identifications arise. If the 
propagation characteristics of the signals are known these conditions can be relaxed.
4.5.3 3D motion
In this case, the wavetypes corresponding to such motion are too difficult to classify. In 
most cases the S wave consists of SV and SH components, and when it arrives at an angle 
greater than <j)c, the wave is 3-dimensional and hence is indeterminable in this identification
process. This is an important limitation of the technique.
In conclusion, rectilinear, elliptical and 3-dimensional waves can be separated, but the 
waves that correspond to these types of motion are very difficult to classify. If the azimuth 
of the wave can be assumed the associated wavetype can be determined in many cases.
4.6 Application to synthetics
A series of synthetic seismograms have been produced to test how well the wavetype 
discriminant criteria behave when there is knowledge of the actual phases present, and the 
way in which these are modified when the seismograms become noisy. The tests range from
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synthetics generated by a simple plane wave model through to complex synthetics which 
essentially represent complete seismograms. The approach used to generate the synthetic 
seismograms follows Kennett (1983). The response of a structure composed of a stack of 
uniform layers is built up from the reflection and transmission properties of the medium 
including the free surface effect. The final seismograms represent ground motion at the free 
surface, which have been convolved with the response of a WWSSN short-period 
seismometer so that the synthetics resemble recorded seismograms. The motion is calculated 
in the ZRT coordinate system, hence all P/SV motion is in the RZ plane and SH motion is 
along the T direction. For the synthetics the directional parameters have set values, so it is 
pointless testing these parameters. The other parameters generated such as stability, 
rectilinearity and planarity can still be tested in conjunction with the phase discriminant and 
component product criteria to see how well the wavetype estimation copes with the various 
synthetics.
If the amplitude of the signal in a given time window is less than 1/1000th of the maximum 
amplitude of the trace, no wavetype criteria is applied to it, hence it is classified as 
indeterminable. The reason for having this threshold is that several of the discriminatory 
parameters fail if the amplitudes are too low. Normally at this amplitude level, most of the 
signals are accompanied by signal generated and random noise, hence many of the criteria 
used for discrimination can be biased in some way that leads to false wavetype classification. 
This is important for two of the criteria. Firstly when distinguishing between the 2 groups of 
rectilinear motion (P/SV and SH), if the estimated (SDF) azimuth is used, the only criterion 
that distinguishes between the 2 wave groups is the magnitude of the parameter PQabS> and 
obviously this can be disrupted by noise. With relatively strong signals, the PQabs criterion 
is sufficient to distinguish between the two wave groups. Also the component product 
operator RZ which distinguishes between P and SV motion may be biased in some way, and 
this is critical for elliptical type motion as some wavetype is determined if this parameter is 
not equal to zero.
Five synthetic examples are used to examine the criteria for wavetype discrimination and 
they are discussed in detail below.
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4.6.1 Teleseismic situation (single slowness plane wave model)
The propagation situation is designed to represent teleseismic signals. For the model 
EARX (fig.4.9), a source is placed at 35km deep and the wavefield transmitted through the 
base of the model (at 50km) is calculated and then the transmission through a receiver crust 
of the same velocity structure included. As a result the plane wave seismograms (at slowness 
0.122s/km) include direct arrivals for P, SV and SH, their free surface reflections (with 
strong interconversion for P/SV) as well as internal crustal multiples (fig.4.10). These 
calculations will represent the dominant part of the teleseismic arrivals (see Kennett 1983, 
section 9.3.3) without amplitude corrections for the upper mantle path.
The waveform parameters used to classify these waves along with their wavetype 
estimation are displayed in fig.4.11. Single wavelets are well represented in these synthetic 
seismograms, e.g. the P phases at the beginning and the SV and SH phases near the end. 
The rectilinearity and stability measures in these sections are very high (approximately equal 
to one), and these measures decrease in cases where 2 phases interfere, e.g. the SV and SH 
waves present at 17 seconds. However for two interfering phases, a lower rectilinearity but 
high planarity reflects two dominant particle motion directions which in turn acknowledges 
the presence of the 2 phases. The single wavelets have appropriate RZ values, and the ratio 
IRIrlTI is also in agreement with that expected for purely polarised waves. However when 
two different phases are present (e.g. SV and SH) the RZ parameter has a SV character but 
the ratio IRkITI does not resemble either type of motion.
Where the wavefield is represented by single wavelets, the parameter PQxy resembles 
values distinct to in phase motion (i.e. PQxy > 1.5), e.g. single P, SV (<J) < ic) and SH
waves. PQxy departs from these values when contemporaneous signals are present, and in 
several cases the value resembles motion 90° out of phase (i.e. PQxy < 0.67) resulting 
sometimes in an elliptical SV/Rayleigh estimation. When PQxy is within the range (0.67 - 
1.5) the only wavetype that can be estimated is SH, as seen 25 seconds along the 
seismogram. The PQxy bounds ensure that improper wavetype estimations do not appear 
but they will also limit some waves from being classified even though they satisfy the rest of
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Figure 4.9 Velocity model EARX. The symbols * and + indicate the source depth and apparent 
velocities of the waves used for the synthetics in sections 4.6.1 & 4.6.2.
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Figure 4.10 Synthetic 3-component record section for the teleseismic situation (single slowness plane 
wave model), displaying P, SV and SH waves.
The format of figures 4.11, 4.13, 4.16, 4.18 and 4.20
Each figure displays the following features :
(1) Wavetype, the wavetypes that can be estimated when the motion is generated in the ZRT 
coordinate system are : rectilinear P, SV and SH motion; P, SV and S motion which can be 
classified better in the elliptical than rectilinear field; and elliptically polarised SV(<j) < (j)c)
and Rayleigh waves which cannot be distinguished. The parts of the wavefield not satisfying 
any criteria are defined as indeterminable (indet).
(2) Normalised amplitude of the 3-component synthetic seismogram.
(3) The azimuthal based component product RZ which is represented by 3 fields : P, S and 
elliptical/SH.
(4) Mean stability of the 2 SDF techniques : Triax and Power.
(5) Rectilinearity.
(6) Planarity.
(7) The ratio of the amplitudes of the vertical to horizontal components.
(8) The azimuthal based component ratio IRI/1T1, if the values fall outside the range (0.5-1.5) 
they are plotted just outside the appropriate limiting value.
(9) The ratio of the combined motion product detectors Pxy and Qxy (PQxy). If the values 
fall outside the range (0.67-1.5), they are plotted just outside the appropriate limit.
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Figure 4.11 Waveform parameters and wave classification for the teleseismic situation (single 
slowness plane wave model).
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the criteria.. It is noticeable that there is no significant difference in the vertical to horizontal 
motion for any wavetype presence in these synthetics, indicating that this parameter can not 
be used to distinguish between P and S waves.
By utilising the amplitude threshold the wavetype criteria only classifies motion which 
corresponds to wave motion on the synthetics. For single wavelets the waves are correctly 
identified, and in sections where there are two interfering phases the wavetype classification 
scheme estimates the locally dominant phase (e.g. at 25s the classification is SH, but at 17s 
the classification is elliptical S, which indicates the presence of both SV and SH phases).
4.6.2 Teleseismic situation (single slowness plane wave model) with signal 
generated noise perturbations
This model is the same as the previous one but with the addition of a 20% random noise 
perturbation. The synthetics in fig.4.12 disguise and also modify some of the phases that are 
clearly seen in fig.4.10, hence one would expect the wavetype discrimination technique to 
classify less of the coda and perhaps give different wavetype classifications. Waveform 
parameters and wave classification are shown in fig.4.13.
The high values of rectilinearity and stability which normally coincide with single phases 
in a given time interval (as seen in fig.4.11) have been severely reduced and only those very 
strong signals have reasonably high values (fig.4.10). Consequently many of the rectilinear 
signals prominent in fig.4.10 are now classified under elliptical type motion (if the planarity 
criteria is satisfied) or are classified as 3-dimensional, hence the wavetype of the signal is 
indeterminable. The planarity measure falters in a similar way. The ratios IRI:ITI, PQxy and 
the component product RZ in fig.4.13 only resemble values in fig.4.11 where the noise 
contamination has only slightly affected the signals.
The comparison of the two models points out that noise contamination has a large effect on 
the waveform parameters and thus on the classification scheme. Even in the presence of 
noise the classification of the dominant signals was still possible, but signal modifications 
were such that some of the originally identified signals (in fig.4.11) are not classified while 
some new signals are.
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EAR
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Figure 4.12 Synthetic 3-component record section for the teleseismic situation (single slowness plane 
wave model), but with the addition of a 20% random noise perturbation.
4.6.3 Regional S wave seismograms
Whereas the previous synthetics were constructed from a single slowness, at regional 
ranges an integration over slowness is required to include the range of different propagation 
processes. The synthetic seismogram in fig.4.14 at 400km away from the source consists of 
the S wavefield with slowness between 0.2 and 0.3s/km generated by a 45° dip-slip source 
at 15km deep in the velocity model ELY (fig.4.15). The source is orientated (azimuth = 0°) 
so that no SH motion is recorded. The major arrivals are multiply reflected S waves making 
up the Lg train with Sn and multiple Sn arrivals early on the record. The Lg waves may also
be viewed as a combination of higher mode Rayleigh waves. Since a broad frequency band
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Figure 4.13 Waveform parameters and wave classification for the teleseismic situation (single 
slowness plane wave model), with random perturbations.
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Figure 4.14 Synthetic 3-component record section for regional S waves.
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Figure 4.15 Velocity model ELY.
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Figure 4.16 Waveform parameters and wave classification for the regional S wave synthetic seismogram.
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has been applied in the calculation with dominant frequencies between 0.5-2Hz, there is only 
weak excitation of the fundamental Rayleigh mode.
These synthetics are examined under the wave classification scheme, and the results are 
shown in fig.4.16. Stability and recti linearity measures for the dominant motion in the 
synthetics (30-50s) are generally below the level for which rectilinear motion is tested. As 
there is no motion in the T direction, the planarity in this interval is equal to one, and so 
allows testing for elliptically polarised motion. The ratio IRI:ITI also reflects that all motion is 
in the RZ plane. The component product RZ oscillates between the P and S V fields, which is 
a characteristic indicative of Rayleigh wave motion (Plesnger et al., 1986).
The combined motion product PQxy points out that most of the vertical displacement is 
90° out of phase to the horizontal, and this is an essential criterion for depicting Rayleigh 
wave motion. Obviously from the waveform criteria, all the parameters indicate that the 
motion is essentially in the elliptical: SV/Rayleigh wave field, in which separation between 
the two types of motion is impossible as no azimuthal criteria are available. Isolated P and 
SV motion is also represented as expected due to the nature of the synthetics.
4.6.4 Regional S wave seismogram with simulation of heterogeneity
The seismograms in the previous section were calculated for a horizontal stratified model 
and so there was no interaction between the P/SV and SH wave fields. Three-dimensional 
heterogeneity can be simulated by the inclusion of wavetype and wavenumber coupling in 
the frequency domain (Kennett, 1986). The synthetics presented in fig.4.17 are the result of 
such a simulation for heterogeneity superimposed in the ELY model. The propagation 
parameters are unchanged from fig.4.14 but there has been substantial change to the records 
in the longer period components. The Rayleigh wave motion clearly visible on fig.4.14 has 
been disrupted, and there is also considerable amount of motion in the T component (see 
fig.4.17).
The measures of stability, rectilinearity and planarity along the seismogram have been 
severely reduced (see fig.4.18) in comparison with the previous model. Consequently the 
proportion of coda that will satisfy the criteria for a given wavetype will also decrease.
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Figure 4.17 Synthetic 3-component record section for Regional S waves including heterogeneity.
However the early Rayleigh arrivals (between 10 and 25s) not detected previously (in 
section 4.6.3) now satisfy the 2-dimensional wave criteria. The measures of planarity for 
most of the dominant Rayleigh wave motion have been reduced below the level from which 
they can be tested, and this is only a function of the degree of heterogeneity which is quite 
large. Also the parameters: RZ, IRI:IT1 and PQxy are more scattered, but their values 
generally resemble those calculated previously which are indicative of Rayleigh wave 
motion. Consequently in the wavetype classification early Rayleigh arrivals are detected, and 
only parts of the dominant Rayleigh wave section are identified.
The two Rayleigh wave synthetics do not realistically represent pure Rayleigh wave 
motion as in the first case (section 4.6.3) the initial Rayleigh wave motion could not be 
detected because the measure of rectilinearity was too high, which is automatically lowered
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Figure 4.18 Waveform parameters and wave classification for the regional S wave synthetic 
seismogram that includes heterogeneity.
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when random noise is present, and for this model the heterogeneity employed was too 
strong, hence the most visible Rayleigh wave motion is not detected, however the earlier 
motion is identified.
4.6.5 Complete regional seismograms
Previously we have considered just the S wave part of the regional wavefield but in 
flg.4.19 we display complete seismograms calculated by the integration over a broad range 
of slownesses to include both P and S waves. The seismograms are for a 45° dip-slip source 
at a depth of 5km in the crustal model ELY (fig.4.15) at a distance of 600km from the 
source. The source is orientated at an azimuth of 25° and a broad frequency range has been 
applied in the calculation, with dominant frequencies between 0.1 and 2Hz. Therefore the 
synthetics simulate recordings of regional phases and hence allow for a comprehensive test 
of the waveform parameters involved in the wavetype discrimination scheme under realistic 
situations. The synthetics shown in fig.4.19 basically consist of P wave motion up to 70 
seconds followed by coda which consists of S and Rayleigh wave motion.
In the P wave section of the synthetics, the measures of rectilinearity and stability 
displayed in fig.4.20 are very high. As there is no motion in the T direction (which reflects 
that the energy is coming in from a defined direction) the only factors that prevent rectilinear 
motion from being detected is P to S conversion near the receiver and the summation of two 
P waves of different slownesses out of phase (i.e. when rect < 0.9 and plan > 0.9). 
However this type of interference is minimal. The other parameters : PQxy (in phase 
motion), IRIrlTI (high) and RZ (in P field) are also indicative of P wave motion, so results in 
most of the P coda being classified as P waves.
In the later section of the seismogram, the measures of rectilinearity and stability are much 
lower, which is a result of many forms of motion being present contemporaneously, e.g. S V 
and SH, whose displacement directions are at an angle of 90°. In the area where rectilinearity 
is high, only SH motion is detected since this is the stronger component (compared to SV) 
as seen by the ratio of IRI to ITI. Much of this rectilinear motion is undefined as the phase
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Figure 4.19 Synthetic 3-component record section that represents a complete regional seismogram.
discriminant parameter PQ x y  rarely represents in phase motion. However in other parts of 
this section where the rectilinearity is less than 0.9, the planarity is quite high indicating 
either S, elliptical P/SV or Rayleigh wave motion. In this case much of the motion is 
classified in the SV/Rayleigh wave group as PQ x y  values mainly represent out of phase 
motion.
The wave classification scheme shows that the early part of the synthetics is dominated by 
P wave motion whose parameters are well defined. However when we move into the S coda 
the patterns of motion are much more complex, probably due to the interaction of many 
different wave types and consequently less of the coda can be classified as distinct phases.
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Figure 4.20 Waveform parameters and wave classification for the complete regional synthetic 
seismogram.
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4.6.6 Discussion
The synthetic seismograms have shown that the wavetype criteria established in section 
4.5 are sufficient to define what waves may be present in a seismogram. However the 
method fails in the presence of noise due to the resulting complex interference pattern, so for 
optimum wavetype discrimination well calibrated recordings are required. This wavetype 
discrimination approach has been applied to several real 3-component data sets and a 
selection of results are presented in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
THREE-COMPONENT ANALYSIS
The formulation of the rule-based scheme in chapter 4 only allows a single wavetype 
detection of the signal of interest, and if a reasonably pure form of a given wavetype is 
present, it will be correctly identified. This procedure is in complete contrast to 
Christoffersson et al.'s (1988) method where wave probabilities are determined.
It is difficult to analyse the seismic coda as specific signals because seismic recordings are 
contaminated by noise (ambient and signal generated) and generally the recordings are very 
complicated ensembles of crustal and mantle phases. This chapter is devoted to checking the 
ability of the rule-based scheme to determine information on the seismic coda, which will 
indicate whether or not the technique can be implemented as an on-line wave identification 
process. The areas where this technique fails are explained in terms of physical processes.
The rule-based scheme is applied to data from a single 3-component sensor and the 
results are compared to the outcome from an array of 3-component sensors. It will be shown 
that summing together a group of 3-component data tends to nullify the effect of random 
noise and enhances most of the coherent arrivals (as in beamforming processes). There have 
been many studies (e.g. Jurkevics et al., 1987; Jurkevics, 1988) that have analysed the 
polarisation characteristics of real data sets using both single and multi-station 3-component 
analysis techniques, but they have not combined these characteristics with fundamental wave 
properties in an attempt to classify the phases present in the coda.
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5.1 Application to single 3-component stations
Two events recorded by short period seismometers at the Noress and Arcess arrays were 
chosen for this analysis only on the basis of their source-receiver distance relationship. The 
first event (Norl) which is recorded at the Noress array is an explosive source originating 
from the White Sea region (A = 14°), hence the waveforms recorded in the initial 50 seconds 
of the seismogram will generally be comprised of uncomplicated regional P and associated 
phases. The second event (Arc2) recorded on the Arcess array is also an explosive source 
occurring less than 200km away from the array. The 70 seconds of coda analysed is 
essentially a combination of local P and S waves, and consequently this allows for the 
testing of the wavetype criteria in a complex situation where many different waves are 
present in a relatively short time span. Full details of the hypocentral parameters of these 
events and their location with respect to the recording arrays are given in fig.5.1.
Both sets of data are analysed in detail to show why only simple waveforms clearly 
defined in the coda are classified, and help establish physical reasons why much of the other 
energy cannot be identified. The wave classification procedure can use either the estimated 
azimuth (from SDF techniques) to give a wave group classification, or a pre-determined 
source-receiver azimuth to give a wavetype classification. Both techniques were applied on 
the data, and their comparison gives us information on the phases present and whether they 
are coming in at a direction comparable to the source-receiver azimuth. Off-azimuthal energy 
which is associated with motion from the source, probably represents phases scattered near 
the receiver. A study by Cormier (1984) showed that realistic 3-dimensional structures will 
rarely generate more than 10° deviations in the orientation of the S polarisation vector to that 
observed in a radially homogeneous earth. Hence any larger deviations or complexity are a 
result of phase interference, shear wave splitting due to anisotropy, or represent scattering in 
the crust or crust-mantle boundary.
Arcess
Noress
Event N o rl : regional explosive event from the White Sea recorded at Noress
origin time: 18/7/1985 21 14 57.4 
location: 40.86’E 65.97’N 
source-receiver distance: 1562km 
source-receiver azimuth: 235*
Event Arc2 : local explosive event recorded at Arcess
origin time: 17/3/1988 10 21 17 
location: 29.9*E 69.6*E 
source-receiver distance: 171km 
source-receiver azimuth: 266*
Figure 5.1 Location diagram of the Noress and Arcess arrays, and the events Norl and Arc2. Hypocentral 
information of both events is also given.
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5.1.1 Event Norl
The character of a record section will give an insight on how some of the waveform 
parameters may vary, and an idea of the complexity of the coda. The unfiltered record 
section of station AO (fig.5.2) shows that most of the energy in the vertical direction is 
contained within the first 25 seconds of the coda, while the energy of the two horizontal 
directions does not change significantly along the seismogram. Bandpassed record sections 
which have also been analysed have the same characteristics except at the lower frequencies 
(below 2Hz), where the energy in all directions is essentially confined to the initial 25 
seconds. The amplitude spectrum for two widely separated frequency bands, displayed in 
figs.5.3a & 5.4a, shows this clearly. For higher frequencies this implies that after the initial
NRS
64944
31524
50096
seconds
Figure 5.2 Unfiltered Noress 3-component seismogram for event Norl recorded at station AO.
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burst of energy (25s) more scattered energy is present in the coda, and the resulting 
complexity will ultimately disrupt wave classification in this section.
The motion recorded by 3 orthogonal sensors should correlate reasonably well as P waves 
are essentially recorded on the seismogram. It was found that the initial phase correlates over 
a broad frequency range and much of the low frequency energy is well correlated. However 
the correlation deteriorates as the frequency increases, again implying that scattered energy 
becomes more dominant at higher frequencies. The form of the coda and the amount of 
scattered energy present is reflected by the changing character of the waveform parameters 
discussed below. All frequency bands have been analysed and representative diagrams 
displaying these parameters at 2 frequency bands : l-2Hz and 4-8Hz for station AO are given 
in figs.5.3a,b&5.4a,b and will be referred to repeatedly.
One of the most important polarisation parameters is the estimated azimuth. For all 
frequencies the azimuth of the initial phase is stable with a value around 235° (which 
coincides with the source-receiver azimuth). For frequencies up to 4Hz the azimuth is fairly 
stable for the first 30 seconds of the coda (i.e. for the interval 5-35s), with a value in the 
vicinity of 235°, but for the later coda the azimuth begins to wander as seen in fig.5.3a. 
When the frequency is increased as represented by fig.5.4a the time interval where the 
azimuth is stable shortens, and most of the other energy seems to be randomly polarised. 
The estimated azimuth is stable where the relative amplitude of the coda is strong, otherwise 
it fluctuates. This is not so true at the higher frequencies. Many fluctuations from the norm 
(235°) occur within this stable section of the coda, but they do not correlate over all 
frequencies, which perhaps suggests that the signals present have a limited frequency 
spectrum or that the coda has been disrupted by scattered energy.
The apparent angle of incidence is known to be a relatively unstable parameter and this is 
clearly displayed in the figures. Even though it fluctuates more than the azimuth, it is stable 
in essentially the same sections where the azimuth is stable and is only very stable in the 
initial 5 seconds of the coda, where the seismogram is relatively uncomplicated. It is obvious 
from the variability of this parameter why it isn't used in the wave classification scheme.
The format of figures 5.3-5.5, 5.7-5.9, 5.12, 5.13
Each set of figures, a & b, display the following features : 
on figure (a) :
(1) Three-component seismogram, including a measure of the maximum amplitude for each 
component.
(2) Normalised amplitude of the 3-component seismogram.
(3) Apparent azimuth, which is the mean value of the 3 SDF techniques: Triax, LS and 
Power.
(4) Apparent angle of incidence, which is the mean value of the 3 SDF techniques: Triax, LS 
and Power.
(5) The ratio of the combined motion product detectors Pxy and Qxy (PQxy). If the values 
fall outside the range (0.67-1.5), they are plotted just outside the appropriate limit.
on figure (b)
(1) Mean stability of the 2 SDF techniques : Triax and Power.
(2) Rectilinearity.
(3) Planarity.
(4) Wave group, using the combined SDF azimuth estimate the wavefield can be classified 
into five wave groups: rectilinear P/SV(«{>C), rectilinear SH, elliptical SV(><j>c)/Rayleigh,
elliptical P/S and indeterminable.
(5) The (source-receiver) azimuthal based component product RZ which is represented by 3 
fields : P, S and elliptical/SH.
(6) The (source-receiver) azimuthal based component ratio IRI/ITI, if the values fall outside 
the range (0.5-1.5) they are plotted just outside the appropriate limiting value.
(7) The ratio of the amplitudes of the vertical to horizontal components.
(8) W avetype, using the pre-determined source-receiver azimuth the wavefield can be 
classified into nine wavetypes : rectilinear P, rectilinear SV (<<]>c), rectilinear SH, elliptical P, 
elliptical SV(<(j)c), elliptical S, elliptical SV(xj)c), Rayleigh and indeterminable.
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Figure 5.3a Norl station A0 l-2Hz
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Figure 5.3b Norl station A0 l-2Hz
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Figure 5.4b Norl station A0 4-8Hz
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The two directional parameters described above are used in various polarisation filtering 
techniques and are also employed as variables in determining probabilities for the presence of 
certain wavetypes. The instability of these parameters, especially when the waves become 
complex implies that enhancement and probability techniques will not satisfactorily represent 
the recorded wavefield.
The measures of rectilinearity and stability have a distinct relationship with the steadiness 
of the directional estimates. High rectilinear values only occur when the directional estimates 
are reasonably stable, and lower values exist when the azimuth or apparent angle of 
incidence fluctuate from the norm and where the signals are randomly polarised. The initial 
phase is strongly rectilinear for all frequency bands and the duration of high rectilinearity for 
this phase is greater at lower frequencies. After the initial phase the coda is represented by 
bursts of rectilinear energy, which are more numerous at lower frequencies.
High planarity values also occur in sections where the rectilinearity is below the 90% 
threshold, and so suggests that elliptical type motion is also present amongst the bursts of 
rectilinear motion. In essentially all frequency bands the motion late in the coda (25s after the 
initial onset) can not be classified as it is neither rectilinear or elliptical, and as the frequency 
increases the amount of the previous coda which is unclassifiable also increases. This again 
probably represents more scattering at higher frequencies.
For all frequency bands, the value of PQxy in the initial 25 seconds of the coda mostly 
resembles in phase motion, and most of this type of motion is rectilinear. More out of phase 
motion (this term is used to convey that the vertical motion is 90° out of phase to the 
horizontal) is present in the lower frequency bands and it becomes dominant in the more 
complex part of the coda.
The parameters discussed above are inter-related and this is indeed reflected by the waves 
classified through the criteria established in section 4.5. As the combined SDF estimate of 
the azimuth is used, the signals can only be classified into wave groups. Initially the coda 
consists of rectilinear motion and then there is a mixture of both rectilinear and elliptical 
waves. All the rectilinear motion is classified in the P/SV wave group since the parameter 
PQabs > 0.25, however both types of elliptical motion are recognised. On the basis of phase
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information (parameter PQXY), for frequencies up to 2 Hz most of the elliptical motion is 
defined in the SV/Rayleigh wave group, while above this frequency the elliptical type motion 
results from the interference of several rectilinear waves (i.e. it is classified as elliptical P/S). 
The waves identified are concentrated in the initial 25 seconds of the coda and more of the 
coda is classified at lower frequencies. This reflects the increasing complexity of the coda 
with time and that scattered energy has a more dominant role at higher frequencies.
To further improve our wavetype classification two extra parameters based on the source- 
receiver azimuth are utilised. The component product RZ is in the P field for most of the 
coda and only trends towards other fields in the later part of the seismogram. For rectilinear 
motion this ensures a P wave classification. The ratio IRIilTI at the lower frequencies is such 
that little or no motion is present in the T direction, which eliminates an SH wave 
identification. At higher frequencies this behaviour only occurs at the beginning of the coda, 
and for the rest of the seismogram the values of this ratio are indecisive in determining any 
particular type of motion except for S or purely polarised SV/Rayleigh waves (as the ratio is 
between 0.67 and 1.5). The use of these parameters with all the other criteria allows for an 
extra classification step of the waves whose azimuth roughly coincides with the source- 
receiver azimuth.
Comparison of both techniques shows that all rectilinear motion is due to P wave signals 
and suggests that all of these arrivals have propagated directly from the source. The direction 
of propagation is also clarified by the fact that the estimated values of the azimuth coincide 
with the source-receiver azimuth. SV waves (<j) > <j)c) dominate the elliptical motion present
in the lower frequencies, but some of the waves originally identified in the SV/Rayleigh 
wave group are not classified by the second technique suggesting that many of these waves 
are arriving from directions well astray of the source-receiver azimuth. At higher frequencies 
the elliptical motion is essentially due to the presence of S waves, which also have 
propagated directly from the source.
More waves are identified at lower frequencies as they are less disrupted by the presence 
of scattered energy. However, note that off-azimuthal energy is also identified at lower 
frequencies, which suggests that some of the low frequency scattered energy is coherent.
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The presence of S and SV waves in this part of the seismogram are the result of P to S 
conversion in the vicinity of the receiver.
Studies involving the analysis of polarisation properties of known wavetypes (e.g. 
Jurkevics et al., 1987) indicate that certain wavetypes on average have distinct vertical to 
horizontal ratios (e.g. the dominant particle motion characteristic for Sn is the large horizontal
displacement relative to the vertical). Since the ratio for this event and most others has no 
distinct features, such as high or low values, or large fluctuations which may be distinct to 
certain wavetypes, it was not employed as one of the criteria for wavetype identification.
For such a supposedly simple seismogram, the amount of instability and fluctuation of the 
parameters suggest that much of the seismic recording is contaminated by noise. Comparing 
the results from two separate 3-component stations allows us to see whether the wave 
classification is distinct to the station involved, and therefore is primarily a result of seismic 
noise generated in the vicinity of the receiver. A comparison is made between the 2 stations : 
AO and C2 in the l-2Hz frequency band, to test this idea out . The waveform parameters are 
displayed in figs.5.3a,b&5.5a,b.
There are many similarities between the two station records and both show four distinct 
arrivals starting at 10, 16, 22 and 30 seconds along the seismogram. The ability to identify 
these phases will give an insight on what information recorded by a 3-component sensor can 
be associated with upper mantle structure. The values of both the apparent azimuth and angle 
of incidence are similar for much of the early part of the coda, except that the apparent angle 
of incidence fluctuates much more for station C2. Twenty-five seconds after the initial onset, 
the 2 directional parameters for both stations vary aimlessely with totally different values, 
suggesting that mainly scattered noise is recorded by the sensors in this section.
In the initial 15 seconds or so of the coda the rectilinearity and planarity for both stations 
are very similar, but the values calculated after that vary in such a way that result in the 
classification of different wavetypes or no identification at all for one of the stations. The 
ratio PQxy is also essentially identical in the initial section of the coda, as with the parameters 
above, but in the later section of the coda there are large differences between the values for 
the 2 stations.
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The difference in the parameters is reflected by the waves classified along the coda. Out of 
the 4 dominant phases clearly seen on the record sections only 2 of them (the signals starting 
at 10 and 16 seconds) are identified by both stations. Also all other wave identifications do 
not correlate between the stations and they are relatively random. Correlation between all 
four 3-component stations clarifies that only motion which is essentially on-azimuth is 
determined for the majority of the stations, and that station C2 is the only one that does not 
identify all 4 dominant arrivals. The lack of identification of signals from station C2 is seen 
with all frequency bands, which implies that the dominant signals of this event are modified 
a great deal by signal generated noise originating in the vicinity of this receiver. Anomalous 
polarisation characteristics are common to many stations depending on the location of the 
event, and they just reflect structure beneath the receiver (Jurkevics, 1986a). Further analysis 
has also shown that the correlation of the waves determined by the stations deteriorates with 
frequency, and this is also reflected by the lack of correlation of the recordings. Again this is 
the result of the differing degrees of recorded scattered energy.
This event has shown that when the signals are relatively simple, i.e. for phases not 
contaminated by scattered energy, the signals can be classified, and as the coda becomes 
more complex, either with time or frequency, fewer phases will be identified. Fluctuations in 
the waveform parameters do not correlate across the whole frequency spectrum, suggesting 
that either the phases have a limited frequency spectrum or that scattered energy which 
changes the waveform of the dominant signal varies with frequency. In conclusion the 
propagation of the dominant coherent arrivals through the crust allows energy to be scattered 
in different directions but still be recorded by the sensors. This can result in "S" type arrivals 
being recorded in the P wave section of the seismogram and also allow for scattered energy 
being recorded on the sensors, resulting in random polarisations. Consequently there is no 
correlation of the wavetypes between the four 3-component stations except for the dominant 
P phases which are associated with propagation through the upper mantle.
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5.1.2 Event Arc2
The 3-component seismogram displayed in fig.5.6 is dominated by clear P, S and 
Rayleigh wave phases. The body waves have a much higher frequency content than the 
Rayleigh waves, so in the final classification the waves identified should also vary with 
frequency in the same manner. The seismogram shows that most of the P coda and Rayleigh 
wave motion is confined to the ZE plane, while the S coda appears in all 3 directions, but 
dominantly in the North. If we assume that most of the energy is coming in on-azimuth, this 
3-component data set would represent motion in the ZRT coordinate system, where 
<1> = 270°. This azimuth fits with the source-receiver orientation.
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Figure 5.6 Unfiltered Arcess 3-component seismogram for event Arc2 recorded at station C2.
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Since the waves are quite distinct and they occupy different frequency ranges, the 
seismogram is broken up into the following sections which are analysed separately :
(i) 8 - 30s : initial P phase and other P coda;
(ii) 31 - 40s : S coda (Lg);
(iii) 41 - 47s : Rayleigh wave motion (Rg);
(iv) 48 - 70s : later section of the coda.
The coda has been analysed over all frequency bands, and representative diagrams for station 
C2 displaying the waveform parameters for the 2 frequency bands 1-2 and 2-4 Hz are given 
in figs.5.7a,b&5.8a,b. The information in these figures were used for the following 
description of the four sections. In the l-2Hz frequency band all wavetypes present in the 
coda are represented. This event is different from Norl as there is less attenuation of the 
higher frequencies and the coda is more complex. This is the result of the small source- 
receiver distance and the increased overlap of signals in the time analysis window used. 
5.12.1 Arc2-P coda (8-30s)
The P coda occupies the entire frequency spectrum, and most of the energy is concentrated 
in the initial P phase. The apparent azimuth of the initial phase is stable over all frequencies, 
but for the rest of the coda there is little stability in azimuth outside the l-2Hz frequency 
band. The estimated "stable" azimuths in the l-2Hz band generally coincide with the source- 
receiver azimuth of 266°, and this is to be expected if P wave motion is dominant. Stable 
azimuth values occur in the other frequency bands but they are less numerous and the values 
estimated do not necessarily coincide with the source-receiver azimuth. The apparent angle of 
incidence fluctuates much more than the azimuth and its only stable value, around 60°, 
occurs for the initial phase in a limited frequency range (l-8Hz). Generally the angle of 
incidence has no real consistency and seems to fluctuate between 30 and 70°, which reflects 
on the changing ratio of vertical to horizontal displacement. Both directional parameters 
suggest that for most frequencies the coda is randomly polarised except for the coda 
immediately after the initial onset.
High rectilinearity is associated with stable azimuth values, and where the azimuth 
fluctuates the values indicate that the waves are not rectilinear. Consequently the initial phase
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is strongly rectilinear over the entire frequency spectrum, and most of the other rectilinear 
motion is within the l-2Hz band. For frequencies below 2Hz the measure of planarity 
indicates that the motion which cannot be termed rectilinear, is elliptical. Not much of the 
motion at higher frequencies can be termed elliptical. These two parameters suggest that 
much of the coda above 2Hz will not be classified except for the highly rectilinear initial 
phase.
Much of the lower frequency coda is in phase (as indicated by PQXY), and these sections 
generally coincide with high rectilinear values. At higher frequencies there is no consistency 
in either in phase or out of phase motion except for the in phase initial arrival.
The above parameters indicate that motion of all wave groups is present, most of which 
are classified in the P/S V wave group. The dominant initial phase is identified over the entire 
frequency spectrum for a period of 4 seconds and has an estimated azimuth around 270°. 
Many more P/SV identifications occur at lower frequencies (<2Hz), however hardly any 
identifications are present above 2Hz, even though the energy content of the coda at higher 
frequencies is significantly greater. This suggests that the wavefield becomes more complex 
with frequency as seen with event Norl, probably due to the degree of scattered energy 
recorded.
For further classification of the waves already identified the parameters RZ and IRI:ITI are 
employed. The component product RZ is in the P field for all sections of the coda that have a 
stable azimuth estimate and high rectilinearity, otherwise RZ fluctuates between the P and SV 
fields. Again where the azimuth is stable the ratio IRI:IT1 has values that define the motion to 
be strictly in the P/SY plane. For the rest of this section there is no distinct connection 
between these azimuthal based parameters and the previous parameters, they just fluctuate 
wildly.
These tests indicate that the initial dominant phase is a P arrival which has propagated 
directly from the source. All the other motion which is identified is also dominantly P, but 
these waves only appear over short frequency bands suggesting that either the arrivals are 
crustal phases which have been strongly modified by scattered waves or actually represent 
energy scattered within the vicinity of the receiver. Comparison of the phases identified by
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the two techniques indicates that off-azimuthal energy is present, hence one can not assume 
that motion is coming directly from the source, and if one does it limits the amount of 
information available even though it may be mainly scattered energy.
5 .12 .2  Arc2-S coda (31-40s)
The energy of the S coda is concentrated in time and frequency. Most of the energy is 
contained within a single phase in the 2-4Hz frequency band (see fig.5.8a). This phase is 
still quite dominant at other frequencies but the energy of the coda is more evenly spread. 
The values of both directional parameters are random, as expected, since S waves consist of 
two types of motion : SV and SH which have different orientations. In this case they 
probably occur with varying proportions along the coda. The lack of correlation between 
consistent azimuth and apparent angle of incidence values, is ultimately reflected in the 
amount of coda classified.
The values of rectilinearity and planarity indicate that rectilinear and elliptical motion is 
more common at low frequencies, but is less numerous compared with the P coda (n.b. that 
there is an "isolated" dominant rectilinear S phase in the 2-4Hz frequency band which has 
stable directional parameters). The rest of the coda can be classed as 3-dimensional. The high 
angle of incidence values for the initial P phase suggest that S wave motion is arriving at 
angles above the critical angle, hence the majority of the 3-dimensional behaviour probably 
results from the superposition of SV (<{> > (j)c) and SH waves. However, as seen with much
of the P coda above 2Hz, 3-dimensional behaviour can also be accounted for by scattered 
energy. Since the interference of SV and SH does not have a distinct 3-dimensional 
interference pattem, the wave classification scheme could not be set up to identify this type 
of motion.
At lower frequencies the ratio PQxy suggests that most of the motion is out of phase, and 
in phase motion becomes more dominant as the frequency increases. This parameter is the 
only one that has definite values and the wave groups determined will be strongly linked to 
it.
Not much of the S coda is identified mainly due to its 3-dimensional nature, and of the 
motion identified elliptical SV/Rayleigh type motion dominates frequencies below 2 Hz and
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the only other arrival recognised is the dominant S phase in the 2-4Hz frequency band. The 
distinct orientation (essentially horizontal), in phase motion and high rectilinearity of the 
dominant S phase automatically define it to be essentially pure SH.
The two azimuthal based parameters are generally quite random which agrees with the 
complex nature of this section of coda. However below 2Hz low values of IRI:IT! are 
calculated, indicating that horizontal motion is dominantly in the T direction, which normally 
suggests SH type motion. Due to significant amounts of energy in the z-direction, SH waves 
are correctly not identified. The wavetype classification only recognises the dominant SH 
wave to be coming in on-azimuth, while the other S-type and Rayleigh waves, present off- 
azimuthal energy whose origin may not be local.
In general the S coda is so complex that the phases have to be very distinct for them to be 
classified. The presence of later P phases may also complicate the coda. Also one is not too 
sure what part of the coda represents scattered energy generated near the receiver or if it 
reflects crustal structure.
5.12.3 Arc2-Rayleigh wave (41-47s)
Rayleigh waves are the dominant type of motion present up to 2Hz and they are clearly 
represented in this section of the seismogram. Above this frequency, the displacement is 
relatively small and does not have Rayleigh wave character, as indicated by the form of the 
coda in fig.5.8. Characteristic features of Rayleigh waves are obtained by performing 
analyses in frequency bands below 2Hz (see figs.5.7a,b for example). The apparent azimuth 
is random as would be expected but the angle of incidence has low values, representing 
particle motion close to the vertical. As Rayleigh wave motion is 2-dimensional, rectilinear 
values are low while the levels of planarity are high. Also the characteristic feature of purely 
elliptically polarised waves is indicated by the low values of PQxy, resembling out of phase 
motion.
The classification scheme detects most of the coda to be in the elliptical SV/Rayleigh wave 
group. For further classification the azimuthal based parameters RZ and IRI:ITI are employed. 
The parameter RZ has no real significance for Rayleigh wave detection but the IRI:!TI ratio 
should give high values if the Rayleigh wave motion is on-azimuth. High values occur in the
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same sections where the motion is classified as elliptical SV/Rayleigh, and so confirm that 
the motion is Rayleigh like, not elliptical SV, and that this motion is mostly on azimuth.
Above 2Hz the parameters vary much like those for S and later P wave coda, and as 
before hardly any of the coda is identified. This indicates that the Rayleigh waves for this 
event have a limited frequency spectrum, and again suggests that the coda above 2Hz is very 
complex.
5.12.4 Arc2-later coda (48-70s)
This section is expected to be quite complex as it will contain late P and S upper mantle 
body phases in association with Rayleigh and scattered energy. The energy content of this 
section is much lower than in the previous sections and the coda is not dominated by any 
frequency. The two directional parameters are more stable at the lower frequencies. However 
the values are not consistent. Also only some of the motion can be classified as rectilinear, 
and as with other sections the motion is essentially two-dimensional below 2Hz. 
Consequently much of this later coda is only identified at lower frequencies (< 2Hz), and as 
it is mainly out of phase the waves classified are in the elliptical SV/Rayleigh wave group. 
Above 2Hz there is no consistent wave group determined but several identifications of late P 
and S phases exist.
The azimuthal based parameters indicate that most of the waves identified represent off- 
azimuth energy. So the motion in the 0-2Hz frequency band which is dominated by 
SV/Rayleigh wave motion, represents off-azimuth energy and therefore it cannot be 
classified in terms of wavetype, and at higher frequencies the form of the coda is quite 
random suggesting a mixture of P, S and scattered energy which is generally too complex to 
identify
5.12.5 Arc2-complete analysis
The analysis above has shown that much of the energy recorded at a 3-component receiver 
may propagate along a different course to the great circle azimuth defined by the source- 
receiver path. The distinction of whether this energy is scattered energy generated within the 
vicinity of the receiver, or whether it reflects deeper structure, can only be obtained by 
comparing the results found at different 3-component receivers. The arrivals which are
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coming in on-azimuth are also tested to see whether they correlate over all 3-component 
stations. Strong correlation between stations will indicate that the arrivals reflect upper 
mantle structure, while partially coherent events may indicate local structure or suggest that 
arrivals on certain stations have been modified significantly by signal generated noise such 
that they are now unidentifiable.
A comparison is made between all four 3-component stations in the l-2Hz frequency 
band, and representative diagrams of 2 stations : AO & C2, displaying the waveform 
parameters are given in figs.5.7a,b&5.9a,b. This frequency band is chosen as on-azimuth P 
and Rayleigh waves are present in the coda along with phases which have propagated from 
different directions. The seismograms for all 3 orthogonal components correlate very well 
along the entire coda and distinct P, S and Rayleigh wave phases are clearly visible on the 
seismograms.
The values of the apparent azimuth are essentially the same in the regions where the 
azimuth is stable, otherwise they fluctuate with different values, which is clearly shown by 
the values in the P-section of the codas. The only common feature of apparent angle of 
incidence values is that they are low in the Rayleigh wave section of the seismogram.
In the P wave section of the coda highly rectilinear signals for each channel are in phase, 
but only some of these correlate between the stations. The initial, dominant P phase is 
observed on all channels along with several other P arrivals, however many of the P phases 
identified correlate only over several stations, while the other wave groups identified are 
distinct to respective stations. The correlation of elliptical type waves (high planarity and low 
rectilinearity) with out of phase motion is high between the 3-component stations in the 
Rayleigh wave section of the coda, which results in Rayleigh wave classification.
Utilisation of the azimuthal based parameters points out that most of the motion that 
correlates across the stations is on-azimuth, and therefore suggests that off-azimuthal energy 
is distinct to individual channels, reflecting local structure within the vicinity of the receiver.
With an increase in frequency the correlation of the seismograms, parameters and wave 
classification deteriorates. This is expected as the recorded coda is complex, mainly due to 
the numerous occurrence of interfering arrivals, and the recording of scattered energy. The
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only waves that correlate above 2Hz is the initial P phase (over a broad frequency spectrum) 
and the SH phase in the 2-4Hz frequency band. One may think that less waves are 
determined and consequently there is a lower correlation of the waves between stations 
because the time analysis window employed here is too large. It was mentioned in chapter 4 
that an increase in resolution is obtained with a reduction in window length but the stability 
of the parameters decreases. This behaviour is seen with this event when the data is analysed 
in 0.5 second intervals (instead of 1 second). More phases are determined but the extra 
identifications are unstable as they do not correlate across the channels. This increase in 
resolution is in fact only giving more information on noise local to the receiver which is 
generally not wanted.
This event again reconfirms that as the complexity of the coda increases, there is a rapid 
decrease in the number of phases identified. Also some phases are only identified over 
limited frequency ranges, this is clearly evident with the SH phase and Rayleigh waves. 
Comparing results from individual stations shows that when the coda is complex much of 
the coda identified is distinct to the stations, reflecting local scattered energy, and much of 
the well correlated energy is on-azimuth. Partially coherent energy reflecting either a local or 
upper mantle origin is also present at lower frequencies. The amount of coda identified 
decreases rapidly with frequency, probably due to the increased effect of scattered arrivals 
and this unidentified energy is either upper mantle and crustal phases modified by local 
noise, interfering arrivals or signal generated noise originating within the vicinity of the 
receiver.
5.1.3 Conclusion
These two events have shown that as the complexity of the coda increases, the wavetype 
criteria is satisfied less often. The sources of complexity can be divided into 3 distinct areas : 
(i) Signal generated noise : the major part of this noise is scattered energy generated within 
the vicinity of the receiver. In both events as the frequency increased the noise had a more 
dominant role, to the extent where wavetype classification was hardly feasible. Also much of 
the coda identified at higher frequencies was distinct to its 3-component station, reflecting
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scattered energy with a certain wavetype. Key (1967) found that P to Rayleigh wave 
scattering can play a major role in the later part of the P coda, and Hendrajaya (1981) has 
noticed the perturbation of the initial S phase by P wave polarised arrivals generated by 
topography at the earth's surface.
(ii) Interference of waves : as the source-receiver distance is shortened the time interval in 
which the phases are recorded decreases, consequently the occurrence of interfering phases 
(neglecting scattered energy) becomes more numerous. This is clearly reflected by the 
number of phases identified in the P coda section of the two events. Many more P waves are 
identified for the regional event Norl compared with the local event Arc2. The time 
relationship of the waves in the coda allows for interference of phases of different type, 
especially after the P coda.
(iii) Wavetype recorded : P and Rayleigh wave phases have simple waveforms, whereas the 
S wave which consists of different amounts of SV and SH energy is complex. Also above 
the critical angle the SV component is elliptical, consequently the S wave (containing SV and 
SH components) is 3-dimensional and can not be distinguished from noise or other 3- 
dimensional interference.
Since signal estimates vary strongly with frequency, the use of a wide frequency band 
would result in the frequency component at the peak amplitude for a given time window 
dominating the polarisation estimate. This indicates that if no frequency filtering was applied 
to the data many of the waves actually classified would not be identified. By filtering the data 
a wider range of signals can be analysed separately and this also allows for a reduction in the 
coda's complexity. Also as the phases have band-limited frequency spectra, their signal-to- 
noise ratios are improved by employing narrower frequency bands.
The actual wavetype can not be obtained directly without knowledge of the signal's 
azimuth. The assumption that the signal is arriving in a direction which coincides with the 
source-receiver azimuth is not strictly true as was shown by the presence of off-azimuth 
energy which can correlate over several 3-component stations. By summing up the data from 
a 3-component array (see section 5.2) one may be able to obtain a clearer picture of the
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crustal and upper mantle phases recorded in the coda, as the scattered energy will be reduced 
since it does not correlate over the stations.
5.2 Application to an array of 3-component stations
Three-component array data is stacked to improve waveform estimates of crustal and 
upper mantle phases recorded at an array. On application, coherent arrivals will be enhanced, 
and there will be a reduction in ambient noise, interfering phases and effects of near receiver 
heterogeneity. So signals normally disguised by the above may also be recognised. The 
averaging effect brought about by stacking ultimately decreases the resolution of the data.
Summing requires knowledge of the slowness vector along the wavetrain to properly align 
the channels. Due to the limited number of stations in 3-component arrays, slowness and 
azimuth solutions using beamforming/f-k techniques are inaccurate except for well correlated 
arrivals. Therefore stacking 3-component data, either requires slowness and azimuth 
solutions from some other means, e.g. from a vertical component data set, or some cross­
correlation technique. However, even for a large array of vertical component stations 
slowness and azimuth solutions are only accurate for moderately coherent phases, and 
solutions are poor where particle motion is predominantly in the horizontal plane or where 
there is a large component of noise.
Hendrajaya (1981) applied the linear sum beamforming technique to study the S coda of a 
group of events recorded at WRA. This method was capable of calculating onset times of 
major phases, such as S and its associated SP phase. Jurkevics (1986b) similarly used a f-k 
analysis of 3-component data to align individual arrivals, but again it could only be applied 
on coherent phases which were stable over long time intervals.
However analyses of polarisation characteristics based on the covariance matrix (see 
section 4.2.3) could be improved by calculating the matrix for each channel separately and 
then summing (Jurkevics, 1988). Applying this to Noress/Arcess data where the radius is 
only 1.4km, and by using time intervals which are 5 cycles of the passband centre 
frequency, Jurkevics found that non-time shifted summations of the matrices could be
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applied to data with frequencies up to 15Hz without biasing the result if the channels could 
be aligned properly. For coherent arrivals Jurkevics noted that there was negligible 
differences between time-shifted (f-k based) and non time-shifted summations. This 
technique is limited as it can not be applied to larger aperture arrays (e.g. WRA’s 
3-component subarray), and when the time windows are shortened the frequencies that can 
be analysed are reduced.
5.2.1 Three-component stack
To analyse the character of the wavefield with time, a summed 3-component seismogram 
is required. Since the slowness and azimuth alignment method is not accurate enough, and 
the summation of individual covariance matrices does not give a stacked trace, I have 
developed a method which correlates the data for each component simultaneously to give an 
optimum stack. The method incorporates similar steps employed in the adaptive processing 
technique (see section 2.1.3) and is as follows :
(1) Array beams for each component are calculated using non time shifted data. Obviously 
the alignment of the channels is out, but this is a good starting point.
(2) For each station : the appropriately aligned channel of each component is subtracted 
from its respective beam and is cross-correlated with its corresponding depleted beam. The 
time shift where the overall correlation of the 3 components is a maximum is calculated, 
and is then used to add the channels back into the beams realigned. Although the 
correlations of the individual components would be higher if they were shifted 
independently (since the maximums of the correlations occur at different time shifts due to 
the presence of noise), this type of shifting would destroy any relationship between the 
components which is critical in the wave classification technique.
(3) Step 2 is repeated eight times to allow for maximum correlation between the individual 
channels. A limit is imposed on the maximum time shift allowed for the correlation, and is 
based on the spatial range of the stations and the maximum slowness of arrivals expected 
in the data. For Noress and Arcess data the range is 1.4km and the maximum slowness 
expected is in the order of 0.3s/km, hence the greatest time shift allowed is 0.42s. (1.4km
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* 0.3s/km). This means that the time shift calculated corresponds to the section of data
being analysed.
This technique can only be applied to data from small aperture arrays, as with larger arrays 
the time shifts are much greater than the processing window length, and because we start off 
with a direct sum the correlation maximums may occur for data not in the window 
concerned. For larger arrays, the best 3-component stacks possible are produced by 
slowness and azimuth alignment. It was found that time-shifted correlations were much 
higher at lower frequencies, this is related to the increased role of signal generated noise with 
frequency. If there is too much noise present in the section analysed the correlation may be 
poor, however this is a limitation common to all stacking procedures.
This technique is applied on data from Norl and Arc2 to show that there is an 
improvement in the stability of the waveform parameters and consequently more waves are 
identified.
5.2.2 Analysis
A comparison is made of the characteristics of the waveform parameters between a single 
station and a summed 3-component array. The general characteristics for both events are 
summarised below and the comparison is made in the l-2Hz frequency band. Figures 
5.10&5.11 show the record sections of the single and summed vertical component data set 
for both events and the waveform parameters of the summed datasets are displayed in 
figs.5.12a,b&5.13a,b.
The correlation between the record sections is good, especially where clear phases are 
recognisable. However coda 25 seconds after the initial onset in Norl and coda following 
the Rayleigh wave section of Arc2 have poor coherency, and this can be related to the 
significant proportion of noise present in the coda. The form of the summed seismogram 
reflects both of these points. Both directional parameters have the same behaviour as for a 
single 3-component station, but the parameters are much more stable, especially where the 
correlation of the channels is high. The values of the apparent angle of incidence in certain 
sections now become quite reliable.
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Figure 5.10 Noress vertical component seismograms of the four 3-component stations for event Norl, and 
the summed 3-component vertical dataset
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Figure 5.11 Arcess vertical component seismograms of the four 3-component stations for event Arc2, and 
the summed 3-component vertical dataseL
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Rectilinear and 2-dimensional motion is satisfied more often and over longer time spans, 
and the values are generally higher over the whole section analysed, indicating the increased 
stability of a summed dataset. In the sections where there is a correlation of PQxy values 
between single stations, the summed PQxy values resemble these and they are generally 
present over a longer time span. Otherwise this parameter is generally independent of values 
recorded by the single station analyses.
The increased stability of the parameters would suggest that more waves will be identified. 
Coherent arrivals are identified over longer time periods and some partially coherent arrivals 
(i.e. those only identified by one or several stations) are recognised by the summed analysis. 
However due to the lack of correlation between stations, some of the coda identified by 
single stations is not detected by the summed dataset. With the summed analysis the wave 
groups recognised are not so scattered, e.g. in event Norl the motion is mainly determined 
to be in the P/SV wave group, while P/SV and Rayleigh wave motion are more distinct for 
event Arc2.
RZ values are more strongly linked to the phases present in the coda, in the case of P 
waves the values are well within the P field and are quite stable. Stability of this parameter is 
important as it is the only parameter that distinguishes between P and SV. The other 
azimuthal based parameter IRI:ITI, reflects single station analyses but it appears to be more 
stable. Again there is no real consistency or variation of the vertical : horizontal ratio with 
wavetype.
Overall the waves identified reflect those of single station analyses, however they are more 
clearly defined. Some of the partially coherent arrivals recognised on several stations are 
identified more soundly, and the coherent arrivals are recognised over longer time spans. 
Since these waves are more distinct, this supports the increased stability of the summing 
technique. The averaging effect of summing, which reduces the resolution, also decreases 
the local signal generated noise, hence the parameters are more stable and the waves are 
identified more reliably.
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5.3 Discussion
The results in this chapter have shown that the rule-based scheme detects and classifies 
much of the coda. The proportion of coda identified depends on what phases are present and 
the amount of accompanying disruptive noise. Also the arrivals identified correlate with the 
phases that would be expected.
The stability of the waveform parameters in the P coda section allows for much of this 
section to be identified, and it consists mainly of P phases. For a complete study of the 
wavefield the associated slowness vector is also required, and the two parameters (azimuth 
and angle of incidence) which determine it are stable enough in this section when the 
3-component array sum results are employed. The slowness can then be calculated from the 
apparent angle of incidence once surface effects have been accounted for (see Nuttli and 
Whitmore, 1961). In other sections, S and Rayleigh, a complete study can not be made 
because either the directional estimates of the particle motion have no bearing to the slowness 
vector or the estimates are not stable enough.
The S coda is more complicated than P as it consists of both S V and SH motion. The type 
of S motion, SV or SH can only be determined for linearly polarised arrivals and for SV 
signals propagating at an angle greater than (})c. Most of the S coda is unidentifiable because
the motion is strictly 3-dimensional. On the other hand Rayleigh wave behaviour is quite 
distinct and most of these arrivals are therefore determined unless significant amounts of 
noise are present.
Compressional waves exhibit a high degree of linear polarisation initially, and then the 
nature of the polarisation usually becomes more complex, as the first arrival is followed by 
subsequent phases which have been excited by heterogeneities at source and receiver sites, 
e.g. Key (1967) found that the P coda can be perturbed by P-Rayleigh wave scattering.
The classification scheme employed for wavetype detection is limited by the following
effects:
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1. The interference of contemporaneous phases with the same frequency : interference 
destroys the phase relationships which are employed to distinguish the waves, and neither 
one of the waves will be detected.
2. Noise : significant amounts of noise also disrupt the phase relationships. The noise is 
more prominent at higher frequencies, thus reducing the number of signals identified.
3. Free surface effect : this surface complicates the particle motion recorded on a 
seismometer, as the total response received is a combination of incident and reflected waves. 
Its overall affect is a complex interaction which results in an apparent angle of incidence 
being calculated.
4. SH detection : weakly polarised arrivals and noise can also satisfy the SH criteria. 
However this scheme is capable of detecting much of the coda into wave groups, so it would 
be a reasonable tool for on-line phase identification, but it still does not allow for a complete 
analysis of the wavefield as the slowness vector can only be determined for the initial part of 
the P coda. Signal station analyses are sufficient in certain sections of the coda, but much 
improved estimates are determined when a summed dataset is employed. This arises from the 
reduced sensitivity to noise.
A different approach to analyse the seismic wavefield is presented in chapter 6. The 
wavefield is characterised into P/SV and SH components based on previous slowness and 
azimuth solutions, and hence allows a complete breakdown into individual components.
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Chapter 6
WAVEFIELD DECOMPOSITION
It has been shown that the analysis of seismic coda using either an array of vertical 
component stations or a group of 3-component stations can only give limited information on 
the propagation and polarisation characteristics of the wavefield. Reliable slowness and 
azimuth estimates of the signals composing the coda can be obtained via beamforming 
techniques on a vertical component dataset. Some of these signals can be classified in terms 
of wavetype by employing the 3-component wave discrimination procedure developed in 
chapter 4. The characterisation of the wavefield in this manner can only give estimates of the 
locally dominant phase type, and in chapter 5 it was shown that this procedure only worked 
for limited sections of the coda. The inability of the above techniques to provide detailed 
information of the wavefield, prompted the wavefield modelling work described in this 
chapter.
The wavefield model describes the way in which the seismic waves interact with the zone 
near the surface. It is based on information extracted from the beamforming procedure, and 
simultaneously gives estimates of the relative proportions of the current P, S V and SH wave 
contributions to the wave train. The model is weakly dependent on assumptions about the 
near surface structure, so it can be employed to study the evolution of seismic phases along 
the coda. Consequently the method is able to give estimates of the types of waves present 
along the entire wavetrain, together with their associated slowness vectors.
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6.1 Near surface modelling
We treat the earth as a horizontally stratified isotropic medium, and so the seismic 
wavefield can be decomposed into the 3 orthogonal components : P, SV and SH. In 
formulating the interaction of seismic waves with the surface the following need to be 
considered:
(i) The ray geometry, i.e. the transformation of the 3-component dataset recorded in the ZNE 
coordinate system into vertical (Z), radial (R) and transverse (T) components. The 
transformation matrix is termed rot(d), and its form is :
i.e.
/ Z n A  0  O n /  z \
R = 0 cos'd  s in d N
It J 0^ - s i n d  c o s d y U J
u = rot(d) X
( 6 . 1)
where d  is the azimuth of the signal.
(ii) The relationship of the displacement vector u at the surface to the amplitudes of the P, SV 
and SH components :
f Z n f b i  b2 0 \ r al M
R = b3 b4 0 a s vItJ 1° 0 C J VaSHy ( 6 .2)\ J J  ^0 0 c J  ^aS H J  
i.e. u = mod(p) a
where a is the amplitude vector, bj, b2 , b3 , b4  and c are the coefficients of the structural
matrix mod(p) which are functions of p - the horizontal slowness (commonly termed the ray 
parameter). If mod(p) includes information on the near surface structure the horizontal 
slowness will be a complex function of frequency, and the compressional and shear wave 
velocities a  and ß respectively. Equation 6.2 is the fundamental part of this simple model and 
it is strictly valid only for a single frequency. The conditions of the model leads to coupling 
between the P and SV components only.
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Overall then, the response at a 3-component receiver can be represented as :
>—
* o o f bi  b2 0 \
N — 0 cos'd -sin'd b3 b4 0 aSV
Oe J v0 sin-d cosdy /o o O l aSH;
(6.3)
and can simply be written as
( Z \ f ap NN =
U J
R(p,i5) aSV
laSHj
(6.4)
where R(p,“d) = ro r1(i3)mod(p).
The seismic wavefield consists of a number of signals of differing frequency, slowness 
and wavetype, which arrive at a 3-component station at similar or different times, hence the 
general form of the model would be :
f ^ \
N
vEy
Jdtf JdpR(p,d)
(  P(p,dA 
S(p,d) 
y,H(p,d)
(6.5)
We intend to calculate the amplitude response, so by arranging 6.5 we get
fP (p ,tf ) \  
S(p,d) 
V.H(P)t5) J f  Jd-ö JdpR(p,ö)j 1 (6.6)
However in a given time interval one cannot separate waves with differing slownesses 
using polarisation techniques, so we assume that only a single wavelet exists and has an 
associated slowness vector which is equivalent to that calculated by one of the processing 
techniques described in chapter 2. These are major assumptions, but this will give us a model 
solution which provides amplitude estimates of the P, SV and SH components along the 
coda. Consequently equation 6.6 can be simplified to
r ap 'n f Z \
asv = R(p.ö)-1 N
U shJ I e J
a = R (p^)-1 X
(6.7)
which is just a rearrangement of equation 6.4, and so it is strictly valid only for a single 
frequency.
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The observed displacement vector x is already known, and from a predetermined 
knowledge of £, rot(f>) can be calculated, hence the amplitude vector a depends only on the 
way the structural matrix mod(p) is determined. The form of mod(p) depends on what model 
is employed to describe how the waves propagate, and they can be divided into two types : 
frequency independent and frequency dependent models.
6.1.1 Frequency independent models
In a homogeneous medium planar P/SV waves can be represented by a single potential, 
whereas the SH wave can be satisfactorily described by a scalar function. By employing the 
potential/scalar-displacement relationships described by Aki and Richards (1980), the 
displacements due to the respective wave components can be calculated for the various 
models described below.
6.1.1.1 Infinite medium
If we treat the wavefield as single wavelets propagating in an infinite medium, then from 
the displacement vector representations (Aki and Richards (Table 5.1, 1980)) the following 
condition is set up :
( Z \R
It J
f -aqa ßp 0^ 
ap ßqp 0
V 0 0 I )
rp \s
Ih J ( 6 . 8)
where p = sini/a = sinj/ß,
qa = cosi/a = (1/a2 - p2)1/2 and 
qß = cosj/ß = (1/ß2 - p2)1/2.
Equation 6.8 is not applicable to seismographs which record earthquakes on the earth's 
surface, because this boundary acts as a free surface where incident waves are reflected 
and/or converted. If this model was employed at the surface, the angles i and j would 
represent apparent angles of incidence of the P and S V waves respectively.
6.1.12 Half-space
If the modelling includes the free surface (i.e. propagation in a half-space), surface 
reflections must also be considered (e.g. an incident P-wave generates an outgoing P-wave
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and an converted PS wave), and be contained in mod(p). By meeting the boundary 
conditions at the surface (i.e. traction is zero), Aki and Richards (chapter 5, 1980) calculate 
the displacements in the ZNE coordinate system, and its overall effect is a slight modification 
of mod(p) described in the infinite medium model, and so we now have :
R
[t J
''-“ cflatA ßoPC2 
a oPc 2 ß0qßoc i
o o
where Cj and C2  are complex functions :
Cl = 2ß0-2(ß0-2 - 2p2) /  [(ß0-2 - 2p2)2 + 4p2qaoqßo)] 
C2 = 4ß0-2qaoqß0 / [(ß0'2 - 2p2)2 + 4p2qaoqpo)],
(6.9)
(6. 10)
( 6. 11)
where surface values are represented by the subscript o.
The coefficients in mod(p) are frequency independent when the apparent angle of 
incidence is real, i.e. when the horizontal phase velocity, p_1 is greater than the propagation 
speeds a 0 and ß0 of the P and S waves respectively. Hence the waves leaving the boundary
have the same pulse shape (but with different amplitude) to that of the incident wave. When 
the phase velocity is less than a 0 or ß0, inhomogeneous waves are formed. These waves
have amplitudes which decay (evanescent waves) or grow exponentially with depth. 
Exponential growth of the amplitudes is not allowed with depth, and this is overcome by 
constraining the behaviour of qao and qp0. The following conditions are set to allow for the
propagation described above:
i. For p < —  < —  : qa and qg0 are both real. In this case both incident and converted
a„ ß0
P/SV waves are planar, and there is no phase shift on reflection.
ii. For —  < p < —  : qßG is real, and
«0 ßo _________
qao = + i A / p 2 — " co ^ 0 for evanescent waves to exist.
V ao2
Both incident and converted P waves are inhomogeneous and the SV waves are still planar. 
The coefficients bj - b4  will now be complex and this will result in phase shifts.
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1 1
—  < —  < p : 
<*o ßo
‘K  -  1 1 -> co < 0 , and
qßo = t i A
oA
V3
In this case all incident and converted waves are inhomogeneous and phase shifts of the 
signals will occur. Note that the physical interpretation of an inhomogeneous incident wave 
can not be fully understood (Aki and Richards, 1980).
The transformation matrix in equation 6.9 can be used for all p values as long as the 
correct choice of sign for and qpo is used. When the horizontal phase velocity is greater
than the propagation speeds, a 0 and ß0, the parameters qao and qp0 are complex functions,
and the phase shifts which result (see Aki and Richards, 1980) are dependent on the sign of 
the frequency. For example fig.6.1 displays the form of a radially directed SV pulse 
calculated for a range of slownesses at the free surface. The surface velocities employed were 
a 0 = 5.80km/s and ß0 = 3.46km/s. The amplitude of the pulse builds up slowly for
slownesses from 0.0s/km to 0.16s/km, then there is an abrupt change in its shape as a phase 
shift occurs. This results from the coefficients in mod(p) becoming complex after p = l /a 0,
as seen in fig.6.2.
p (s/km)
Figure 6.1 The waveform of a radially directed SV pulse at the free surface for slownesses between 0.0 and 
0.3s/km, where a 0 = 5.80km/s and ß0 = 3.46km/s.
Figure 6.2 shows the variation of coefficients bj, b3 and b4  with slowness for a half­
space type model which includes the free surface, and which has the same surface velocities
I MAG
Value of 
coefficient
Slowness (s/km)
REAL
Value of 
coefficient
Slowness (s/km)
Figure 6.2 The variation of the coefficients b j, b2 , b3  and b4  with slowness for the free surface 
model, where the surface velocities are a 0 = 5.80km/s and ß0 = 3.46km/s. Zeros in some of the 
coefficients occur at the positions marked X, $ and # which represent the slownesses l /a 0, 1/V2ß0 and 
l/ß0 respectively.
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as in fig.6.1. The coefficients are real for slownesses up to l / a 0, and then they become
complex resulting in phase shifts as mentioned above. Zero's in the coefficients occur when 
either p, qao , qpo and (ß0‘2 - 2p2) are zero, which correspond to slownesses 0, l /a 0, l/ß0
and 1/V2ß0 respectively. A slowness of zero corresponds to vertically incident energy, and at 
this angle there is no conversion between P and SV waves, hence the coefficients b2  and b3 
are zero. The zero's in the appropriate coefficients at slownesses of l / a Q and l/ß Q 
correspond to horizontally propagating P and SV waves respectively, so again in this case no 
conversion occurs. Interaction of incident and converted waves also results in zero's of 
coefficients b^  and b4  at 1/V2ß0.
All the coefficients are generally quite smooth over the slowness range, and only become 
large when the slowness has values in the realms where Rayleigh waves would be present. 
When the denominator of C\ and C2  vanishes (see equations 6.10 and 6.11), the condition is 
set for the existence of free Rayleigh surface waves (slowness pR) in a uniform half-space. In 
a Rayleigh wave both P and S waves are evanescent throughout the half-space, so pR > ß0_1 
and in this case pR ~ 1.12ß0_1. The coefficient c is a constant because there is no coupling 
between SH and P/SV waves. At the free surface the SH wave is simply amplified giving a 
surface amplification factor of 2.
6.1.2 Frequency dependent models
These models are ones in which the structural matrix contains some pre-existing 
information on the earth's velocity structure. The matrix would now become much more 
complex as it would not only depend on the slowness of the waves but it will also be 
frequency dependent. Owens et al. (1984) used a source equalisation method, with pre­
existing knowledge of the velocity structure to determine estimates of amplitude vector in the 
horizontal plane, from which they derived a horizontally layered velocity model.
An addition of a sedimentary layer or a series of horizontal layers can be included if the 
required information is available, but this will result in a loss of temporal resolution. In this 
case the model will have the same form as in equation 6.7, but the coefficients of mod(p) will 
be frequency dependent.
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6.2 Precision in the recovery of the amplitude vector
The wavefield model which is to be employed for the calculation of the amplitude vector 
must provide an adequate account of the interaction of waves near the recording station, but 
ideally should be one that does not require detailed information of the geological and velocity 
properties in the vicinity of the receiver.
I have therefore chosen the half-space model described in section 6.1.1.2, which allows 
for the dominant free surface effects. Since this model is frequency independent, its 
application in time and frequency domains could follow those used in the wave-classification 
procedure (see section 4.4). That is, the seismic coda is segmented into 0.5 - 1 second 
intervals, which are tapered at both ends to eliminate spurious signals, and the data is 
bandpassed into the same set of frequency bands. This will enable us to make a direct 
comparison of the amplitude estimates with the signals identified by the wave classification 
procedure.
The calculation of the amplitude vector is performed in the time domain and from analytic 
function theory (Aki and Richards, 1980) it is determined as follows :
/  ap \
(Z \
aSV = real(R(p,$)_1) N
l aSHj [fi j
( 6 . 12)
Since the fast Fourier transform is used, the data has to be padded with zeros to avoid 
aliasing artifacts. The estimate of the amplitude vector depends on four parameters : the 
surface compressional and shear wave velocities (a0 and ß0), the horizontal slowness (p)
and the azimuth (az) of the signal. These parameters may not be accurately known, so we 
need to establish limits on their range of values, between which the model solutions will still 
be precise (i.e. where the amplitude estimates are within 10% of their proper values). This 
will also allow us to test the robustness of the model, that is to check whether there is a 
relatively tight range of values which give precise model solutions, and outside this range the 
estimates are not to be representative of the actual solutions.
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These details can be worked out by using synthetic seismograms. Since the modelling 
assumes that only a single wavelet is present in a given time interval, the synthetics employed 
are exactly the same as those used in section 4.6.1, which were generated by a single 
slowness plane wave model. The synthetic seismograms were calculated in the ZRT 
coordinate system and are composed of a mixture of P, SV and SH signals, which are 
labeled accordingly (see fig.6.3a). These signals only represent the nature of the phases as 
they are registered at the receiver, and so their propagation characteristics remain unknown 
(i.e. were the phases direct arrivals or scattered/converted phases). The model should be able 
to detect these phases and give amplitude estimates which correspond to their actual values, 
when the parameters used to generate the synthetics (i.e. p = 0.122s/km, az= 0°, 
a Q = 5.809km/s and ß0 = 3.456km/s) are employed in its application. The comparison of 
the amplitude estimates (fig.6.3b) with the wavelets in fig.6.3a shows that the model gives 
precise estimates of the waves present, except for a 1-2% contamination in the amplitude of 
the phases, which is due to the limitations in the recovery procedure (e.g. windowing, fast 
Fourier transform).
When the input parameters to the model vary from their actual values, the amplitude 
estimates differ from the model solution. For each set of parameters : 1/ a Q & ß0, 2/ p and 3/
az, we display a diagram with the maximum amplitude estimates of the P, SV and SH 
components for a range of values of one parameter, while the other parameters are kept 
constant at their actual values. Also included are representative diagrams that show the 
decomposition of the synthetic seismograms into the 3 components for given parameter 
values. The variations that occur for each set of parameters are discussed as follows :
(i)O o& £o
It is obvious from equations 6.2 and 6.9 that any changes in a Q & ß0 will alter the values 
of the coefficients bj - b4- As a result these changes will only modify the amplitudes of the P
and SV components. Fig.6.4a shows the variation of the maximum amplitude vector for a 
range of surface velocities where the ratio of a 0 to ß0 is kept constant (oc0/ß0 = 1.68). The
diagram shows that while the maximium amplitude of the SH component remains constant 
(aSH = 70.8), there are slight variations in the maximum amplitudes of the P and SV
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Figure 6.3a Synthetic 3-component record section for the single slowness plane wave model, 
displaying P, SV and SH waves. The maximum amplitude of each trace is given by the corresponding 
numerical value.
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103.8
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Figure 6.3b Wavefield decomposition of the synthetic seismograms when the actual values of the 
model parameters are employed (i.e. p = 0.122s/km, az= 0*, a 0 -  5.80km/s and ß0 = 3.46km/s).
Amplitude
Percentage change in surface velocities
Figure 6.4a The variation in the maximum amplitude estimates of the P, SV and SH components 
when the surface velocities vary by up to 20% of their proper values, while the other parameters are 
kept constant at their actual values.
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Figure 6.4b Wavefield decomposition of the synthetic seismograms, when only the surface 
velocities depart from their actual values, with values of a a = 4.94km/s and ßQ = 2.94km/s.
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components across this range of values. These variations appear as contamination of both the 
P and SV components, and this is clearly seen in fig.6.4b which shows a wavefield 
decomposition where the surface velocities are 15% lower than the actual values (i.e. a Q = 
4.94km/s, ß0 = 2.94km/s). In this case the amplitude estimates of the phases that should be 
represented by each component (see fig.6.3b) vary as much as 5%, but there is also some 
crosstalk between P and SV which can result in unfavorable amplitude estimates (e.g. the P 
phase that occurs at 8 seconds is now considered to have a 20% SV component). Although a 
constant ratio for the surface velocities has been employed, these results are still 
representative for a range of ratios (say between 1.6 and 1.8), as the behaviour that occurs is 
similar.
(ii) horizontal slowness (p)
Again the coefficients bj - b4 are affected by changes in slowness, and this results in 
amplitude changes for the P and SV components. Fig.6.5a shows the variation of the 
maximium amplitude vector for slownesses that vary between 0.05 and 0.18 s/km. In this 
case the maximum amplitude of the SH component remains fixed, while the maximium 
amplitude of the P and SV components vary dramatically. When the slowness is in the 
vicinity of l / a Q (=0.175s/km) the estimate of aP is extremely large, as expected. The
variations result in contamination of the P and SV components, and representative 
decompositions are given by figs.6.5b,c. Figure 6.5b represents the decomposition for a 
slowness value of 0.09s/km (0.02s/km off the actual slowness value), and in comparison 
with fig.6.3b the amplitude estimates are quite well represented, but there is some crosstalk 
between the P and SV components, actually of the order of 30%. For slownesses which are 
far from the actual value, fig.6.5a shows that the amplitude differences are quite large, and so 
there should be considerable crosstalk between the components. Fig.6.5c clearly shows that 
the decomposition for a slowness of 0.17s/km gives inadequate model solutions, the degree 
of crosstalk is large and so results in the original S phases now considered as being equally 
composed of P and S V components.
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Figure 6.5a The variation in the maximum amplitude estimates of the P, SV and SH components 
when the slowness varies from 0.05 to 0.18s/km, while the other parameters are kept constant at their 
actual values.
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Figure 6.5b Wavefield decomposition of the synthetic seismograms, when only the slowness 
parameter departs from its actual value, with a value of 0.09s/km.
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Figure 6.5c W avefield decomposition of the synthetic seismograms, when only the slowness parameter 
departs from its actual value, with a value of 0.17s/km.
(iii) azimuth
From equation 6.3 any changes in azimuth will result in a complex interaction of the 
amplitudes of the 3 components. The variation in the maximum amplitude vector for azimuths 
that vary up to 90° from the actual azimuth is extremely large (see fig.6.6a). At 90° off 
azimuth the amplitude estimates can differ by 100% to their actual values. The decomposition 
of the wavefield is performed for 3 azimuth values to show the interaction and crosstalk 
between the 3 components. At a moderate off azimuthal value of 20°, there is a reasonable 
amount of crosstalk between the P and SH components (approx. 25%) and there is a rather 
large reduction in the amplitude of the S components (see fig.6.6b). However in comparison 
with fig.6.3b the amplitude estimates still give representative estimates of the actual phases 
present. As the azimuth varies further (az = 45°, fig.6.6c) the crosstalk between all 
components increases, and the decomposition does not resemble the starting model. At 90° 
(see fig.6.6d) the degree of crosstalk is extremely large, and the amplitudes are severely
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Figure 6.6a The variation in the maximium amplitude estimates of the P, SV and SH components 
when the azimuth varies by up to 90* of its proper value, while the other parameters are kept constant 
at their actual values.
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Figure 6.6b Wavefield decomposition of the synthetic seismograms, when only the azimuth 
parameter departs from its actual value, with a value 20* off azimuth.
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F igure 6.6c Wavefield decomposition of the synthetic seismograms, when only the azimuth 
parameter departs from its actual value, with a value 45’ off azimuth.
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seconds
Figure 6.6d Wavefield decomposition o f the synthetic seismograms, when only the azimuth 
parameter departs from its actual value, with a value 90* off azimuth.
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altered. The phases that are clearly defined on figs.6.3a,b are now roughly equally 
represented by all 3 components.
The above results show that if the basic parameters in the wavefield model are not 
accurately determined there may be significant crosstalk between the components, and this 
will result in amplitude estimates which do not truly represent the actual phases present in the 
seismogram. An acceptable precision for the model, would be where the parameters give 
amplitude estimates which are within 10% of the proper values. In the above case the 
following limits must therefore be imposed on the parameters :
(i) the errors in surface velocities must not exceed 10%.
(ii) the slowness value must must be within 0.1 s/km of the actual slowness.
(iii) the azimuth must not vary by more than 10° from the actual azimuth.
These limits will vary depending on the parameters of the incoming signal, and is some cases 
the range of acceptable values are quite small (e.g. when the slowness of the incoming signal 
is near l /a Q, the amplitude estimates change rapidly (see fig.6.5a), hence the slowness value
must be accurately determined, i.e. within 0.002s/km). It has been shown that the model can 
give reasonable results for a wide range of values, but the parameters need to be well 
constrained to give accurate amplitude estimates.
To check whether the model can be applied to a real dataset, we need to know how 
accurately these parameters can be determined. Chapter 2 has shown that the slowness and 
azimuth solutions for coherent arrivals recorded at WRA are accurate to 0.002s/km and 2° 
respectively, and the accuracy drops off as the coherency of the signal across the array 
decreases. At smaller aperture arrays (e.g. Noress) the accuracy is much lower, but in 
general the solutions for dominant arrivals recorded at all arrays will be within 0.005s/km 
and 5° of their actual values. Bad solutions will be a result of interfering signals and signal 
generated noise, hence their amplitude estimates will be misleading.
Surface velocities in the vicinity of an array can be precisely measured, well within the 
10% precision. However there may be some dependence with frequency. If there is a surface 
layer, e.g. a sedimentary or weathering zone, the polarisation and surface velocities can vary
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with frequency (see Booth and Crampin, 1985). This imposes a problem in what surface 
velocities should be used for each particular frequency band.
The WRA and Noress arrays are positioned on Precambrian rock complexes, and as these 
are basement rocks which are just weathered at the surface, the skin depth effect is minimal 
(i.e. the velocities the waves appear to be travelling at the surface are related to the 
wavelength of the signal, as the wavelength increases the velocity of the waves will represent 
the velocity structure at greater depths). Hence there will not be much variation of the 
apparent surface velocity with frequency. For polarisation purposes, Christoffersson et al. 
(1988) used a range of crustal P velocities to ensure correct velocity estimates, and these 
varied from 5km/s for frequencies between 3 and 8Hz to 7.5km/s for frequencies < 0.04Hz. 
Since only a limited range of frequencies are analysed in this study, constant values can be 
used for all frequencies. This is not applicable to earthquakes recorded at RDA as the waves 
have to travel through a sedimentary basin.
In conclusion the accuracy to which the parameters can be measured ensures that the 
decomposition will give adequate model solutions for a majority of the coda. However bad 
solutions will obviously occur when there is substantial signal generated noise and 
interference of signals. So when the model solutions are obtained for each earthquake, 
stacking, slowness and azimuth values are also included in the figures so one can check to 
see whether the solutions seem valid or not.
6.3 Application to real data sets
The seismic codas of three events which are representative of earthquakes recorded at the 
WRA, Noress and Arcess arrays were decomposed using the model described above. The 
wavefield decomposition gives estimates of the amplitude vector, which can be directly 
related to the wavetypes present, and so allows one to study the evolution and interaction of 
the phases (i.e. are they direct, scattered or converted phases) along the seismic wavetrain.
The processing sequence for the wavefield decomposition is outlined in fig.6.7. Slowness 
and azimuth estimates were determined by beamforming the vertical component dataset over
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all possible values (i.e. slownesses ranging from 0.0 - 0.3s/km and for all azimuths 
(0 - 360°)), and the solutions are calculated to a precision of 0.002s/km and 2“ respectively. 
For each event the amplitude vector represents the wavefield decomposition of data in the 
1-2 Hz frequency band, which has been processed at 0.5 second intervals. Although WRA 
is located on a granitic complex which has P velocities ranging from 5.69km/s at the surface 
to 6.06km/s underneath (i.e. basement rocks), and corresponding S velocities ranging 
between 3.53 and 3.59km/s (Finlayson, 1981), and that at Noress the P velocities for 
pressures corresponding to 1km depth range between 5.9 and 6.7km/s (Mykkeltveit, 1987), 
I have decided to employ the standard surface velocities a 0 = 5.8km/s and ß0 = 3.46km/s
used in the synthetics for all the arrays. These values are representative of hard rock sites and 
are not needed to be known precisely for the modelling to work.
Real Dataset 
ZNE
Apply model
Model solution 
(amplitude vector)
p, estimates 
from beamforming 
techniques
regional seismic 
experiments
Filter, time 
segmenting and 
tapering to 
produce input 
for model
Figure 6.7 Processing sequence for the wavefield decomposition of real data.
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The three components of the amplitude vector are displayed as seismic traces (see 
figs.6.8, 6.9 & 6.10). However due to the time segmenting and slowness/azimuth solutions 
the traces are disjointed and zeros also occur for particular segments of the coda.
6.3.1 Event W1186
This earthquake occurred in the New Ireland region and was recorded at WRA (date: 
20/10/86; origin time: 5 35 40.7; lat.: 4.84°S; long.: 153.43E; M^: 5.3; depth: 76km;
A: 2655km; az: 233°). The first 40 seconds of the seismic coda, which represents regional P 
and associated phases, was decomposed. Figure 6.8 displays the record section and 
amplitude vector for the 3-component station Bl, and the associated slowness, azimuth and 
stacking values for the whole array. The wavefield decomposition indicates that P is the 
dominant component for this section of coda, especially in the initial 10 seconds. This is to 
be expected, however the amplitudes of the S components are quite large in certain sections 
which indicates the presence of S phases (converted and/or scattered P-S phases).
In chapter 3 it was shown that while the WRA record sections are composed of coherent 
and partially coherent arrivals, much of the seismic coda is incoherent across the array. 
Inaccurate slowness and azimuth solutions may be determined for the incoherent sections, 
and in the decomposition this will lead to poor amplitude estimates, which could result in 
large S-P amplitude ratios. So to ensure that these sections represent actual S phases, one 
must check to see whether the stacking values are significant. The estimates of the S phase at 
42s has significant stacking values, and also consistent slowness and azimuth solutions, and 
so certainly represents a scattered P-S phase. Other indications for the presence of a S phase 
seem dubious. When the great circle azimuth is employed in the wavefield decomposition 
instead of the beamforming azimuth estimate, the large spikes (at 13, 22, 31, 35 and 39s) in 
the SH component disappear, which confirms that the azimuth values are probably bad 
estimates which result in poor amplitude estimates. Overall the decomposition suggests that 
the while the P component is dominant, there is also likely to be some S and Rayleigh waves
present.
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Figure 6.8 Wavefield decomposition of event W1186 (A = 2655km, az = 233*, depth = 76km), 
which shows the filtered (l-2Hz) 3-component record section and amplitude vector for station Bl, and 
the associated slowness, azimuth and stacking values for the whole array.
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Since the 3-component stations at WRA are widely spaced (~10km) the correlation of 
signals is quite poor across the 3-component array, except for coherent arrivals. This is 
reflected in the wavefield decomposition, as the amplitude vector for all 3-component stations 
only correlate (n.b. there is still a fair bit of variability) for the initial 10s where the P waves 
are dominant. After this there is not much consistency between the stations, and so suggests 
that locally scattered and converted phases dominate the later section of the seismic coda. The 
amplitude vector in fig.6.8 shows that there is a fair degree of contamination of the model 
solutions (i.e. there is a large portion of S components in P), most of this can probably be 
attributed to the poor calibration of WRA's 3-component seismometers. Also as there is a 
significant amount of signal generated noise in the seismic coda, it would be better to 
characterise the wavefield at the array by stacking the data recorded at the 3-component 
stations.
6.3.2 Event Norl
This is the same event which was analysed in section 5.1.1. Decomposition was made of 
the initial 50 seconds of the coda, which generally consists of uncomplicated P and 
associated phases. The wavefield decomposition results of station AO shown in fig.6.9 
indicate that P is dominant, as in event W1186. Large SV amplitudes are estimated for parts 
of the coda (e.g. between 36 and 38s), but since the stacking values are significant and the 
slowness values are consistently high (p > 0.2s/km), this does suggest the presence of a 
converted P-S phase. The wavefield decomposition at the great circle azimuth suggests that 
the large value of the SH component at 13s is entirely due to a bad beamforming estimate. 
For the last 10 seconds of the coda (i.e. 40 - 50s) the stacking values are low and the 
slowness values vary a lot, which suggests that the model solutions are not representative of 
the signals present.
Most arrivals for this event are arriving on-azimuth, so we can compare the wavefield 
decomposition results with the wavetype classification solutions displayed in fig.5.3b. The 
signals identified by the wave classification scheme are directly related to the amplitude vector 
(e.g. where P is identified, P is the dominant component of the amplitude vector, and where
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Figure 6.9 Wavefield decomposition of event Norl (A = 1562km, az = 235*), which shows the 
filtered (l-2Hz) 3-component record section and amplitude vector for station A0, and the associated 
slowness, azimuth and stacking values for the whole array.
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elliptical SV is identified, SV is the major component). Due to signal complexity only limited 
sections of the coda were identified, whereas with the near surface modelling a greater 
portion of the coda can be accurately decomposed and can give estimates of all 3 components 
simultaneously.
Since Noress's 3-component seismometers are well calibrated, there is not as much 
contamination of the model solutions compared with event W1186. Also as the 3-component 
stations are within 1.4km of each other, the correlation of the record sections is high and their 
decompositions are quite similar. Slight differences do occur and these probably result from 
variations in the velocity structure in the vicinity of the array.
6.3.3 Event Arc2
This is a local event that was analysed in section 5.1.2 which consists of P, S and 
Rayleigh wave phases. The wavefield classification results in section 5.1.2 showed that the P 
and Rayleigh wave phases could easily be detected, but there were problems in identifying a 
locally dominant phase for the S coda due to the complex interference of SV and SH 
components. However the estimate of the amplitude vector from the wavefield decomposition 
clearly defines the P, S and Rayleigh wave phases. The amplitude traces in fig.6.10 show 
that there are two clear P phases (at 14 and 21s), that the S waves exist between 30 and 40s, 
and then the Rayleigh wave dominates till 53s
The wavefield decomposition can also give the relative proportions of the S components in 
the S coda, approximately 1:1 (n.b. that there is a fair degree of P contamination which may 
be due to the model or the actual presence of P phases) and the ratio of the P to SV 
amplitudes of the Rayleigh waves (approx. 1:3).
This event clearly gives the best decomposition of the phases in the seismic coda, and 
results from the fact that the waveform of the phases would only be slightly altered due to the 
short propagation path. Since there is only minor S contamination in the P coda, the standard 
surface velocities applied in the modelling represent a reasonable velocity structure for this
area.
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Figure 6.10 Wavefield decomposition o f event Arc2 (A = 171km, az = 266*), which shows the 
filtered (l-2Hz) 3-component record section and amplitude vector for station A0, and the associated 
slowness, azimuth and stacking values for the whole array.
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6.4 Discussion
The parameters of the model need to be reasonably well determined to give precise 
amplitude estimates along the coda. The surface velocities measurements are well 
constrained, and the slowness and azimuth measurements for much of the coda are accurately 
determined, so the estimates of the amplitude vector will give a physical representation of the 
character of the coda. The application to real data showed that the model solutions are 
indicative of the phases present in the coda.
We have made the frequency independent correction for the free surface, which can be 
regarded as the first stage in a hierarchy of frequency dependent corrections that incorporate 
greater detail into the model to match the local geological characteristics. With just the free 
surface effect included, the wavefield decomposition resembles the waves incident at this 
surface. However, the model can be taken to greater depths by adding in extra corrections, 
and then the inferred wavefield decomposition would refer to waves incident at the base of 
this structure.
In comparison with the wavetype classification scheme, the wavefield decomposition is an 
improved method for obtaining characteristics of the wavefield. It not only determines the 
locally dominant phase type, but it also gives estimates of the other phases present in a given 
time interval. Consequently the S coda can now be decomposed and SH can be distinguished 
from isotropic noise.
An array of 3-component stations could be used in two ways. Firstly the comparison of 
wavefield decompositions would allow one to study the evolution of phases across the array, 
and secondly stacking the 3-component dataset would result in a decomposition that 
characterises the wavefield at the array.
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Chapter 7 
DISCUSSION
Many models detailing the velocity structure of regions of the earth use slowness and 
azimuth estimates calculated at an array. Although the resolution of these parameters is 
within acceptable limits (i.e. 0.002s/km in slowness and 2° in azimuth), the variations of the 
parameter estimates from their actual values caused by heterogeneity (along the entire ray 
path) will have a significant consequence on the velocity models. These errors will incur 
noticeable differences on small scale features of velocity depth profiles, and so ultimately 
poses uncertainties on the accuracy of the velocity models. It was clearly shown in the study 
of receiver heterogeneity that local structure within the vicinity of the WRA and RDA arrays 
has a marked effect on the slowness value. Corrections to the slowness have been applied by 
many authors (e.g. Simpson, 1973; King, 1974), but they could not satisfactorily account 
for local structure effects.
So it is necessary to strive to obtain more information on the propagation and polarisation 
characteristics of the seismic wavefield. Three component data inherently contains more 
information on the seismic wavefield, and techniques employed on such data should give a 
better insight of how the waves have been scattered and consequently provide information to 
attain a greater understanding of the velocity structure and the distribution of inhomogeneities 
along the path which the waves have propagated.
From the ideas of many workers in this field I have been able to formulate a scheme based 
on a hierarchy of polarisation characteristics of the various wavetypes in an isotropic medium 
for the classification of a 3-component seismogram in terms of wavetype and direction. The 
identification and determination of propagation properties of more arrivals (especially later 
arrivals) will enable one to refine the velocity models. This method was shown to be quite 
reliable in identifying phases along the coda, and since it does not require knowledge of 
external source parameters, the method could be employed as an on-line wave identification
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process. It is, however, difficult to recognise SH waves in the presence of other wavetypes. 
Problems also occur when more than one signal (in either wavetype or direction) arrive in the 
same time window.
This method is in complete contrast to Christoffersson et al. (1988) as it determines the 
locally dominant phase type in a given interval whereas they calculate probabilities for the 
presence of a particular wavetype. For a complete study of the wavefield the associated 
slowness vector is also required, and the two parameters (azimuth and angle of incidence) 
which define it are only stable enough in certain section of the P coda. A complete study for 
S and Rayleigh wave sections is not feasible because either the directional estimates of the 
particle motion have no direct bearing to the slowness vector or the estimates are not stable.
Improvements can be made in the wave classification scheme if one stacks an array of 
3-component data, as the stability of the waveform parameter estimates are improved. The 
averaging effect brought about by stacking will ultimately decrease the resolution of the data, 
but there will be a reduction in ambient noise, phase interference and the effects of near 
receiver heterogeneity (as in beamforming techniques). Overall this method is about as far 
one can proceed with 3-component data unless one attempts to conquer the complex field of 
signal interference in an anisotropic medium.
The inability of the classification scheme to provide detailed information on the complete 
3-component wavefield led to the development of a new method which was designed to 
estimate the relative proportions of P, SV and SH waves as a function of time along the 
seismogram. The decomposition of the wavefield was based on a simplified model in which 
only free surface reflections were taken into account. This particular process is frequency 
independent. Since the model is weakly dependent on the values adopted for the seismic 
parameters at the surface, the resulting estimates of P, SV and SH contributions were 
indicative of the character of the wavefield. Unlike the wave classification scheme, it not 
only determines the locally dominant phase type, but it also gives estimates of the other 
phases present in a given time window. Consequently the S coda can be more fully 
decomposed and SH can be distinguished from isotropic noise.
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The simultaneous estimation of the different wavetype contributions (P, SV and SH) from 
3-component array data taking into account free surface interaction gives as complete an 
interpretation of the seismic wavetrain as can be achieved without detailed synthetic 
seismogram modelling.
Two aspects of work in this thesis can be used for future studies. Firstly, by examining in 
more detail the variations caused by source and receiver heterogeneity, one may be able to 
apply systematic corrections to slowness and azimuth measurements. Secondly if one knows 
information on the geological structure in the vicinity of the seismic array, one could add 
extra frequency dependent corrections so the wavefield decomposition represents the waves 
incident at the base of this structure. Also one should be able to stack 3-component data, for 
the characterisation of the wavefield at an array. These results can then be implemented for 
the construction and refinement of velocity models.
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Appendix 1 - Least squares estimation of slowness and azimuth
The method of calculating the azimuth and velocity of a wave crossing an array of 
seismometers under the assumption of a plane wave is outlined by Otsuka (1966a) and 
Wright (1970). However this problem can be more clearly addressed as a simple linear 
inverse problem whose general theory (described in Menke, 1984) is given in detail below. 
This type of inverse problem can be explicitly written by the linear equation :
Gm = d
which relates the model parameters m to the data d by the data kernel matrix G. In this case 
the model parameters are the azimuth and velocity of the signals, while the timing of the 
signals and the position for each receiver make up the data matrix.
The least squares method for solving the linear inverse problem is based on measures of 
the size of the estimated model parameters mest and the predicted data dPre = Gmest. The 
method attempts to pick the model parameters so that the predicted data are as close as 
possible to the observed data. For each observation one defines a prediction error, 
= diobs - djobs and the best solution is the one with model parameters that give the
smallest overall error E, which is defined as :
N
E = Ie,2 
i
where N is the number of measurements.
The total error E is exactly the squared Euclidean length of the vector e, or E = e^e. The least 
squares estimate is the minimum of the function E(m) and is solved by setting the derivatives 
of E to zero and solving the resulting equations.
The error E is :
E = e^e = (d - Gm)T (d - Gm)
N
= r
l
/ M
d i  - I G ijm j
l  J
V Mdi - I G ikmk
A k
\
J
By multiplying out the terms and reversing the order of the summation we ge t:
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MM M M N  N
E = Z Z mjmkX GijGik - 2Zm;ZGijdi + I d ^
j k i j i i
Taking the derivative of E with respect to one of the model parameters, say mq, and 
performing this term by term gives
a
3m^
/M M  N n MM N
Z Z mjmkZ ^ ij^ ik  = Z Z(^jqmk + mj^kq)Z GjjGjk
U  k l )  j k i
M N
=2 Z mkZG iqGjk 
k i
for the first term. The derivatives of the form amj/aj are just the Kronecker delta 5y. Since 
both mj and mj are independent variables, their derivative is zero unless i = j.
The second term gives
- 2 ’
a ( M N M N
= -2S 5jq ? Gijdi = ‘25 Giqdi 
Since the third term does not contain any m's, it is zero as
a nId ,d ,
1
Combining the three terms gives
3E M N N
^  = 0 = 2 Im kJG ,qGlk - 2 |G iqd , .
Writing this equation in matrix notation yields
G^Gm - G^d = 0 (normal equations)
Presuming that (G^G)'1 exists, we have the following solution : 
mest = (GTG)-lGTd
which is the least squares solution to the inverse problem Gm = d.
Having found a estimate, by plugging it into the equation Gm = d we have
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dPre = Gmest = G((GTG)*1GTdobs)
= G(G-gdobs) = (GG-g)dobs = Ndobs
where G*§ = (GTG)_1GT and N = GG'S is the data resolution matrix which gives an idea on 
how well the data can be resolved and hence its appropriate errors. The errors in the velocity 
and azimuth of a wavefront crossing the array are detailed explicitly by Otsuka (1966a).
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Appendix 2 - Hypocentre information (ISC)
(i) Shallow focus northwest Irian Jaya earthquakes.
Event Date Oririn time Epicentre Depth Mb
h min sec lat.(°) long.O (km)
1 08/11/79 21 25 22.5 1.98S 134.64E 33 5.1
2 27/12/79 15 49 02 1.80S 135.88E 38 5.2
3 13/01/80 11 41 19.4 1.99S 134.13E 33 4.9
4 11/06/80 03 49 11.6 2.87S 134.51E 34 5.1
5 17/06/80 06 01 11 1.8 IS 135.21E 24 5.2
6 15/07/80 01 27 19.4 1.40S 133.79E 54 5.0
7 30/09/80 23 53 17 1.79S 135.87E 38 5.1
8 06/03/82 15 00 16.7 2.03S 133.42E 33 4.8
9 17/10/84 03 24 59.0 3.01S 134.40E 33 4.9
10 21/03/85 16 06 20.4 2.45S 134.30E 33 5.2
11 07/09/85 09 23 12 2.2 S 133.4 E 33 —
12 17/11/85 11 51 03.2 1.64S 135.0 E 10 4.1
13 17/11/85 13 35 12 1.75S 134.29E 37 5.3
14 17/11/85 14 20 55 1.64S 134.44E 19 5.5
15 17/11/85 15 25 24.3 1.66S 134.43E 10 4.4
16 17/11/85 16 55 06.4 1.69S 134.73E 10 4.1
17 24/12/85 07 00 58.7 1.65S 134.50E 33 4.5
18 26/02/86 11 05 04 1.83S 134.25E 37 5.3
19 10/11/86 02 18 57 1.7 S 133.5 E 33 4.5
20 17/11/86 15 36 16.0 2.93S 134.50E 4 4.6
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(ii) Shallow focus New Ireland/New Britain earthquakes.
Event Date Oriein time Epicentre Depth Mb
h min sec lat.(°) long.O (km)
21 30/08/80 17 44 04.9 4.30S 152.81E 45 5.3
22 28/10/80 14 21 36.3 4.38S 152.1 IE 51 5.0
23 30/05/81 23 49 05 3.22S 152.71E 12 4.9
24 26/08/81 02 20 07 4.23S 152.88E 36 4.8
25 04/03/82 08 01 26.7 4.36S 152.31E 54 4.8
26 26/03/82 04 50 25.1 4.34S 152.84E 47 5.2
27 11/05/82 14 45 43.0 3.93S 152.72E 34 4.9
28 03/11/82 12 23 25.2 4.48S 152.79E 42 4.7
29 02/12/84 21 09 28.8 3.84S 151.96E 35 5.3
30 20/02/85 11 24 39.3 4.35S 152.99E 55 4.6
31 07/06/85 12 01 29 4.43S 152.82E 41 4.9
32 03/07/85 12 24 22.7 4.37S 152.72E 46 5.0
33 05/07/85 14 33 14 4.1 S 152.62E 35 4.7
34 05/07/85 23 58 18.9 4.41S 152.68E 54 5.0
35 13/07/85 13 17 14.5 4.58S 152.80E 43 4.4
36 18/07/85 04 28 36.4 4.5 S 152.82E 33 4.1
37 27/07/85 14 24 41 4.7 S 152.3 E 33 4.2
38 11/08/85 07 01 28.6 4.49S 152.89E 46 —
39 13/08/85 08 27 37.4 4.34S 152.81E 48 5.3
40 10/10/85 20 37 24 4.28S 153.24E 30 5.2
41 29/10/85 00 41 49 4.6 S 152.79E 33 4.0
42 28/11/85 14 54 43.0 4.25S 152.91E 47 5.3
43 28/11/85 16 03 03 4.20S 152.85E 53 5.0
44 04/08/86 00 37 43 4.1 S 152.65E 53 4.6
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Event Date Orisin time Epicentre Depth M,
h min sec lat.(°) long.O (km)
45 11/08/86 03 56 08 4.6 S 153.2 E 17 4.5
46 19/10/86 01 56 32.4 4.5 S 152.83E 40 4.7
47 27/10/85 05 50 45.2 4.29S 153.03E 59 4.9
48 04/11/86 08 50 35.4 4.57S 153.61E 53 4.9
49 05/11/86 11 45 32 4.55S 152.68E 23 4.6
50 26/11/85 11 26 29.7 4.8 S 152.94E 50 4.2
(iii) Shallow focus Banda Sea earthquakes.
Event Date Oriein time Epicentre Depth Mb
h min sec lat.O long.O (km)
51 26/01/81 11 26 24 8.46S 127.70E 55 5.0
52 25/06/82 09 59 20.8 7.85S 128.59E 33 —
53 15/12/82 16 45 03 7.50S 127.69E 16 4.6
54 17/09/83 16 25 39.3 8.16S 127.98E 33 —
55 02/01/84 21 31 02 8.09S 129.12E 35 5.1
56 30/06/85 07 59 23 7.10S 129.22E 57 5.4
57 11/07/85 14 07 51.4 7.62S 129.94E 0 4.8
58 20/05/86 14 14 27.1 7.91S 127.9E 33 —
59 28/05/86 14 30 21 7.4 S 129.5 E 33 —
60 13/07/86 18 11 14.4 8.6 S 127.6 E 33 4.7
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